3.ÊTHE FUNCTIONS OF pu
3.0.ÊOverview
In this chapter, the various functions pu is associated with are explored in a
well-attested and well-known variant of GreekÑCSMG. This is necessary before
embarking on an account of how pu came to acquire those functions, or a diatopic account relying on more fragmentarily attested local variants: one moves
from the known to the unknown.
My account of the distribution of pu is based on Mackridge (1985) and Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]). TzartzanosÕ Syntax remains the authoritative description of Modern Greek syntax, although it is written in a traditional framework, which lacks the benefit of recent syntactic analysis or cross-linguistic insights; Mackridge provides a special study of pu within his descriptivist overview
of Modern Greek. These two sources are supplemented by Joseph & PhilippakiWarburton (1987), a formal grammar of Modern Greek, and Holton, Mackridge
& Philippaki-Warburton (1997), a descriptive reference grammar.
Apart from trivial invented examples and the constructed sentences in Joseph
& Philippaki-Warburton, all these worksÕ examples are taken from real text:
TzartzanosÕ, from folk song and fables, and contemporary vernacular literature;
MackridgeÕs, from contemporary literature, the Greek press, and spoken discourse. I occasionally supplement these with spoken discourse I have recorded.
As there are subtle distinctions involved in the usage of pu, it is safer to rely on
found data than constructed examples, which may only reflect the authorÕs
idiolect.
The taxonomy outlined by Mackridge is the basis of the taxonomy I use in this
chapter, with some elaboration and further subdivision, and supplemented by
TzartzanosÕ taxonomy and discussion. My taxonomy can be summarised as follows:
I. Relative locative adverb
1. Indefinite
2. Definite
II. Relativiser
1. Pseudo-relativiser
2. Cleft
3. Pseudo-Cleft
III. Complementiser
1. Emotive complements
2. Cognitive-Physical factive complements
3. Non-factive complements
4. Subject complements
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IV. Adjunct connective
1. Cause or reason clauses
2. Circumstance clauses
3. Result clauses
4. Contrast clauses
5. Realis concessive clauses
6. Temporal clauses
V. Discourse connective
VI. Collocations
1. With preposition/subordinator
2. ÔRedundantÕ
3. Discourse connectives
4. Other
VIa. Subjunctive marker
VII. Combined with na
1. Generalising relative clauses
2. Purposive relative clauses
3. Potential result clauses
4. Irrealis concessive clauses
5. Optative clauses
6. Exclamatory clauses
a. Cleft exclamatory
b. Bare exclamatory
VIII. Irrealis expressions
1. pu Ta-exclamatory adjuncts
2. Bare pu-exclamatory adjuncts
IX. Combined with definite article

Of the classes identified here, all have been identified by Mackridge but for II.4
and III.4 (JosephÊ& Philippaki-Warburton), II.2, IV.5, V and IX (Tzartzanos),
IV.2, VII.6b and VIII (Nicholas). The last three taxa are the only original elements I contribute to the taxonomy; however, this entire chapter is a resynthesis of the previous attempts at a taxonomy, and there is some reorganisation
involved.1 The discussion here is also rather more detailed than that of either
Mackridge or Tzarztanos; it includes a wider range of examples, and incorporates more recent research into the semantics of particular functions (particularly causals and concessives.)
My taxonomy is based on exhaustive corpus research of Makriyannis and
TahtsisÑtexts at the temporal and stylistic endpoints of CSMG (1830sÐ1960s),
as well as findings from the informal texts by Tsiforos and in Hellas-L (see discussion in ¤1.1); it thus represents an exhaustive listing of functions of pu.
The original meaning of pu, retained in the phonologically unreduced allomorph Èopu, is a relative locative adverb (Ôwhere, whereverÕ) (I). The most
widespread use of pu in Modern Greek is as a relativiser (II); thus, in the text
The Third Wedding, the generic relativiser function accounts for 74% of all instances of pu, while in MakriyannisÕ Memoirs, it accounts for 65%. The grammaticalisation of ho@pou from function I to II proceeded throughout Middle
Greek, and had reached its completion by 500 AD (see ¤5 for discussion). The
1While

I have completed an analysis of collocations (VI) (Nicholas 1998a), this analysis has been
excluded from the scope of this work.
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relativiser rubric includes headless relatives (a function obsolete in CSMG), and
pseudo-relativesÑrelativisations of adverbs, which can be seen as a stepping
stone between relativiser and conjunction usages of pu (eki pu Ôjust whenÕ, tora
pu Ônow thatÕ).2
The development studied here is the spread of pu beyond relativiser functions,
to complement and adjunct functions (IIIÐIV). In any discussion of these,
MackridgeÕs caveat should be borne in mind:
While grammarians class these uses of pu as different from its relative functions,
there is often a noun or pronoun in the main clause which might be construed as
an antecedent: indeed, it may be that most speakers would consider pu to be no
different from a relative pronoun in such circumstances. (Mackridge 1985:254)

It is often difficult to distinguish between the various semantic functions attributable to pu: a causal adjunct can just as easily be temporal, and a resultative
can also be analysed as a predicate complement. This ambiguity is remarked
upon explicitly by Tzartzanos:
Since the particle pu has many uses and meanings, it appears in many instances
with two or three meanings in the same sentence; and in many contexts, it is difficult to determine its exact meaning, or it seems to be redundant. (Tzartzanos 1991
[1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV v)

The kind of polysemy involved in pu, where one function fades into another, is
characteristic of grammaticalisation, and inevitably frustrates any attempts at a
well-defined taxonomy: there are always instances of pu, or for that matter of
any polysemous particle, which do not fall within the prototypical semantic
range of one or the other meanings of the particle, but which instead fall in
some fuzzy semantic cline intermediate between the two. This is crucial for an
appreciation of the synchronic semantics of pu; but as I contend in subsequent
chapters, this fuzziness is a synchronic rather than diachronic fact. And although these clines explain the current semantic range of functions of pu, they
do not explain how those functions were originally acquired.
Where the semantic category is relevant, pu-complements and pu-adjuncts are
typically factive. What factive means precisely, and to what extent factivity fits
the actual distribution of pu, is a topic of some complexity, which I study in
more detail in ¤4.3 In general terms, pu-clauses being factive means that they
are presupposed to be true; for adjuncts, this is in itself an adequate description
2The

definition of Ôrelative clauseÕ I use is rather broadÑeven broader, in fact, than MackridgeÕs.
Thus, I vary from Mackridge in considering some constructions under his ÔOther collocationsÕ
rubric to be temporal relative clauses; for instance:
(1)
«Exete
Ãra poy üruate;
exete
ora pu
irTate?
you have
time REL you came
Have you been here long? (ÔHas it been for you a [long] time since when you
came?Õ) (Mack 257)
3Even as a separate chapter, ¤4 is far from exhausting the topic of the semantics of the Greek
complementation paradigm.
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of the distribution of pu. In complementation, pu is in complementary distribution with unmarked realis complementisers oti and pos, and with the irrealis
connective na; the semantic differentiation involved is that the pu-clauses are
factive. In other cases, however, pu is in seemingly free variation with these connectives.
As a complementiser, pu is obligatory after predicates of emotion in CSMG
(III.1) and marked for factivity after predicates of perception and knowledge
(III.2). In some Greek dialects (although not CSMG), it also appears as a nonfactive complementiser, after predicates of saying and thinking, and has become
the unmarked realis complementiser (III.3).
As a connective, pu is also factive, as already mentioned (IV). The types of adjunct it can introduce include causes/circumstances, results, contrasts, concessions, and temporal adjuncts. The distinctions between these various meanings
are vague, and judgements on which rubric a pu-adjunct belongs to can be problematic; quite often an instance of pu is ambiguous between two such functions.
Again, this type of fuzzy polysemy is characteristic of grammaticalisation.
pu is sporadically used as a textual connective (V). Such a development would
be interesting as a broadening of syntactic scope; yet there is evidence to suggest that the majority of cases (using opu rather than pu) constitute a separate
development from the remainder of functions considered, and originate directly
in the locative Èopu.
Collocations of pu with various prepositions and subordinators form a separate class (VI), as the pathway through which they originated is the same for
most of them. This class also includes collocations of pu with adverbs, and discourse marker usages of collocations of pu (VI.3). Collocations are not included
in this research (see Nicholas 1998a); they are most significant for showing the
productive use of pu as a nominaliser, following on from its complementiser
function, and for engendering several more idiosyncratic usages.
The spread of pu into the irrealis domain is considered in three categories.
First, pu enters into the class of Greek Ôsubjunctive markersÕ (VIa), which can be
followed by subjunctive clauses (¤3.0.1); in CSMG, this occurs mostly with indefinite rather than irrealis denotation, so that the factivity of pu is challenged,
but not severely so.
Second, pu enters into the collocation pu na (VII) (considered separately by
both Tzartzanos and Mackridge in their taxonomies under their articles on na.)
In Greek, na is an irrealis particle, traditionally associated with the subjunctive
mood; so pu na clauses are not factive, and unlike VIa there is an explicit modal
marker indicating this. The types of clause considered here include potential results, concessions, optative phrases, exclamatory phrases, and purposive and
generalising relative clauses.
Third is the collocation of pu and Ta, the future marker, used to introduce irrealis adjuncts to exclamatory sentences (VIII); I also consider analogous irrealis adjuncts in which Ta is absent. This category is significant in that it violates
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the factivity constraint on p u-clauses, without an overt marker of irrealis
modality in the sentence (VII), and without the violation being restricted to
referentiality (VIa).
The final class involves collocations of pu and the definite article to (IX),
which are quite rare in Modern Greek; the reason for this relates to the factivity
of pu.
Though this is a disparate grouping of senses, there are certain cohesive factors at work:
1 None of these usages are distant from the relativiser usage of puÑeither syntactically, in terms of native speaker intuition, or semantically: the functions
are bound together in a polysemic whole.
2 Wherever applicable, and whenever irrealis na is not juxtaposed, pu-clauses
are factive (with the exception of the clauses in VIII, and to a lesser extent
VIa), and are frequently marked for factivity.
3 The classes of predicates after which pu appears obligatorily and optionally in
CSMG as a complementiser broadly correspond to the the true-factive and
semi-factive classes of predicates, respectively (Karttunen 1971):4 there is
thus an independent semantic motivation for the distribution of pu as a complementiser.
4 In its grammaticalisation pu has come to either overlap or contrast with na in
a wide range of functions. In a real sense, many usages of pu can be unified as
a figure against the ground of na. There are cases where pu and na co-occur or
compete; it is as if the two great grammaticalisations of Modern Greek are
waves spreading out from their own foci, and overlapping in some fields
(such as temporal adjuncts, or complements of verbs of perception.) I argue
in subsequent chapters that a good deal of the meaning of pu in the Modern
Greek grammatical system has arisen by virtue of its paradigmatic relation
with na.
My main concern in this work is to trace the semantic changes and diversification in the history of pu, rather than a detailed synchronic account of its semantics, which has not yet been settled. An outline of the semantic issues involved,
however, is an essential preliminary to such an account.
In what follows, each of these functions is described in detail, along with examples drawn from Tzartzanos, Mackridge, and my own corpora, and notes on
any complications arising. 5
3.0.1.ÊThe Greek verb system
The discussion below occasionally refers to the verb tense used after pu; mostly,
this is done to distinguish realis from irrealis and counterfactual clauses. In

4 These are explained in ¤4.
5TzartzanosÕ examples are followed

by an indication of his source; the most prominent of these
are PassowÕs and PolitisÕ collections of folk songs.
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doing so, I use a structuralist rather than traditional framework of analysing
Modern Greek tense.
There are in Modern Greek four morphologically primitive finite verb forms:
that is, tense forms which vary for person, and which are realised as inflections
as opposed to clitics or auxiliaries. Following traditional usage, these distinct
verb forms are called tenses. The distinction between them, however, involves
not only time, but aspect and modality as well.
In traditional Greek grammar, the primary distinctions were those of tense
and mood; verb forms were thus referred to as Present Indicative, Aorist
Subjunctive, and so forth. Following a structuralist taxonomy, first used by Mirambel (1978 [1959]), and here expressed in HesseÕs (1980) formulation, verb
forms are distinguished according to aspect and tense; while there are also
modality distinctions between verb forms, these are considered secondary in the
taxonomy.
In this taxonomy, aspect is distinguished between Perfective and
Imperfective, and tense between Simplex6 and Past. Amongst non-finite
verb forms, the Imperative is also subject to aspect distinctions, although not
tense distinctions. One may illustrate the taxonomy with the active verbs ÈDeno
ÔbindÕ and aÄaÈpo ÔloveÕ, representing the two conjugations of Greek verbs, which
are distinguished by stress placement on the citation form:
Active
Simplex
Past
Imperative

Imperfective
ÈDen-o
aÄaÈp-o
ÈeDen-a
aÄaÈp-usa
ÈDen-e
aÈÄap-a

Perfective
ÈDes-o
ÈeDes-a
ÈDes-e

aÄaÈpis-o
aÈÄapis-a
aÈÄapis-e

Perfective aspect is associated with a stem change, and Past tense (mostly) with
stress moving leftwards.
The passive counterparts of these verb forms are as follows:

Simplex
Past
Imperative

Passive
Imperfective
Perfective
ÈDen-ome
aÄap-iÈeme
DeÈT-o
aÄapiÈT-o
DeÈn-omun
aÄap-iÈomun
ÈDeT-ika
aÄaÈpiT-ika
(ÈDen-u)
Ñ
ÈDes-u
aÄaÈpis-u

The mood of these verb forms is not uniform. The litmus test for mood in
Modern Greek is the use of the irrealis modal particle na. In complements, na
introduces irrealis- or action-complements: Telo na pao ÔI want to goÕ, arxizo na
piÄeno ÔI start goingÕ. When used with a matrix verb, it indicates a subjunctive
mood, such as optativity or hortativity: na fiÄo Ômay I leave!Õ, na pame ÔletÕs goÕ.
More generally, irrealis modality in Greek is associated with a small number of
6 After

Hesse (1980), Simplex is used instead of Present, since the Simplex forms are used to
form the future tenses of Greek. Simplex by itself can be used to refer to the future, so that the
time distinction is properly Past versus Non-Past. (The term Simplex is preferred here as more
compact than Non-Past.)
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subordinatorsÑthe most prominent of these being na. Since in traditional
grammar those subordinators are associated with subjunctive mood, they are
termed subjunctive subordinators: they include as ÔhortativeÕ, a n ÔifÕ, prin
ÔbeforeÕ, and indefinite relativisersÑopios ÔwhoeverÕ, Èopu ÔwhereverÕ, otan
ÔwhenÕ.
A verb without a subjunctive subordinator, on the other hand, has indicative
mood: fevÄo ÔI am leavingÕ, pame Ôwe are goingÕ. The correlation between mood
and modality in Greek is close; however, in complementation the distinction
between na- and nonÐna-complements is more one of state vs. event than realis
vs. irrealis (arxizo na piÄeno ÔI start goingÕ introduces a real event, elpizo oti
piÄeni ÔI hope that she is goingÕ introduces a hypothetical state).7 Furthermore,
subjunctive mood in Greek includes not only irrealis, but also indefinite denotationÑas with the indefinite relativisers.
Imperfective verb forms are unmarked as to mood:
¥ The Imperfective Simplex can be used in either realis or irrealis contexts:
Deno ÔI am bindingÕ, na Deno Ôlet me keep binding; may I keep binding!Õ, Telo
na Deno ÔI want to keep bindingÕ. IMPFS is the traditional citation form of
Modern Greek verbs, and is the unmarked verb form in realis contexts,
having non-past rather than past reference.
¥ The irrealis distribution of the Imperfective Past is more restricted. While
it can be used normally as a matrix verb in realis contexts (eDena ÔI was
bindingÕ), in irrealis contexts, IMPFS is marked as an unrealised optative:
compare iTela na eDena ÔI would have wanted to bindÕ with iTela na Deso ÔI
wanted to bindÕ, and na eDena Ôwould that I had bound!Õ. I MPFP thus cannot
be used in all the irrealis contexts other tenses can.
With perfective verb forms, on the other hand, there is a clear mood distinction:
¥ Perfective Simplex (PERFS) is an irrealis tense, which can appear only
after subjunctive subordinators. Thus, na Deso Ôlet me bind; may I bind!Õ, as
Deso Ôlet me bindÕ, an Deso Ôif I bindÕ, prin Deso Ôbefore I bindÕ, opios Desi
Ôwhoever bindsÕ, Èopu Deso Ôwherever I bindÕ. In realis matrix contexts, on the
other hand, PERFS is not used: *Deso ÔI bindÕ.8 PERFS is the unmarked verb
form in subjunctive contexts: cf. Telo na Deso ÔI want to bindÕ with Telo na
Deno ÔI want to keep bindingÕ.
¥ Just as PERFS is overwhelmingly used in irrealis contexts, so the irrealis distribution of the Imperfective Past is severely restricted. While it can be
used normally as a matrix verb in realis contexts (eDesa ÔI boundÕ), it cannot
be used in CSMG in irrealis matrix verbs at all (*na eDesa).9 As an irrealis, it
is restricted to counterfactual conditional and concessive adjuncts, and to
7For more discussion of the semantics of Greek complementation, see
8There is only one construction in which PERFS can appear without a

¤4.
subjunctive subordinator:
Desi De Desi Ôwhether he binds or notÕ. This is analogous both semantically and formally to
English willy-nillyÑand is of course semantically still subjunctive.
9 na eDesa was acceptable in EMG, with the unrealised optative meaning now conveyed by
IMPFP na eDena.
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complements of epistemic predicates: an to eDesa Ôif I had bound it (which I
did not)Õ, ke na to eDesa Ôeven if I had bound it (which I did not)Õ, pistevo na to
eDese ÔI believe he has bound itÕ.
To summarise the association of mood and verb form in Greek:
Simplex
Past

Perfective
Irrealis
Realis

Imperfective
Realis or Irrealis (complementary distribution)
Realis or Counterfactual (ÊÈÊÊÈÊ)

Compound tenses are formed by the auxiliary verbs exo ÔhaveÕ, ime ÔbeÕ, and the
future particle Ta. They include a Perfect (exo ÔhaveÕÊ+ Infinitive),10 a P l uperfect (ixa ÔhadÕÊ+ Infinitive),11 three futures (Simplex: TaÊ+ P ERFS; Continuous: TaÊ+ I MPFS; Perfect: TaÊ+ Perfect), and two conditionals (TaÊ+
IMPFP or Pluperfect). The future/conditional differentiation between Past and
Simplex tenses mirrors the irrealis/counterfactual distinction for those tenses
after na.
PERFS, as seen, is strongly associated with irrealis modality, so that clauses in
PERFS are not presupposed as being true in the world. On the other hand, the
most salient characteristic of pu-clauses (in the absence of a subjunctive subordinator) is that they are presupposed. So instances where pu can be followed directly by PERFS, without an interceding na, are infrequent and noteworthy,
demonstrating a shift in the modality of pu away from presupposition and towards indefinite or irrealis denotation (¤3.6).

3.1.ÊRelative locative adverb
3.1.1.ÊIndefinite locative
The original meaning of (o)pu (Classical ho@pou) is the indefinite locative relative
adverb ÔwhereverÕ. In this meaning, it still appears in its phonologically unreduced form Èopu. It is thus a distinct lexeme from pu, having undergone phonological divergence, but is included in this account for completeness:
(2a)

«Opoy g´rizeq, apŒntaineq Œntreq, gyna¼keq, paidiŒ
Èopu Äirizes (IMPP), apadenes adres, Äinekes, peDia.
Wherever you went, youÕd meet men, women, children. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ1:
Passow)

There are rare instances in folk song where it is phonologically reduced to pu in
this function; this is not possible in CSMG, nor is it characteristic of the prose
discourse of most Greek dialects (¤7.1.1):
(2b)

10The

Ap¿ ta jªna, poy breuÃ, mhn´mata so´ stªlnv.
apo ta ksena, pu vreTo (PERFS), minimata su stelno.
From exile, wherever I end up, I send you messages. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ1;
Passow)

ÔinfinitiveÕ survives in CSMG only as a compound tense formant.
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Since Èopu can have indefinite denotationÑunlike puÑit can take both ÔindicativeÕ and ÔsubjunctiveÕ tenses. The two simplex tenses P ERFS (subjunctive) and
IMPFS (indicative) are not in complementary distribution: PERFS can be used
wherever IMPFS can, but P ERFS clauses allow for unrealised matrix clauses,
which IMPFS do not (3a, 3b). This suggests that IMPFS is here marked for realis
modalityÑcharacteristic of the PERFS/IMPFS opposition in Greek.
(3a)

«Opoy br¼skv RepoymplikŒno, (??ua) ton prosbŒllv.
Èopu vrisko (IMPFS) republikano, (??Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I find a Republican, I (??will) insult him.

(3b)

«Opoy brv RepoymplikŒno, (ua) ton prosbŒllv.
Èopu vro (PERF S) republikano, (Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I may find a Republican, I (will) insult him.

3.1.2.ÊDefinite locative
Èopu/pu is also used as the definite locative relative adverb ÔwhereÕ. In this usage
it is difficult to distinguish from the generic relativiser, if there is a noun in the
matrix clause which could be considered a head. Thus, in (4a) Èopu is clearly an
adverb, since there is no head it could be referring to in the clause; and it is definite, since Èopu can only refer to a single place (people are not normally buried
in more than one location).
(4a)

«Opoy idüq dyo kyparr¼sia kai sth mªsh dyo smyrtiªq, eke¼ mªsa e¼mai uammªnoq.
Èopu iDis Dio kiparisia ke sti mesi Dio smirties, eki mesa ime Tammenos.
Where you see two cypress trees and two myrtles between them, thatÕs where I
am buried. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iÊ2; unattributed folk song)

Example (4b), however, could be interpreted as either an adverb or a locative
relativiser, depending on whether the Èopu-clause is considered dependent on
the noun sofita ÔatticÕ:
(4b)

Peua¼nei h k¿rh sth sof¼ta toy spitio´, ¿poy eke¼noq thn e¼xe fylak¼sei.
peTeni i kori sti sofita tu spitiu, Èopu ekinos tin ixe filakisi.
The girl dies in the house attic, where he had imprisoned her. (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iÊ2; Kambanis)

As a headed relativiser of place or (less frequently) time, both Èopu and pu can
occur. According to Mackridge (1985:250), Èopu is more frequent in higher registers and is encouraged by prescriptivists as more distinctive (e.g. Papazafiri
1994 [1987]:68); it is more frequent in non-restrictive relative clauses; and it
requires an inanimate antecedent. Furthermore, it is possible for Èopu to be
marked explicitly for motion from (ap Èopu Ôfrom where, whenceÕ), but not for
motion to (*s Èopu Ôto where, whitherÕ).
In all meanings other than locative, Èopu has been phonologically reduced to
pu, although the reduction seems to be characteristic of the koineisation of
11In

the passive, the Perfect and Pluperfect can be realised by either Ôhave/hadÕ and the passive
infinitive, or ime/imun Ôam/wasÕ and the past passive participle.
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Modern Greek, and is absent from most texts written before this century. This
confirms that pu, in all remaining functions considered below, has undergone
divergence, and is a distinct lexeme from Èopu.

3.2.ÊRelativiser
3.2.1.ÊSimple relativiser
In Modern Greek, the primary function of pu is as a relativiser. The head noun
in a pu-relative clause can have any case role whatsoever with respect to the relative clause verbÑas illustrated by the following examples:
(5a)

subject:
O Œnurvpoq poy ürue e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu irTe ine o Tios mu.
The man who came is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5b)

direct object:
O Œnurvpoq poy e¼deq e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu iDes ine o Tios mu.
The man whom you saw is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5c)

indirect object:
O Œnurvpoq poy toy dŒneisa ta leftŒ e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu tu Danisa ta lefta ine o Tios mu.
The man to whom I lent the money to is my uncle. (Mack 249)

(5d)

oblique (with):
Oi drŒsteq xreiŒsthke na k¿coyn tiq alys¼deq poy üsan demªna ta kibÃtia.
i Drastes xriastike na kopsun tis alisiDes pu isan Demena ta kivotia.
The culprits had to cut the chains with which the boxes were tied. (Mack 249;
Tahidromos magazine, 1979Ð3Ð29)

(5e)

oblique (for):
Gia eke¼neq poy ypürje uaymŒsioq erastüq, ua ütan opvsdüpote apa¼sioq s´zygoq.
Äia ekines pu ipirkse Tavmasios erastis, Ta itan oposDipote apesios siziÄos.
For those women for whom he was a marvellous lover he would certainly have
been an awful husband. (Mack 249; Karagatsis)

(5f)

oblique (through):
Eke¼ e¼nai h p¿rta poy mpüke o klªfthq.
eki ine i porta pu bike o kleftis.
ThereÕs the door through which the thief entered. (Mack 249)

(5g)

oblique (punctual locative):
FtŒsame sto sp¼ti poy kau¿tan o poihtüq.
ftasame sto spiti pu kaTotan o piitis.
We reached the house in which/where the poet stayed. (Mack 249)

(5h)

oblique (proximal locative):
To sxole¼o poy kontŒ toy ütan ªnaq plŒtanoq.
to sxolio pu koda tu (CLIT) itan enas platanos.
The school near which [Ôthat near itÕ] there was a plane-tree. (Mack 249)

(5i)

oblique (temporal):
De zo´me pia sthn epoxü poy den mporo´seq na kŒneiq mpŒnio gymn¿q.
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De zume pia stin epoxi pu Den boruses na kanis banio Äimnos.
We no longer live in the age when one couldnÕt go swimming in the nude.
(Mack 249)
(5j)

oblique (manner):
O tr¿poq, poy ua th foro´sa thn esŒrpa, ua symplürvne th shmas¼a toy xrÃmatoq.
o tropos, pu Ta ti forusa tin esarpa, Ta siblirone ti simasia tu xromatos.
The way that IÕd wear the shawl would complete the colourÕs meaning. (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b: Drosinis)

(5k)

oblique (causal):
Ua moy peiq thn ait¼a, poy egelo´seq.
Ta mu pis tin etia, pu eÄeluses.
You will tell me the reason why/for which you were laughing. (MinB 481)

(5l)

oblique (topic):
E¼nai h d¿ja, poy toy e¼xan pei.
ine i Doksa, pu tu ixan pi.
That is the glory which they had told him about. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b:
Papantoniou)

(5m)

possessive:
«Ena near¿ xanoymŒki poy oi xo´fteq toy ütan bammªneq me kinŒ.
ena nearo xanumaki pu i xuftes tu (POSS ADJ) itan vamenes me kina.
A young harem girl whose palms were dyed with henna [Ôthat her hands were
dyedÕ]. (Iordanidou, cited in Haberland & van der Auwera 1990:130)

(5n)

object of comparison:
O mauhtüq poy o KÃstaq e¼nai chl¿ter¿q toy.
o maTitis pu o kostas ine psiloteros tu (CLIT).
The student that Con is taller than.

Relative clauses in Modern Greek may contain resumptive clitic pronouns.
Grosso modo, the use of resumptives follows the Keenan & Comrie (1977) relativisation hierarchy (although see Joseph 1983a), with resumptives usual for indirect objects (5c), obligatory for possessors and objects of comparison (5m,
5n), disallowed for subjects, and optional for direct objects. There is an extensive recent literature on the conditions for the latter (Asselman 1991; Bakker
1974; Haberland & van der Auwera 1987; Haberland & van der Auwera 1990;
Stavrou 1984); conditioning factors invoked have included restrictiveness of the
relative clause, syntactic ambiguity with subjects, topicality, focus, and textual
coherence. Interesting as this topic is, it does not impinge directly on the development of pu in Greek to other functions, and is not discussed here further.
The vagueness of the head noun role results from the fact that Greek deletes
prepositions which might have preceded the head, when it is relativised
(Haberland & van der Auwera 1987:147): for example, (5f) corresponds to o
kleftis bike apo tin porta eki Ôthe thief went through the door thereÕ, but no
trace of the preposition survives in the relativisation (cf. English ThereÕs the
door through which the thief entered; thereÕs the door the thief entered
through). (In this regard, Greek oblique relatives do not fall within the
KeenanÊ& Comrie hierarchy.)
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Faced with this, traditional grammarians like Tzartzanos and Triandafyllidis
characterised pu as polysemous: in their view, pu by itself meant ÔwhenÕ, ÔwhereÕ,
Ôthrough whichÕ etc., as well as functioning as a simple relativiser. In that way,
the meaning of the preposition is not lost on deletion; it is incorporated in the
meaning of pu. According to Haberland & van der Auwera (1990:149),
this way the problem of the Ônonrecoverable deletionÕ is solved, but the cost is polysemy. We think that the cost is bearable: that pu is polysemous must be accepted in
any case.

However, this ultimately leads to having to postulate a distinct pu for each
deleted preposition, which is unworkable. And even with a polysemous pu, the
sense of the prepositions remains Ônon-recoverableÕ: the only means a Greekspeaker has of disambiguating the semantic role of the head in examples like
(5d) or (5e) is lexical and real-world knowledge (Joseph 1980; Theophanopoulou-Kontou 1982). From the viewpoint of a semantic analysis of the functionality of pu, at any rate, introducing such a new and diffuse polysemy would
not be helpful, and I do not follow such a route in my account.
A relative pu-clause can even have a clausal antecedent (contrary to
Mackridge 1985:253, who restricts this capacity to the relativiser o opios):
(6)

Aq ta xarŒjoyme [ta l¿gia soy] sto noy maq, poy den kost¼zei kai parŒ.
as ta xaraksume sto nu mas, pu Den kostizi ke para.
Let us inscribe them [your words] onto our mindsÑwhich doesnÕt cost any
money, either. (PsichV1 120)

Rival relativisers
There is one competitor to pu as a relativiser in CSMG: the declinable pronoun o
opios (Holton, Mackridge & Philippaki-Warburton 1997:441Ð443). Originally, it
seems to have been a loan from Old French, first turning up in French-influenced Greek texts dating from xiv AD (Bakker 1974; Nicholas 1998b). Eventually, it was taken up by Puristic Greek, and thence transferred into the vernacular. While frowned upon by prescriptive demoticists (Tzartzanos 1991
[1946, 1963] ¤114), it is freely used in CSMG; the fact that it has explicit marking
of the syntactic relation between head and matrix through declension makes it
less ambiguous, and thus preferred in formal contexts.
Syntactic behaviour of relativiser-pu
There is frequently no formal marker of the relation between head and relative
clause in pu-clauses. As a result, the relation between relative clause and head
can become tenuous (unlike o opios). For example, in (7) the head epomeni Ônext
dayÕ is not the temporal locus of the relative clause; rather, the relative clause is
the deictic centre of epomeni. Yet the interpretation Ôthe day afterÉÕ, rather than
Ôthe day after, whenÉÕ, is only retrievable through world-knowledge:
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thn epomªnh
poy Õdivjeq
thn Kater¼na.
tin
epomeni
pu
Diokses
tin katerina.
the next day
REL you dismissed the C.
The day after you dismissed Catherine (literally Ôthe next day that you dismissed
CatherineÕ) (Mack 251; Karagatsis)

It is possible for the head noun to become separated from its relative clause
through the interpolation of other sentential elements, without any stylistic
markedness (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:24).12
(8a)

Mia kopªla mpüke
poy foro´se k¿kkinh fo´sta
mia kopela bike
pu
foruse
kokini fusta
a girl
came in REL wore
red skirt
A girl came in who was wearing a red skirt

The major motivation for this phenomenon is heavy shift, giving rise to extraposition (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:114): a relativised nominal followed by other arguments of the matrix predicate would be hard to parse, so the
relative clause head stays in place, while the relative clause is shifted to the end
of the clause. Thus, (8b) can be recast as (8c):
(8b)

S´sthsa
mia gyna¼ka poy th gnÃrhsa sto Par¼si
sistisa
mia Äineka pu ti Änorisa sto parisi
I introduced
a woman REL her I.met in.the Paris
sto GiŒnnh xueq
sto Äiani xtes
to.the John yesterday
I introduced a woman I met in Paris to John yesterday

(8c)

S´sthsa
mia gyna¼ka
sto GiŒnnh xueq
poy th gnÃrhsa
sistisa
mia Äineka
sto Äiani xtes
pu ti Änorisa
I.introduced
a woman
to.the John yesterday
REL her I.met
sto Par¼si
sto parisi
in.the Paris
I introduced a woman to John yesterday that I met in Paris

3.2.2.ÊPseudo-relativiser
In the examples given so far, pu-clauses have modified head nouns. However,
Greek adverbs of place or time are often followed by an adverbial pu-clause, further specifying the place or time. While Tzartzanos treated such clauses in a
very disparate manner, Mackridge (1985:253) consistently considers these puclauses to be relativising their preceding adverbs. Mackridge calls this class of
pu pseudo-relativisers (as proper relativisers qualify nominals). For instance:
(9a)

Eke¼ poy brisk¿tan h paliŒ tabªrna tÃra ycÃnetai mia ue¿rath polykatoik¼a.
eki pu vriskotan i palia taverna tora ipsonete mia Teorati polikatikia.
Where (Ôthere thatÕ) the old tavern used to be, now a huge block of flats rises
up. (Mack 253)

12According

animate.

to Sakellariadou (1972:62), such utterances are more acceptable when the head is
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(9b)

Pªrasan e¼kosi xr¿nia ap¿ t¿te poy prvtopüga sthn EllŒda.
perasan ikosi xronia apo tote pu protopiÄa stin elaDa.
Twenty years have passed since (Ôsince then thatÕ) I first went to Greece. (Mack
253)

(9c)

TÃra poy tªleivseq th diatribü soy, ti ua kŒneiq;
tora pu telioses ti Diatrivi su, ti Ta kanis?
Now that youÕve finished your thesis, what are you going to do? (Mack 253)

In effect, pseudo-relative pu forms compound subordinators: thus, apo tote pu
corresponds to ÔsinceÕ; tora pu to Ônow thatÕ; and eki pu to ÔwhileÕ, both as a temporal and contrast marker.
While pseudo-relativised adverbs are equivalent in function to subordinators,
the collocation of adverb and pu is compositional in its meaning. Pseudo-relativised adverbs are also semantically distinct from subordinators with respect to
definiteness. The adverbs are demonstrative, or have a specific referent: tora
ÔnowÕ, eki ÔthereÕ, tote ÔthenÕ, etsi Ôin that mannerÕ. They thus give rise to subordinators which themselves are definiteÑwhereas their equivalent simple subordinators are unmarked as to definiteness. So eki pu must always have a definite
referent, and can never mean ÔwhereverÕ; whereas its simple equivalent Èopu can
be either definite or indefinite. The same holds for tote pu, which must refer to a
past, realis event, as against otan ÔwhenÕ, which can introduce an irrealis event.
This property also extends to the expression aftos pu Ôhe whoÕ. This expression
formally corresponds to the Modern Greek headless relative opios ÔwhoeverÕ. But
opios is indefinite, while aftos pu, incorporating a personal pronoun, is usually
definite in reference. The distinction is pervasive in Greek, as illustrated by the
following song lyric:
(10)

Ayt¿q poy spªrnei dŒkrya kai tr¿mo uer¼zei thn aygü uanatik¿.
aftos pu sperni Dakria ke tromo Terizi tin avÄi Tanatiko.
He who sows tears and terror harvests death at dawn. (Ta L¿gia ta Xammªna)

As it stands, the lyric refers to a specific person; with opios, the lyric would be a
gnomic statement (Ôwhosoever sows tears and terrorÉÕ)
I also include under the rubric of pseudo-relatives the construction etsi pu Ôthe
way thatÕ (etsiÊ= Ôthus, in that mannerÕ), exemplified by (11a) and (11b):
(11a)

«Etsi poy pŒne ta prŒgmata, de ua teleiÃsoyme prin apÕ ta Xristo´genna.
etsi pu pane ta praÄmata, De Ta teliosume prin ap ta xristuÄena.
The way (Ôin that manner thatÕ) things are going, we wonÕt finish before
Christmas. (Mack 257)

(11b)

Poioq Œntraq ua gyr¼sei, saq parakalÃ, na thn koitŒjei ervtikŒ ªtsi poy nt´netai,
ªtsi poy fªretai, ªtsi poy milŒei;
pios adras Ta Äirisi, sas parakalo, na tin kitaksi erotika etsi pu dinete, etsi pu ferete,
etsi pu milai?
IÕd like to know what man would turn round in the street to give her a second
glance, the way she dresses, the way she behaves, the way she talks.
(TahÊ9)
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In this construction, the pu-clause modifies etsi, an adverb of manner. This may
be obscured by the English gloss; but pu-clauses can be deleted from all the
pseudo-relative clauses, leaving their head adverb in place while still making
sense: eki [pu vriskotan i palia taverna] tora ipsonete mia Teorati polikatikia
Ôthere now a huge block of flats rises upÕ, etsi [pu pane ta praÄmata], De Ta
teliosume prin ap ta xristuÄena Ôthat way we wonÕt be finished before ChristmasÕ. So semantically the pu-clauses behave as relativisations, in etsi pu as well
as the other pseudo-relatives.
However, Mackridge classes the etsi pu-construction as a distinct non-compositional collocation, rather than a pseudo-relative. Although he provides no
justification for this, there is a semantic distinction between etsi pu and other
pseudo-relatives: etsi pu has a more complex semantics than merely further
qualifying manner. This connective introduces circumstance clauses: Ôthe way
things are going, we wonÕt be finished before ChristmasÕ is equivalent to Ôgiven
that things are going in such a way, we wonÕt be finished before ChristmasÕ. In
fact, etsi pu is more restricted than English the way that: it cannot be used to
indicate manner instead of circumstance, as the following indicates:
(12)

EnÃ oi dyo ekfrŒseiq e¼nai typikÃq panomoi¿typeq, to ªtsi poy fªrei shmasiolog¼a
pio per¼plokh ap¿ to na prosdior¼zei aplÃq ton tr¿po, {*ªtsi poy/¿pvq/kauÃq/katŒ
ton tr¿po poy} kai h frŒsh me to poy prosdior¼zei to eke¼.
eno i Dio ekfrasis ine tipikos panomiotipes, to etsi pu feri simasioloÄia pio
periploki apo to na prosDiorizi aplos ton tropo, {*etsi pu/opos/kaTos/kata ton
tropo pu} ke i frasi me to pu prosDiorizi to eki.
While formally the two formations are identical, etsi pu has a more complex
semantics than merely further qualifying manner, the way that the pu-clause
further qualifies eki.

So while syntactically etsi pu is still a pseudo-relative, the semantics of etsi pu is
enriched compared to other pseudo-relatives; its meaning is no longer strictly
compositional. This is also the case for eki pu: from its original locative meaning
of Ôthere, whereÕ, it has developed into a temporalÑÔwhen, just asÕ (13b, 13a),
and a contrastiveÑÔwhereasÕ (13c), Ôrather thanÕ (13d).
(13a)

Eykair¼a monadikü, th stüsane oi moysoylmŒnoi sto Eskü Sex¼r kai perimªnane to
strat¿ toy Bohmo´ndoy. KiÕ eke¼ poy phga¼nane vra¼a kai kalŒ oi lebªnteq toyq
kŒnoyne ªna gioyro´si poy toyq zŒlhse.
efkeria monaDiki, ti stisane i musulmani sto eski sexir ke perimenane to strato tu
voimunDu. ki eki pu piÄenane orea ke kala i levedes tus kanune ena Äiurusi pu tus
zalise.
It was a unique opportunity; so the Muslims set themselves at Eski S
ü ehir and
waited for BohemundÕs army. And just as/just where the braves were advancing nice and proud, they raided them so as to set their heads spinning.
(TsifCÊ30)

(13b)

KiÕ eke¼ poy k¿nteye na gennüsh, mhnŒne toy basiliŒ na pŒh na polemüsh.
ki eki pu kodeve na Äenisi, minane tu vasilia na pai na polemisi.
And just when/*where she was about to give birth, they send word to the
king to go to war. (MinB 428; Pisinonda, Zante, Heptanesa)
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(13c)

AllŒ kanªnaq den jªrei ti ªgine mªsa sthn ÇKatalanikü etaire¼aÈ kai ton petŒjane
[ton Fantr¼g] ap¿ arxhg¿. Kei da poy ütane genik¿q koymantad¿roq ston kair¿ toy
BŒlter, e¼xe m¿no ton t¼tlo afªnthq MŒltaq kai Ga´doy.
ala kanenas Den kseri ti eÄine mesa stin Ôkatalaniki eteriaÕ ke ton petaksane apo
arxiÄo. ki Da pu itane Äenikos kumadaDoros ston kero tu valter, ixe mono ton titlo
afedis maltas ke ÄavDu.
No-one knows what happened in the Catalan Company, but they threw him
[Fadrille] out from his leadership. Whereas (Ôthere indeed thatÕ) he was general comander in WalterÕs time, he [now] had only the title of Lord of Malta and
Cauda. (TsifFU 210)

(13d)

«Ante na pernŒte [sthn As¼a] na me jefortvn¿saste kai na ta Õxoyme kai kalŒ, giat¼
eke¼ poy ua talaipvrhuÃ egÃ, kal´tera na talaipvrhuüte ese¼q. Gkªgke;
ade na pernate na me ksefortonosaste ke na ta xume ke kala, Äiati eki pu Ta
taleporiTo eÄo, kalitera na taleporiTite esis. gege?
Go on, go across [to Asia], so as you can be rid of me and we can maintain
friendly relations, because rather than me get in trouble [Ôthere that I will
get in troubleÕ], itÕs better that you get in trouble. Understood? (TsifCÊ20)

The connection between space and time is obvious in (13a): the Crusaders are
attacked at the spot through which they are Ôadvancing nice and proudÕ. As
(13b), (13c) and (13d) show, however, there is no longer any necessary sense of
spatial identity between the pu-clause and its matrix.
So pseudo-relatives are a class of relativisations which, because their heads
are syntactically peripheral to their matrices, end up filling a subordinator role
in their sentences. As incipient distinct linguistic signs, they are subject to autonomous semantic development, which can be described as novel grammaticalisations.
3.2.3.ÊCleft
It is usual cross-linguistically for relative and cleft formations to use the same
morpheme; Greek is no exception. Thus, Greek has cleft sentences of the type illustrated below:
(14a)

O GiŒnnhq
e¼nai poy
o Äianis
ine
pu
John
is
REL
ItÕs John that you met

synŒnthseq
sinadises
you met

In such utterances, a nominal is extracted from a matrix clause, which in turn is
converted into a pu-clause connected to the nominal by a copula. This construction is not far removed from those constructions where the relative clause is
extraposed from its head (8a); so (14a) could also be read as ItÕs John, whom
you metÑwhere pu sinadises is a relative clause describing o Äianis, the subject
of ine. The difference between the two interpretations is marked in speech by a
clear final intonation break before the pu-clause for the relativiser interpretation. Context almost always suffices to determine whether the sentence is existential (with the copula as the main verb) or cleft, and whether the first nominal
has the strong focus characteristic of clefting or not.
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The copula in clefts agrees in person and number with the nominal preceding
it, so that grammatically the clefted nominal is fully the subject of the nominal
(as distinct from English clefting, where the subject is dummy it):
(14b)

Vst¿so, to giatr¿ kai to dikhg¿ro,
ostoso, to Äiatro ke to DikiÄoro,

egÃ
eÄo
I

e¼mai
ime
I.am

pŒle poy
pale pu
yet REL

toyq
tus
them

spoydŒzv.
spuDazo.
I instruct
But the doctors and the lawyersÑitÕs me that ends up instructing them
(PsichV1 119)

There is little constraint on which nominal in a sentence can be clefted. As (14a)
and (14b) show, subjects can be clefted; direct objects can be as well (14c) (note
that the clefted object appears in the nominative, as the subject of the copula)Ñ
(14c)

O GiŒnnhq
e¼nai poy ua deiq
o Äianis
ine
pu
Ta Dis
John (NOM)
is
REL you will see
ItÕs John that you will see.

as can prepositional phrases.13
(14d)

To ªunoq tvn Ellünvn e¼nai ªjypno ªunoq?
to ÔeTnos ton elinonÕ ine eksipno eTnos

m¿no sto züthma thq glÃsshq
mono sto Ôzitima tis ÄlosisÕ
only in the language question

e¼nai poy ta
mperdªbei.
ine
pu
ta
berDevi
is
REL them (NEUT) mixes up
The ÔHellenic NationÕ is a smart nation; itÕs just in the ÔLanguage QuestionÕ
that it gets things mixed up. (PsichV1 192)
(14e)

Nai, kai akribws se ekeino to shmeio einai pou h Paideia leei ston
Loukiano, oriste edw ki o Aisxinhs pou h mana tou htane kamparetzou
(tumpanistria leei) xarh se mena (thn Paideia) egine megas kai tranos.

Nai, kai akribÃq se eke¼no to shme¼o e¼nai poy h Paide¼a lªei ston Loykian¿, or¼ste
edÃ ki o Aisxünhq poy h mŒna toy ütane kamparetzo´ (tympan¼stria lªei) xŒrh se
mªna (thn Paide¼a) ªgine mªgaq kai tran¿q.
ne, ke akrivos se ekino to simio ine pu i peDia lei ston lukiano, oriste eDo ki o
esxinis pu i mana tu itane kabaredzu (tibanistria lei) xari se mena (tin peDia) eÄine
meÄas ke tranos.
Yes, and itÕs at that point precisely that Education says to Lucian, Ôlook here,
even Aeschines whose mother was a cabaret girl (a drummer, he calls it) became high and mighty thanks to me (Education).Õ (Nikos Sarantakos, Arxaies
mamades (Re: H mama tou Loukiavou); Hellas-L, 1997Ð04Ð10)

In such instances, since the entire prepositional phrase precedes the copula, the
nominal cannot become the subject of the copula. Indeed, reminiscent of
pseudo-relatives, clefting in Greek can even extract adverbials from their matrix
clause:
13Joseph

& Philippaki-Warburton (1987:99) find such usage ÔmarginalÕ, but it does not offend
my linguistic intuition.
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T¿teq e¼nai poy mpükame sto jenodoxe¼o toy staumo´.
totes ine
pu
bikame sto ksenoDoxio tu staTmu.
then is
REL we entered in the hotel of the station
It was then that we entered the station hotel. (PsichV1 49)

3.2.4.ÊInverse cleft and pseudo-cleft
There are two other constructions akin to clefting in Greek. In the first (called
here inverse cleft), the subject of the copula in the cleft construction is simply
placed after the copula, so that the nominal is adjacent to the pu-clause:
(15a)

Den e¼moyn
egÃ poy thn ªkamna kŒpoy kŒpoy na jexn€ tiq pollªq
Den imun
eÄo pu
tin
ekamna
not I.was
I
REL her made
p¼kreq thq zvüq thq.
pikres tis zois tus.
It wasnÕt me that made her occasionally forget the many sorrows of her life.
(PsichV1 44)

This construction is harder still to distinguish from a straightforward relative
clause than the direct cleft. The nominal is now in a syntactically marked position (assuming SV word order), not with respect to the putative relative clause,
but with respect to the putative copula matrix. So a relative reading is the least
marked option syntactically. In this case, the cleft reading is established by
pragmatics: a relativising interpretation would make the main assertion of the
sentence existential (Ôit was not meÑand incidentally I made her forgetÕ), which
can be ruled out by context as infelicitous.
On the other hand, it is impossible to settle on the cleft reading (15b) against
the relativising reading (15c) in the following sentence:
(15b)

MÕ ¿la thq ta xr¿nia
m ola tis ta xtonis

(15c)

MÕ ¿la thq ta xr¿nia
m ola tis ta xtonis

e¼tan
eke¼nh
poy mÕ
ªsprvxne.
itan
ekini
pu
m
esproxne
she was that one REL me was pushing
Despite her age, it was she who kept pushing me. (PsichV1 44)
∅
e¼tan
eke¼nh
poy mÕ
ªsprvxne.
∅
itan
ekini
pu
m
esproxne
she was
that one REL me was pushing
Despite her age, she was the one who kept pushing me. (PsichV1 44)14

The gloss of (15c) points to the second strategy Greek uses as an alternative to
clefting. This is what Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton (1987:100) term pseudoclefting, and it is syntactically as well as semantically indistinguishable from
relativisation.15 In this strategy, the extracted nominal is equated by copula not
14The

difference lies only in the syntactic analysis of ekini: in (15b), it is the dislocated subject of
the copula itan, while in (15c), it is the complement of the copula. (In spoken form, however, the
syntactic dislocation in (15b) would be accompanied by prominent sentential stress on ekini.) Of
course, the ambiguity of this construction is parallel to that of English cleft sentences: ItÕs the
woman that I saw is equally ambiguous between the cleft reading and the relativising existential reading There is the woman whom I saw.
15 What makes pseudo-clefting distinctive is its close analogy to other clefts; it is used in the
same contexts, with the same thematic meaning; the matrix assertion, involving an anaphor and
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with a pu-clause, but with a pronoun modified by the pu-clause containing the
erstwhile matrix:
(16)

Ayt¿ poy xreiŒzetai sth zvü toy
e¼nai peiuarx¼a.
afto pu
xriazete sti zoi tu
ine
piTarxia.
that REL he needs in his life
is
discipline
What he needs in his life is discipline.
A bit of discipline is good for people. (Tah 198)

As already seen, there is nothing unusual about pronouns being qualified by puclauses in Greek: this is how Greek forms the equivalent of definite headless
relatives. And just as there is nothing distinctive about What he needs is discipline in English, where what is a definite headless relative, so too there is
nothing distinctive about afto pu xriazete ine piTarxia in Greek. This is in contrast with clefting, which is syntactically markedÑmore so in English (with its
use of a dummy subject) than in Greek. So there is a continuum of clefting in
Greek. Direct cleft constructions are syntactically distinct, but are not very far
from relative clauses; inverse clefts like (15b) are even closer formally to relative
clauses; and pseudo-relatives exploit what are formally and unambiguously relative clauses.

3.3.ÊComplementiser
3.3.1.ÊSyntactic issues involving pu-complements
As a complementiser, pu introduces realis complements. It is semantically
marked for factivity with respect to the unmarked realis complements introduced by oti or pos (¤4). However, pu-complements differ syntactically from otiand pos-complements; pu behaves much more like irrealis na, the grammaticalisation with which it competes so frequently, than like its realis counterparts. In
addition, the sundry functions of puÑrelativiser, complementiser, and adjunct
connectiveÑare frequently identical in surface syntactic structure. Properly, one
should speak of the categories in fuzzy terms; they are discussed as discrete entities for convenience of exposition, but instances in text are often ambiguous in
such a way that disambiguation is not crucial.
One salient syntactic characteristic of pu-complements is that perception pucomplements obligatorily raise their subjects. Raising is a usual characteristic of
na-complements (17c) (although unraised complements as in (17d) are acceptable), but atypical and marked for pos/oti-complements (17e) and unacceptable
for emotive pu-complements (17f, 17g):16

a copula, is still thematically subordinate to the relative clause assertionÑsomething not normal
for relativisation.
16The tense change between (17a) and (17c) is required by the interplay of mood and tense in
Greek.
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(17a)

«Akoysa ton Pªtro
akusa
ton petro
I heard the P. (ACC)
I heard Peter leaving

(17b)

«Akoysa *poy/¿ti/pvq
ªfeyge
akusa
*pu/oti/pos
efevÄe
I heard *pu/oti/pos
he was leaving (IMPFP)
I heard that Peter was leaving

(17c)

«Akoysa ton Pªtro
akusa
ton petro
I heard the P. (ACC)
I heard Peter leaving

(17d)

«Akoysa na
fe´gei
o Pªtroq
akusa
na
fevÄi
o petros
I heard na
he is leaving (IMPFS) the P. (NOM)
I heard Peter leaving

(17e)

Blªpv
thn arko´da
¿ti
vlepo
tin arkuDa
oti
I see
the bear (ACC)
oti
I see that the bear is dancing

(17f)

*XŒrhka
ton Pªtro
poy
xarika
ton petro
pu
I was happy
the P. (ACC)
pu
*I was happy that Peter was leaving

(17g)

XŒrhka
poy ªfeyge
xarika
pu
efevÄe
I was happy
pu
he was leaving (IMPFP)
I was happy that Peter was leaving

poy/*¿ti/*pvq
pu/*oti/*pos
pu/*oti/*pos

na
na
na

ªfeyge
efevÄe
he was leaving (IMPFP)

o Pªtroq
o petros
the P. (NOM)

fe´gei
fevÄi
he is leaving (IMPFS)

xore´ei
xorevi
it is dancing (IMPFS)

ªfeyge
efevÄe
he was leaving (IMPFP)

o Pªtroq
o petros
the P. (NOM)

In raised sentences like (17a), the raised subject preceding the pu-clause is formally identical to a head preceding a pu-relative clause: (17a) can be glossed as
ÔI heard Peter who was leavingÕ just as easily as ÔI heard Peter leavingÕ. There is a
good semantic motivation for raising of perception complements: I heard Peter
leaving entails I heard Peter, so it is natural to take Peter as the object of heard.
This leaves I heard Peter leaving construed as I heard Peter, who was leaving,
since leaving is now supplementary information about Peter. And in turn, I
heard Peter, who was leaving can be reanalysed as I heard Peter leavingÑ
which is likely what also happened with akusa ton petro pu efevÄe.17
Greek is Pro-Drop: the reduced form of an object is a clitic, while the reduced
form of a subject is zero. As a result, when nominal reduction occurs with pucomplements, perception verbs retain an explicit anaphor to which the pu17 As

I postulate in ¤8, raised perception complements result from the reanalysis of relative
clauses.
For a more detailed discussion on raising in Greek, see Kakouriotis (1980), Joseph (1976). Note
that unlike English, Greek raises out of finite rather than infinitival complements: the pu-, otiand na-clauses are fully tensed and conjugated.
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complement is anchored, as in (18a)Ñalthough it would be difficult to interpret
a clitic as head of a relative clause. Other verbs taking pu-complements do not
retain such an anaphor, as in (18b):
(18a)

{Ton/*∅}
Œkoysa poy
ton/*∅
akusa
pu
him/*∅
I heard pu
I heard him leaving.

(18b)

XŒrhka
poy ªfeyge
∅
xarika
pu
efevÄe
∅
I was happy
pu
he was leaving (he)
I was happy that he was leaving.

ªfeyge
efevÄe
he was leaving

This means that, with other pu-complements, there is no ÔheadÕ for the complement to be anchored to: the complement is not syntactically ambiguous with a
relative clause. For perception pu-complements, however, such a head is always
present.
Another characteristic of pu-complements is that pu-complements cannot be
preposed, whereas oti-complements can be preposed if topicalised (by a coreferential clitic) and preceded by a definite article:
(19a)

*Poy se blªpv xa¼romai
*pu se vlepo xerome
IÕm happy to see you 18

(19b)

To ¿ti
se blªpv
to jªrv
to oti
se vlepo
to ksero
the that I see you
it I know
I know it, that I can see you

This seems to indicate that pu-complements are syntactically more tightly
bound to their matrix predicates than oti-complements.
3.3.2.ÊEmotive complements
Following predicates of emotion, pu and na are in complementary distribution,
and (in most peopleÕs CSMG) oti and pos are disallowed. pu is factive (¤4): it
presupposes the truth of its complements, and as a result, the truth of the complement is preserved when the matrix verb is negated. (E.g. I am not happy that
you left still implies you left.) On the other hand, na is not factive, but makes a
general, time-independent claim about the complement:
(20a)

Xa¼romai poy se blªpv
xerome pu se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am seeing you right now, and I am happy for it)

(20b)

Xa¼romai na se blªpv
xerome na se vlepo

18The

sentence is only admissible in CSMG with the meaning ÔI am happy when I see youÕ.
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IÕm happy to see you (I am happy whenever I see youÑalthough I am not necessarily seeing you right now)

In referring to a specific versus a generic event, pu is realis, and na is irrealis. So
after emotive predicates, pu is obligatory for realis complementsÑwhich is not
the case for other predicate classes.
The class of emotive predicates should be taken in a broad sense to refer to
any subjective judgement on the complement; it thus includes such predicates
as the verb fteo Ôbe responsible, be someoneÕs faultÕ and the adverb kala Ô[itÕs just
as] wellÕ. Whether a pu-clause is a complement or a causal adjunct (with which
emotive complements are traditionally conflatedÑe.g. by Tzartzanos) is primarily a semantic judgement. It is definitional to the predicate BE SOMEONEÕS
FAULT , for example, that there is something one is responsible for (21a),
whereas it is not part of the definition of GIVE that there be a reason for giving
(21b); so pu introduces a complement for the former, but an adjunct for the
latter.
(21a)

De
fta¼v
egÃ poy xŒlase
De
fteo
eÄo pu
xalase
not I.am.at.fault
I
pu
broke
ItÕs not my fault the car broke down.

(21b)

DÃse moy
ªna s´ko,
poy dicŒv
Dose mu
ena siko,
pu
Dipsao
give me
a fig
pu
I.thirst
Give me a fig, IÕm thirsty. (MinB 466; Lykoudi, Zante, Heptanesa)

to aytok¼nhto
to aftokinito
the car

oti/pos do not seem to be in common use after emotive predicates; they are certainly disallowed in my idiolect, and I have no recollection of hearing or reading
them in extant use. However, occasional counterexamples can be found (22a,
22b):
(22a)

Lypo´mai pvq etapeinÃuhka t¿so
lipume pos etapinoTika toso
IÕm sad to have been so humiliated. (Tz ¤241; Drosinis)

(22b)

Aisuan¿tan ntropü pvq h Asümv ua Õfeyge apÕ to sp¼ti toy
esTanotan dropi pos i asimo Ta fevÄe ap to spiti tu.
He felt ashamed that Asimo would be leaving his house. (Tz ¤282 CII 2 b;
Papantoniou)

The insistence of Puristic on oti-complements after emotive predicates (22c)
may have been a contributing factor here:
(22c)

(1888)
=Aq múq sygxvrüs‘ ¸ k. CyxŒrhq Îti metaxeiriz¿meua tîn bªbhlon gl©ssan t©n
¨fhmer¼dvn
as mas siNxorisi o kirios psixaris oti metaxirizomeTa tin vevilon Älosan ton
efimeriDon
Let Mr. Psichari forgive us for using the unholy language of the press [Puristic]
(Palamas: book review; PsichV 1 214)
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But it seems likelier that this represents variation within the vernacular, and
Christidis (1981) reports the acceptability to some speakers of oti introducing
imperfective emotive pu-complements. To those speakers, (22d) would be acceptable, but (22e) would not. 19
(22d)

LypŒmai ¿ti o arxhg¿q thq ajivmatiküq antipol¼teyshq den prosªrxetai stiq
synedriŒseiq
lipame oti o arxiÄos tis aksiomatikis adipolitefsis Den proserxete (IMPFS) stis
sineDriasis
I am sorry that the Leader of the Opposition is not attending the meetings

(22e)

Lypüuhka *¿ti den ürue na me dei
lipiTika *oti Den irTe (PERFP) na me Di
I was sorry ∅ he didnÕt come to see me20

A problematic instance of pu usage is brought up by Tzartzanos (1991 [1946,
1963] ¤117) with regard to the interjections anaTema Ôdamn!Õ and alimono Ôwoe!Õ
These interjections can be followed by pu-clauses, as shown below:
(24a)

Ax! anŒuema poy ako´ei gyna¼kaq l¿gia!
ax! anaTema pu akui Äinekas loÄia!
Oh, damn him who hears a womanÕs words! (Tz ¤117; Passow)

(24b)

Allo¼mon¿ toy, poy ako´ei gyna¼kaq l¿gia.
alimono tu, pu akui Äinekas loÄia.
Woe to him who hears a womanÕs words (Tz ¤117; Passow)

Tzartzanos considers these to be headless relatives, and this is how the phrases
have been glossed. But it is also possible to consider these interjections as emotive predicates; both take animate objectsÑanaTema in the accusative, alimono
in the genitive/dative; so a clausal complement would not be inconsistent with
the interjections. This case is strengthened by the fact that Tzartzanos adds a
third interjection to his listÑkrima Ô[itÕs a] pityÕ, treated here as an emotive
predicate, and for which a headless relative interpretation is much less attractive.21

19To
20 to

both Christidis and myself, (22d) is not acceptable.
oti (with the definite article preceding the complementiser) can also introduce emotive
complements in the general case. As (23) shows, however, when this explicitly nominal complement is used, the complement is an oblique argument of the predicate, and not a direct object.
(23)
LypŒmai gia to ¿ti
Œrghsa
lipame Äia
to oti
arÄisa
I regret for
the fact that
I was late
I regret the fact that IÕm late
This is true for all emotive predicates of which the complement is not a subject, and implies that
the pu-complements of these predicates are likewise obliques rather than direct objects.
21In a clause like krima pu piÄes ÔitÕs a pity that you wentÕ, it would be nonsensical to treat pu
piÄes as a headless relative (*ÔitÕs a pity [for?] you, who wentÕ).
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3.3.3.ÊCognitive-Physical factive complements
The group of complements considered here is heterogeneous; the defining factor is that these are predicates which, in CSMG, can take either pu-complements
or oti / pos-complements. All these pu-complements are factive. Furthermore,
they all belong to the semantic class identified by Ransom (1986Ñsee discussion in ¤4) as Cognitive-Physical. They include two major subclasses: perception predicates, such as akuo ÔhearÕ and vlepo ÔseeÕ; and cognitive predicates, such as ksero ÔknowÕ and Timame ÔrememberÕ.
The syntax of perception verbs has already been discussed. A clear-cut semantic differentiation exists between pu-complements and oti-complements
after such verbs: pu denotes immediate perception (25a), whereas oti makes an
indirect evidential claim (25b):
(25a)

Ton Œkoysa poy erx¿tan
ton akusa pu erxotan (IMPF P)
I heard him coming

(25b)

«Akoysa ¿ti erx¿tan
akusa oti erxotan
I heard that he was coming.

Furthermore, pu is factive, whereas oti (and na) are not:
(26a)

Den ton Œkoysa poy erx¿tan
Den ton akusa pu erxotan (IMPFP)
I didnÕt hear him coming (Implication: He did come).

(26b)

Den ton Œkoysa na ªrxetai
Den ton akusa na erxete (IMPFS)
I didnÕt hear him coming (No implication: He did come.)

(26c)

Den Œkoysa ¿ti erx¿tan
Den akusa oti erxete (IMPFP)
I didnÕt hear that he was coming (No implication: He did come.)

After cognitive predicates, pu contrasts with oti. In broad terms, when such a
predicate is used with a pu-complement, the normally non-factive complement
becomes factive; furthermore, it is no longer explicitly asserted, but becomes
presupposed. Thus, while (27a) is a yes-no question, (27b) is a rhetorical question, since the proposition Ôwe went to ParisÕ is never questioned:
(27a)

UymŒsai ¿ti pügame sto Par¼si;
Timase oti piÄame sto parisi?
Do you remember us going to Paris?
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UymŒsai poy pügame sto Par¼si;
Timase pu piÄame sto parisi?
Remember when we went to Paris? 22

And whereas (28a) is a straightforward negation, (28b) strongly hints that the
person in question should remember the trip, since it is known to have taken
place.23
(28a)

De uymŒtai ¿ti pügame sto Par¼si
De Timate oti piÄame sto parisi
He does not remember that we went to Paris

(28b)

De uymŒtai poy pügame sto Par¼si
De Timate pu piÄame sto parisi
He does not remember that we went to Paris (Òoh sure he doesnÕtÓ)

With perception predicates, pu-complements are fairly frequent in text (7% in
TahtsisÕ The Third Wedding); they are much less plentiful for cognitive predicates (1.6% in The Third Wedding), and the semantic content of cognitive pucomplements is more difficult to capture (¤4.3.2, ¤4.4).
There are two uncharacteristic cognitive predicates which always take pucomplements: the imperatives ase (or afise) and vale, which literally mean Ôlet!;
leave out!Õ and Ôput!; add!Õ, but with pu-complements mean Ônever mind that;
leave alone thatÕ and Ôadd to that the fact that; moreoverÕ:
(29a)

Ma tÃra ªxv xr¿nia na pa¼jv [mantol¼no]. De moy Õxei me¼nei pia myal¿ ki ¿rejh gia
tªtoia prŒmata. «Ase poy den ªxv kai mantol¼no.
ma tora exo xronia na pekso. De mu xi mini pia mialo ki oreksi Äia tetia pramata.
ase pu Den exo ke madolino.
But itÕs years since I held a mandoline in my hands. I donÕt have the concentration or the mood for such things nowadays. Come to that, I donÕt even
have the mandoline. (Tah 138)

(29b)

Giati ka0e fora pou lew
symforhsh sto Anatoliko
me gnwrisoun!!! Ase pou
mia oles erxontai na me

oti erxomai, dhmiourghtai kykloforiakh
apo tis 0aymastries mou pou tsalapatiountai na
ka0esthroun oles oi pthseis gia Skandinayia,
gnwrisoun (diabases TI eipe o Aggelos!!!)

Giat¼ kŒue forŒ poy lªv ¿ti ªrxomai, dhmioyrgütai kykloforiakü symf¿rhsh sto
Anatolik¿ ap¿ tiq uaymŒstriªq moy poy tsalapatio´ntai na me gnvr¼soyn!!! «Ase
poy kauesthro´n [sic] ¿leq oi ptüseiq gia Skandinay¼a, mia ¿leq ªrxontai na me
gnvr¼soyn (diŒbaseq TI e¼pe o «Aggeloq!!!)
Äiati kaTe fora pu leo oti erxome, DimiurÄite kikloforiaki simforisi sto anatoliko
apo tis Tavmastries mu pu tsalapatiude na me Änorisun!!! ase pu kaTisterun oles i
ptisis Äia skanDinavia, mia oles erxode na me Änorisun (Diavases ti ipe o agelos!!!)
Because every time I say IÕm coming over, thereÕs a traffic jam at Athens
International Airport from my admirers thronging to meet me!!! Never mind
that all the flights to Scandinavia are delayed since they all come to get to know
me (you read exactly what Angelos said!!!) (Sotirios Skevoulis, O Bobolis
...wrimazei...; Hellas-L, 1996Ð11Ð08)
22The

pu-clause is not interpreted as an adjunct since it situates the time of what is remembered, not the time at which the matrix proposition takes place. The affinity between the temporal and complement readings is nonetheless obvious.
23Fuller discussion on this topic is given in ¤4.3.2.
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Na jªr‘ kane¼q tªleia thn arxa¼a th glÃssa, lªei o symbibasm¿q, ü na uªl‘ na mŒu‘
¿loyq toyq kan¿neq thq nªaq, e¼nai yperbolü. BŒle poy ªxei to prŒma kai th
dyskol¼a toy.
na kseri kanis telia tin arxea ti Älosa, lei o ÔsimvivasmosÕ, i na Teli na maTi olus tus
kanones tis neas, ine ÔiperboliÕ. vale pu exi to prama ke ti Diskolia tu.
Knowing the ancient language perfectly, says Compromise, or wishing to learn
all the rules of the modern, is an ÔexcessÕ. Add to this that it is a task not without difficulty. (PsichV1 144)

Although these are odd predicates to act as complement-taking verbs, they are
still arguably compositional in meaning, with a metaphorical transfer from the
domain of objects to propositions: Ôleave alone the proposition thatÉÕ; Ôconsider
also the proposition thatÉÕ
One could argue that ase is in fact Emotive: one highlights a fact, but makes a
value judgement that it is not worth further discussion, because its contribution
to the point being made is self-explanatory. Similarly, vale introduces a new fact
into the discussion as further confirming the speakerÕs argument; but the value
judgement is not as obvious here, and it is more straightforward to consider pu
in vale pu a cognitive nominaliser, as done above.
3.3.4.ÊNon-factive complements
In CSMG, predicates of saying (linguistic predicates) and non-factive predicates
do not as a rule allow pu. There are several dialects where this is not the case,
and p u has become the generic realis complementiser, displacing pos to a
marked role; this is discussed more extensively in ¤6.
There are some indications that the barrier between cognitive factive and linguistic factive use of pu is not absolute in CSMG. For example, (30a) is an utterance that was addressed to me while I was in Athens, November 1995:
(30a)

De soy e¼pa poy o TŒsoq ªxei ªnan jŒderfo sthn Aystral¼a;
De su ipa pu o tasos exi enan ksaDerfo stin afstralia?
DidnÕt I tell you how Tasos has a cousin in Australia?

The speaker (my neighbour in Athens) is of Greek Macedonian descent; but
rather than attribute this utterance to a dialect substratum, it is more plausible
to explain pu as a marker of presuppositionÑand in this case, givenness: I
should have known that Tasos had a cousin in Australia, since the speaker had
earlier spoken to me of this, in the same way as (28b) implies the addressee
should remember the trip to Paris. Similarly, (30b) stresses that the complement of leo is given, and makes a point of it by topicalising the complement with
a clitic:24

24The

clitic ta in (30b) appears in the neuter plural normally reserved for a generic object (cf.
idioms like ta vrikame Ôwe have found themÊ= we have reconciledÕ), and is thus not strictly
speaking coreferential with the clausal complement. A more literal gloss would be Ôwe have said,
that she filled his bedroomÉÕ Making the object of the speech verb generic, however, underlines
that the clausal complement is given.
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KiÕ Œlloyq ªxei fŒei [h «Artemiq] allŒ ton mikr¿ ton «Admhto poy ntrŒphke giat¼
bgüke Admhto´ kai Çapasxolo´se ton aderf¿ thqÈ, ton laxtŒrhseÉ Ta Õpame poy
toy gªmise to brŒdy toy gŒmoy toy thn kamŒra me f¼dia.
ki alus exi fai ala ton mikro ton aDmito pu drapike Äiati vÄike aDmitu ke
Ôapasxoluse ton aDerfo tisÕ ton laxtariseÉ ta pame pu tu Äemise to vraDi tu Äamu tu
tin kamara me fiDia.
Artemis has killed other people too, but she came down with a vengeance on
young Admetus, who embarrassed her because he turned out to be an
ÔAdmetessÕ and Ôpreoccupied her brotherÕ [i.e. they had a homosexual relationship.] WeÕve already talked about how she filled his bedroom with snakes on
his wedding night. (TsifM 187; the story of Admetus has been recounted on pp.
145Ð147)

Compare also the fixed expression De les pu Ôwhy donÕt you say (admit) thatÉÕ,
which uses pu after a verb of saying (Nicholas 1998a).
3.3.5.ÊSubject complements
The pu-complements considered until now have all been the direct objects of
their matrix predicates, which constitute a closed class. But pu-complements
can also constitute the subjects of their predicates. The class of predicates allowing clausal subjects is much more open, and in this role pu is in competition
with to oti (oti preceded by a definite article); pu is associated with low register
and oti with high register. Thus, subject-pu is particularly common in the slangy
prose of Tsiforos (31a, 31b), whereas a to oti-expression would be preferred in
higher registers (31c, 31d):
(31a)

SÕ ayt¿n [ton Klob¼k] ofe¼letai
sümera poy h Gall¼a e¼nai kauolikiŒ.
s afton
ofilete
simera
pu
i Äalia ine kaTolikia.
to him
it is owed
today
that France is Catholic
It is thanks to him (Clovis) that France is today Catholic. (TsifHF 29)

(31b)

«Etsi ejhge¼tai
poy oi aytokrŒtoreq
mªnane
pol´ l¼go kair¿
etsi eksiÄite
pu
i aftokratores
menane
poli liÄo kero
thus it is explained that the emperors
remained very briefly
kai metŒ xan¿ntoysan ad¿jvq kai ap¿ lep¼di.
ke meta xanodusan aDoksos ke apo lepiDi.
That is the explanation why the emperors remained briefly, and afterwards
perished ingloriously by the blade. (TsifHF 25)

(31c)

H kyra-EkŒbh epªmene ¿ti ayt¿ poy Õkane ton patªra thq nÕ apofas¼sei na thn pŒrei,
ütan tÕ ¿ti e¼xe fardiŒ lekŒnh.
i kira ekavi epemene oti afto pu kane ton patera tis n apofasisi na tin pari, itan t oti
ixe farDia lekani.
Mrs Hecuba insisted that what made her father marry her (her mother) was the
fact that she had a wide pelvis.
Hecuba insisted that her father married her mother only because she had wide
hips. (Tah 63)

(31d)

To oti htav ce 8ech va boh8hcei evav Ellhva filo 8a mnopouce va
ofeiletai kai ce anlh cugkupia

To ¿ti ütan se uªsh na bohuüsei ªnan «Ellhna f¼lo ua mporo´se na ofe¼letai kai se
aplü sygkyr¼a
to oti itan se Tesi na voiTisi enan elina filo Ta boruse na ofilete ke se apli siNgiria
The fact that he was in a position to help a Greek friend might be due to a
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mere coincidence (George Baloglou, Re: Gia tov Kara0eodwrn; Hellas-L, 1996Ð
11Ð10)

Subject complements are always factive, whether they involve pu or oti; nonfactive complements use na or to na instead. There is a syntactic difference between pu and to oti: p u-subjects follow the predicate, and are thus indistinguishable from pu-objects and pu-adjuncts, whereas to oti-subjects may precede
their predicate, just like normal subject NPÕs in SVO utterances (compare 31a,
31d.)
For some sentences the clausal subject can be dropped without anomaly. As a
result, in utterances such as (32), pu is ambiguous between marking a subject
complement and marking an adjunct.
(32)

Gyna¼ka, e¼pe ke¼noq? poy ªfyga, me bgüke se kal¿.
Äineka, ipe kinos; pu efiÄa, me vÄike se kalo.
Wife, he said, the fact that I left turned out to my advantage/when I left, it
turned out to my advantage. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v note iv; Laograf¼a 5. 453)

3.4.ÊAdjuncts
The semantic distinctions between different types of p u-adjunct are hazy.
However, one factor unites them semantically: they are all realis. The causes,
circumstances, results, contrasts, realis concessives, and temporal loci marked
by pu are all true in the world. This contrasts pu-adjuncts with those adjuncts
introduced by pu na (optatives, potential results, irrealis concessives) or na by
itself (conditionals and irrealis concessives.)25
The ambiguity between the types of adjunct-pu inheres (at least synchronically) not in polysemy, but in underspecification of definition.26 It is useful for
exposition and diachronic explanation to isolate distinct meanings for pu, such
as cause, result, and temporal. But synchronically, the only information pu
supplies in introducing adjuncts is this: two propositions are involved; the puclause is semantically subordinate to the other; both clauses are true of the
world. This rules out conditionals as a potential function of pu; but it can only
be world knowledge, and occasional textual signals (collocation with tetios/tosos
for resultatives, ke for concessives) that determines whether a particular puclause is say, temporal or causal.27 More often than not such ambiguity does not
25 na also introduces temporals in South-Eastern dialects, which need not be irrealis.
26Support for an underspecification analysis comes from IngriaÕs (in prep.) analysis of

ke, which
turns up in a similar range of adjunct functions. As Ingria concludes,
kai [ke] has an underspecified semantics, compared to that of overt subordinating
conjunctions such as ma [ma ÔbutÕ], t¿te [tote ÔthenÕ], giayt¿ [Äiafto ÔthereforeÕ], etc.
This allows it to be used in situations where these conjunctions can appear, since
its semantics is non-distinct from theirs in the appropriate respects. One way of
characterizing the situation is to view each of the various subordinating conjunctions in Modern Greek as indicating a particular rhetorical relation (in the sense of
Mann [(Mann & Thompson 1988)] etc.), while kai can mark any one of a range of
rhetorical relations.
27Since post hoc ergo propter hoc is a common assumption, moreover, pu can easily be ambiguous between those two meanings.
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matterÑnamely, it does not impede communication. Yet when the ambiguity
does matter, Greek has alternative connectives one can resort to, for virtually all
adjunct functions in question.
Another possible ambiguity is that between adjuncts and relative clauses. This
is a phenomenon hardly specific to Modern Greek: the grammars of many languages, from Classical Greek to Modern English, point to the existence of resultative relative clauses, concessive relative clauses, and so forth. This highlights a
natural tendency for relative clauses to be enriched with added semantics, as
hearers imbue relative clauses with more specific relations to the main clause;
e.g. a relative clause which also conveys a result of the matrix, a cause for the
matrix, and so on.
Faithful to the discussion of such ambiguity in traditional grammar,
Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤266 2) spends some time discussing ÔimpureÕ
relative clausesÑincluding causal, purposive, resultative, conditional, and concessive clauses. But since pu already introduces purely causal, resultative or
concessive clauses, without acting as a relative clause, the distinction between
causal relative clause and causal adjunct becomes a matter of finding a candidate head, and deciding how tightly the clause is bound to that head. The decision can only be made case-by-case; given the paradigmatic expansion of pu,
this synchronic arbitrariness is inevitable.
3.4.1.ÊIntroducing cause or reason clauses
Traditional grammarians regard the use of pu with emotive predicates (¤3.3.2)
as causal. However, pu is used as a causal with other predicates, where it clearly
has an adjunct role. In (33), for example, the pu-clause could not be considered
a complement of the predicate TAKE:
(33)

Mia xelvno´la brüka kai thn püra, poy th uªlei h Jeftªraina sto sp¼ti, gianŒ trÃh
toyq c´lloyq.
mia xelonula vrika ke tin pira, pu ti Teli i ksefterena sto spiti, Äia na troi tus psilus.
I found a small turtle and took it, because XefterisÕ wife wanted it for her
house, to eat the fleas. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2; Drosinis)

Greek also has explicitly causal connectives: low register Äiati, and high register
epiDi and Dioti (from Puristic).
A difference in syntactic scope can be determined between pu and epiDi, in
(34a) and (34b): the epiDi-clause has a clear intonation break before it (marked
here by a comma), which is not possible before pu. Furthermore, the negation of
the matrix clause obligatorily includes the pu-clause, whereas the epiDi-clause
may be excluded from the negation if the intonation break intervenes. And the
pu-clause cannot be preposed, unlike the epiDi-clause (34c).28
(34a)

Den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq poy den pe¼raze Œnurvpo
Den ton proDose kanenas pu Den piraze anTropo

28Example

(34d), where the pu-clause is preposed, is not acceptable in CSMG:
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It is not the case that {someone betrayed him because he did no harm to anyone}→ ItÕs not because he did no harm to anyone that someone betrayed him.

(34b)

Den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq, epeidü/giat¼/*poy den pe¼raze Œnurvpo
Den ton proDose kanenas, epiDi/Äiati/*pu Den piraze anTropo
It is not the case that {someone betrayed him}, because he did no harm to
anyone→ Noone betrayed him, because he did no harm to anyone.

(34c)

Epeidü/*poy/*giat¼ den pe¼razen Œnurvpo, den ton pr¿dvse kanªnaq.
epiDi/*pu/*Äiati Den pirazen anTropo, Den ton proDose kanenas
Because he did no harm to anyone, noone betrayed him. (Tz ¤242 1 a:
Papantoniou)

So p u-causals behave like pu-complements: they preserve their truth under
negation (factive), and cannot be preposed.
Work has been done by Sidiropoulou (1989) on distinguishing two major
causals of Greek, epiDi ÔbecauseÕ and afu ÔsinceÕ. Sidiropoulou finds that afu insists on the antecedent being the unique cause for the consequent, whereas epiDi
makes no such requirement. (This is consistent with the temporal etymology of
afu.) Since afu-causes are the only possible cause, no alternative cause can be
hypothesised in their sentences. Thus, afu-clauses cannot be metalinguistically
negated (35a) or contrastively focussedÑeither by isolating adverbs (akrivos
ÔpreciselyÕ) (35b), clefting (35c), or sentential stress (35d). 29 pu patterns with afu
in all these tests:
(35a)

De sÃpase epeidü/afo´/poy toy m¼lhseq, allŒ epeidü/*afo´/*poy barªuhke na soy
tsakÃnetai
De sopase epiDi/afu/pu tu milises, ala epiDi/*afu/*pu vareTike na su tsakonete
He fell silent not because you talked to him, but because/*since he was tired
of arguing with you

(35b)

SÃpase akribÃq epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy m¼lhseq
sopase akrivos epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises
He fell silent precisely because/*since you spoke to him

(35c)

E¼nai epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy m¼lhseq poy sÃpase
ine epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises pu sopase
ItÕs because/*since you spoke to him that he fell silent

(35d)

SÃpase epeidü/*afo´/*poy toy MILHSES
sopase epiDi/*afu/*pu tu milises
He fell silent because/*since you SPOKE to him

Indeed, as Sidiropoulou points out for the equivalent of (35a), the consequent of
a pu-cause may have an alternative under metalinguistic negationÑbut the pucause itself may not: it is not encompassed by the negation at all (35e).

(34d)

PaidiŒ moy, poy e¼mai ftvxü, kŒmete eysplaxn¼a.
peDia mu, pu ime ftoxi, kamete efsplaxnia
My children, because I am poor, give alms. (MinB 434; Pisinonda, Zante)
29In this regard, epiDi and afu correspond to their English counterparts because and since.
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Den sükvse KYMA, poy ªxei aªra! (= Œllo ütan to apotªlesma:) KRYVNAME me ton
aªra!
Den sikose kima, pu exi aera! krioname me ton area!
The SURF didnÕt rise because it was windy! (= There was a different result:)
We were COLD because it was windy! (Sidiropoulou 1989:292)

These two facts, the closer binding of pu-causes to their matrix, and the equivalence of pu and afu, point to a contamination between temporal and causal pu.30
A distinct class of causals is formed by the collocation ine pu ÔitÕs becauseÕ. The
phrase ine pu introduces main clauses:
(36)

Ako´q to urüno ton pol´, opo´ boggo´n ta dŒsh,/kai to darm¿ poy g¼netai, ta ma´ra
moirol¿gia;/E¼nai pÕ apoxvr¼zontai th d¿lia thn patr¼da.
akus to Trino ton poli, opu vogun ta Dasi,/ke to Darmo pu Äinete, ta mavra
miroloÄia?/ine p apoxorizode ti Dolia tin patriDa.
Hear you the laments, so great that the forests moan, and the chest-beating
taking place, and the dark laments? ItÕs because theyÕre parting from their
unfortunate country. (Pol 9)

The ine pu construction has an affinity with the subject-pu construction discussed in ¤3.3.5: if the pu-clause is analysed as the subject of an existential inecopula, then ine pu X corresponds to X is the case, which would lead naturally to
the inference X is the reason why. Whether the implicature is based on causalpu or complementiser-pu, in any case, it is now thoroughly conventionalised; ine
pu has only causal denotation, and cannot be used with the other meanings of
pu (ÔitÕs whenÉÕ, ÔitÕs so thatÉÕ, ÔitÕs even thoughÉÕ, etc.)
3.4.2.ÊIntroducing circumstance clauses
Some instances of pu classified by Tzartzanos as causal or manner31 display a
rather attenuated sense of causality. In those cases, I have had recourse to a
more general meaning of adjunct-pu: the pu-clause is related to and semantically subordinate to the main clause, in some semantically unspecified manner.
The best way of describing pu in such a context is as giving a circumstance
under which the main clause takes place, or a background against which it is to
be understood.32 This is illustrated by the following sentences, where it makes
30Sidiropoulou

relies on her own linguistic intuitions; I believe not all SidiropoulouÕs judgements would be accepted by all Greek speakers (for example, in my idiolect pu-adjuncts can be
metalinguistically negated), and the test sentences seem to me strained. A corpus-based study
might unearth interesting results.
Koutoupi-Kiti (1996) is another discussion of Greek causals, formulating distinctions between
Äiati and epiDi. Her conclusion is that epiDi is higher on the clines of direct causality, subordination, and ideational meaning, whereas Äiati is more prone to express indirect causation,
parataxis, and subjective/interpersonal meaning. In addition, epiDi tends to introduce more
topical causes, and is factive. Clearly causal-pu patterns with epiDi; indeed, since epiDi is a
Puristic loan and Äiati isnÕt, it may be that epiDi displaced pu in CSMG. This is not a subject I
have investigated in this research.
31Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]) refers to pu as being equivalent to me to na Ôby -ingÕ; but circumstance is overall a better description of such clauses than manner.
32Although my use of circumstance is novel with respect to TzartzanosÕ and MackridgeÕs taxonomies, it is anticipated by Thumb (1964 [1910] ¤282.2): Òpo [pu] Ôwhile, since, in that,Õ to de-
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no sense to substitute pu with an explicitly causal expression (epiDi, Äiati, or because in English), although one can substitute the less explicit expression afu:
(37a)

Kai ti
kªrdoq ªxei
poy svpa¼nei;
ke
ti
kerDos exi
pu
sopeni?
and what profit
she has pu
she is silent
So whatÕs the use in her keeping silent? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV I 4 a; Drosinis)

(37b)

Ti
katŒlabeq
poy to Õspaseq;
ti
katalaves
pu
to spases?
What
you understood
pu
you broke it
What did you gain by breaking it?/ What did you get out of breaking it? (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV I 4 a)

(37c)

(1833)
Na dÃsete eiq toyq aplo´q [É] ap¿ pentak¿sia vq x¼lia gr¿sia, opo´ Õnai to
tŒlaron e¼kosi kai mis¿ gr¿si.
na Dosete is tus aplus [É] apo pendakosia os xilia Ärosia, opu ne to talaron ikosi ke
miso Ärosi.
Give the simple people [É] from five hundred to a thousand groschenÑwhere
a talaron is worth twenty and a half groschen. (MakM 302) [Background information]

(37d)

(1832Ð1840)
Eiq thn Ãra eke¼nh püga kÕ egÃ eiq tÕ «Argoq, opo´ ümoyne eiq K¿ruo, moy lªne to
k¼nhmŒ toyq.
is tin ora ekini piÄa k eÄo is t arÄos, opu imune is korTo, mu lene to kinima tus.
At that time I, too went to ArgosÑIÕd been in Corinth (ÔI too went to Argos,
where I was in CorinthÕ)Ñand they told me of their revolt. (MakM 290)

A special case is constituted by pu-clauses displaying a causal link not at the
real-world, but at the illocutionary level. In terms of Rhetorical Structure
Theory (Mann & Thompson 1988; Nicholas 1994), the adjunct does not state
why the matrix event occurred, but why the matrix proposition was utteredÑor,
from the hearerÕs point of view, why the hearer should accept the matrix
proposition. This kind of relation is called JUSTIFY (Justification), and is particularly prevalent after imperative (21b, 38a), and exclamatory sentencesÑboth
affirmatives (38b) and exclamatory rhetorical questions (39a, 39b).33
(21b)

DÃse moy
ªna s´ko,
poy dicŒv
Dose mu
ena siko,
pu
Dipsao
give me
a fig
pu
I thirst
Give me a fig, IÕm thirsty. (MinB 466; Lykoudi, Zante, Heptanesa)

termine more precisely the circumstances or the concurrence (identity) of different actions.Ó
Householder, Kazazis & Koutsoudas (1964:173) consider this a Òslightly specialized typeÓ of resultative, associated with an expression of surprise.
33Sidiropoulou (1989:286) identifies these two levels of causation, naming them metalinguistic
(metaglvssikü) and positive (taktikü), by analogy with the two types of negation. Although she
does not discuss pu, she does mention that epiDi can only convey positive causation, while afu
can also convey metalinguistic causationÑwhat I would call ÔcircumstanceÕ or ÔjustificationÕ; this
explains why pu in such clauses is intersubstitutable with afu, but not with epiDi (ela Do afu se
Telo, Dose mu ena siko afu Dipsao, etc.)
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(38a)

«Ela
dv
poy se
uªlv
ela
Do
pu
se
Telo
come
here pu
you I want
Come here, I want you. (Mack 255)

(38b)

Ñ«Agie PelŒgie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
mŒxh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (ÔMay you become
lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ) (TsifC 275)

(39a)

ÔTi na mhn kŒnv ªtsi, Xristianü moy,Õ thq lªv, ÔTi na mhn kŒnv ªtsi poy sªrnetai
dŒgkeioq kai mpore¼ na to xŒsv to kor¼tsi moy mªsa sÕ eikostªsereiq Ãreq;Õ
Ôti na min kano etsi, xristiani mu,Õ tis leo, Ôti na min kano etsi pu sernete Dagios ke
bori na to xaso to koritsi mu mesa s ikosteresis ores?Õ
ÒItÕs all very well saying donÕt carry on like that, my good woman,Ó I told her,
Òwhat do you expect me to do? ∅ ThereÕs typhoid about [ÔWhat I should not act
like that, when dengue fever is aboutÉÕ] and in twenty-four hours my baby
may be gone for good!Ó (Tah 76)

(39b)

Giat¼ moy ªkameq ayt¿ to kak¿; Ti kak¿ kai jekak¿, lªei, poy ese¼q huªlate na me
fŒte!
Äiati mu ekanes afto to kako? ti kako ke ksekako, lei, pu esis iTelate na me fate!
ÒWhy did you do me this ill?Ó ÒWhat do you mean, ÔillÕ?Ó he says. ÒIt was you lot
who wanted to eat me!Ó (ÔÒWhat ill and un-ill,Ó he says, Òwhen you wanted to
eat me!ÓÕ) (MinB 470; Lagopodo, Zante, Heptanesa)
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An exclamatory rhetorical question is used to deny the question proposition;
thus, RHETORICAL-QUESTION(p) means Not-p! So in a rhetorical question, the
pu-clause provides the justification for denying p. Frequently, p is an utterance
the addressee has made; so the rhetorical question is also quotative, with ti
Ôwhat; whyÕ preceding the quotation, adjusted to make ego the deictic center.34
This use of ti and rhetorical questioning occurs in both (39a) and (39b). In
(39a), the effective force of the utterance is: I reject your advice not to carry on
like that. The reason I do so is that there is dengue fever about. In (39b), on the
other hand, the rhetorical questioning of the single word kako ÔillÕ has the effect
of dismissing the interlocutorÕs claim; so the utterance means: I reject your
characterisation of what I did as ÔillÕ. The reason I do so is that you lot wanted
to eat me.
Greek makes a distinction between justifications that already hold, and irrealis justifications which may yet come to pass. In the examples seen so far, the
justification clause is factive: it is already true of the world that PelagiusÕ interlocutors do not believe in the omnipotence of the Lord, that there is dengue
fever about, that the mob wanted to eat the speaker. With such exclamatory
justifications, pu is the expected connective. It is also possible, however, for the
34i.e.

ti na min kano etsi Ôwhat I should not act like thatÕ, rather than ti Òna min kanis etsiÓ Ôwhat
ÒYou should not act like thatÓÕ.
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justification clause to describe a state the speaker wishes to avoid, when the matrix expresses a warning. In that case, the situation does not yet hold of the
world, and it is only possible to use Äiati, instead of the factive pu; such an adjunct is characterised here as an irrealis justification, and Äiati here corresponds
to English or else rather than because:35
(40)

Se proeidopoiÃ gia teleyta¼a forŒ: mh moy janakŒneiq s´gxysh san th shmerinü,
kai mŒlista mprostŒ sto U¿dvro, giat¼ f¿nissa KŒstrv ua g¼nv kai ua se kŒnv
kommatŒkia!
se proiDopio Äia teleftea fora: mi mu ksanakanis siNxisi san ti simerini, ke malista
brosta sto ToDoro, Äiati fonisa kastro Ta Äino ke Ta se kano komatakia!
IÕm warning you for the last time: donÕt you ever again make a scene like you
did today, and in front of Theodore, or else IÕll become the Murderess Kastro
and chop you to pieces!
IÕm warning you for the last time. DonÕt make another scene like todayÕs, especially in front of Theodore, or thereÕll be murder in this house. IÕll chop you
into little pieces like mincemeat! (Tah 13)

Since circumstance pu-clauses make little explicit semantic claim about the
connection between main and adjunct clause, they are prone to ambiguity. In
particular, they are often ambiguous with relative clauses. For example:
(41a)

P¿te
ua
paq
gia
r´zi poy soy
Õpa;
pote
Ta
pas
Äia
rizi pu
su
pa?
When
FUT you go for
rice pu
to you I told
When will you go get some rice like I told you? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 4)

I analyse this pu-clause as an adjunct, giving the justification for the matrix utterance. But this could readily be analysed as a relative clause modifying the the
clause Ôgo for rice [which is what I told you]Õ; or, as Tzartzanos does, we could
consider ÔriceÕ the head, reading the phrase as Ôwhen will you go get some rice,
about which I told youÕ. The same problem is present in (41b):
(41b)

Pügeq sthn Aggelikü, poy ªlegeq;
piÄes stin ageliki, pu eleÄes?
Did you go to Angelica, like you said you were going to? (Ôwhich is what you
were sayingÕ/Ôwhere you were sayingÕ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 4)

A final salient sub-class of circumstance clauses is that involving the demonstratives tetios Ôsuch aÕ, tosos Ôso muchÕ, and etsi Ôin such a wayÕ. At first sight,
these clauses appear just to be relative or pseudo-relative pu-clauses (usually
copular), with the demonstrative preceding a nominal head:
(42a)

35 This

Tªtoia
koimismªnh ki anypr¿koph
poy ütan,
an ua Õmene m¿nh thq,
tetia
kimismeni ki aniprokopi
pu
itan
an Ta mene moni tis,
such
sleepy and good-for-nothing
pu
she was
xvr¼q ªstv ki ayt¿ to sp¼ti, ua katanto´se zhtiŒna stoyq dr¿moyq.
xoris esto ki afto to spiti, Ta kataduse zitiana stus Dromus

class of utterances is explicitly identified by Fiedler (1987:61) as a Balkanism; he calls
them sonst-Satzen Ôor elseÐclausesÕ.
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Being such a sleepy-head and a good-for-nothing, if sheÕd stayed on her own,
without even that roof over her head, sheÕd have ended up a beggar on the
streets.
With her stupidity and her lazy good-for-nothing ways, sheÕd soon end up
begging on the streets if she was left alone, without so much as the house to
depend on. (Tah 304)

Formally in (42a), tetia kimismeni ki aniprokopi Ôsuch a sleepy-head and goodfor-nothingÕ is a noun phrase, and the pu-clause following it a simple relative
clause. But as a relative clause, Ôthat she wasÕ does not contribute much to the
sentence meaning; and the gloss makes it obvious that the whole pu-clause, including its ÔheadÕ, is in fact a circumstance adjunct: ÔGiven that she was such a
sleepy-head and good-for-nothingÕ. Indeed, when the adverbial etsi is used instead of the adjectival tetios, as in (42b), the English counterpart spoilt as she is
behaves in exactly the same way:36
(42b)

UÕ antªjei Œrage ªtsi kalomauhmªnh poy e¼nai, me to kauar¿ thq to dvmŒtio, me to
mpŒnio thq kai to kal¿ thq to fa‚;
T adeksi araÄe etsi kalomaTimeni pu ine, me to kaTaro tis Domatio, me to banio tis
ke to kalo tis to fai?
Will she even cope, spoilt as she is, with her clean room, her bath and her
good food?
Would she able to stand it, I wondered, after the soft life sheÕd been living with
us, with her nice clean room, her bath, her two square meals a day? (Tah 203)

This can even occur without a preceding demonstrative (as is also the case in
English):
(42c)

Xhro´la poy e¼mai to glentŒv kal´tera, Œei sto diŒlo poy ua bŒlv gv janŒ
kap¼stri sto sbªrko moy.
xirula pu ime to Äledao kalitera, ai sto Diaolo pu Ta valo Äo ksana kapistri sto
sverko mu.
Widow that I am [=ÔBeing a widowÕ], IÕm having a much better time of it. Hell,
IÕm not putting a yoke on my neck again. (TsifC 161)

Such circumstance clauses are the clearest instances of a hybrid form intermediate between relativisations and clausal pu-adjuncts; they are the only pu-adjuncts which have a fully-fledged nominal head.
3.4.3.ÊIntroducing result clauses
In Modern Greek, pu is the native resultative connective; CSMG has imported
the Puristic oste alongside it, so the resultative use of pu has become curtailed.
In CSMG, pu is used as a correlative to the demonstratives tetios (Ôsuch a
[quality]Õ) (43a), tosos (Ôso (much) [adjective]Õ) (43b), or toso (Ôso much [adverb]Õ) (43c), or in contexts where such a demonstrative is implicit in an emphatic indefinite article (43d).

36The

case where etsi pu introduces a circumstance without an interceding nominal head has already been looked at in ¤3.2.2.
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(43a)

Kelade¼ me tªtoion p¿non, poy ta dªntra mara¼nontai amªsvq.
kelaDi me tetion ponon, pu ta Dedra marenode amesos.
It sings with such sorrow, that the trees wither at once. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii
3; Karkavitsas)

(43b)

O Stªfanoq kªrdise t¿sa leftŒ sto Pro-p¿ poy de xreiŒzetai pia na doyle´ei.
o stefanos kerDise tosa lefta sto propo pu De xriazete pia na Dulevi.
Stephen won so much money on the soccer pools that he doesnÕt need to
work any more. (Mack 256)

(43c)

PŒli se ligŒki to f¼di ton ªsfije [ton kŒboyra] t¿so, poy apelp¼sthke.
pali se liÄaki to fiDi ton esfikse [ton kavura] toso, pu apelpistike.
Again after a little while the snake squeezed him [the crab] so much, that he
despaired. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 3; fairy tale collected by Megas)

(43d)

«Enoivsa mia laxtŒra poy k¿nteca na peuŒnv
eniosa mia laxtara pu kodepsa na peTano.
I got such a fright that I almost died. (Mack 256)37

The use of resultative-pu without a correlative demonstrative is unacceptable in
CSMG, but is widespread in pre-literary Greek (44a). And oste in CSMG is not
subject to the correlative constraint (44b):
(44a)

MegŒlh arrÃsteia mÕ e´rhke, mÕ ªrrije toy uanŒtoy, poy pªsan ta januŒ malliŒ
meÄali arostia m evrike, m erikse tu Tanatu, pu pesan ta ksanTa malia.
A great disease befell me, it cast me onto my death-bed, so that my blond hair
fell out (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 3; Passow)

(44b)

H istorikü mnümh den e¼nai ap¿ tiq aretªq thq fylüq maq [É] Ãste e¼nai kªrdoq pŒnta
na thn ton¼soyme.
i istoriki mnimi Den ine apo tis aretes tis filis mas [É] oste ine kerDos pada na tin
tonisume.
A historical memory is not one of the virtues of our race [É], so that it is always profitable to stress it. (Mack 272; L. Politis)

Resultative clauses involving the combination puÊ+ na are also widespread, and
are discussed in ¤3.7.3.
3.4.4.ÊIntroducing contrast clauses
As seen, pu is semantically underspecified as an adjunct marker; in the most
general case, it provides nothing more specific than a circumstance, or background information, to the main clause. When this information comes in contrast to the main clause, the pu-clause can be considered a contrast clause:
(45a)

37mia

Ap¿ce koimüuhke pol´, poy Œlleq bradiªq jypnŒei synªxeia.
apopse kimiTike poli, pu ales vraDies ksipnai sinexia.
Last night she slept a lot, whereas other nights sheÕs continually waking up.
(Mack 256; unattributed)38

here is interpreted as Ôsuch aÕ, rather than ÔaÕ. In speech, this instance of mia would have
sentential stress, unlike the indefinite article mia; so it should not be considered as the same
lexeme.
38 I do not find (45a) acceptable in my idiolect. The reason for this is that a contrast clause,
marked by a connective like eno, is usually a distinct intonation unit, with a clear intonation
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Ti kayxiªsai pvq ªxeiq thn timi¿terh gyna¼ka tsh xÃraq, poy egÃ ªxv to daxtyl¼di tsh
kai th xrysü tr¼xa, poy e¼xe sthn amasxŒlh.
ti kafxiese pos exis tin timioteri Äineka tsi xoras, pu eÄo exo to DaxtiliDi tsi ke ti
xrisi trixa, pu ixe stin amasxali.
How can you boast that you have the most honest wife in the land, when I have
her ring and the golden hair she had in her armpit? (MinA 392; Volimes, Zante,
Heptanesa)

3.4.5.ÊIntroducing realis concessive clauses
Following from the contrastive meaning, pu-adjuncts can also be employed to
express concessives.39
(46a)

Na ido´me ¿mvq, ua uelüsh na se kratüsh, poy den ªxeiq pistopoihtik¿;
na iDume omos, Ta Telisi na se kratisi, pu Den exis pistopiitiko?
But letÕs see, will he want to keep you, even though you have no certificate?
(Tz ¤253,1; Xenopoulos)

(46b)

Den janagyr¼zv sp¼ti toy, poy na ton idÃ kremasmªno.
Den ksanaÄirizo sto spiti tu, pu na ton iDo kremasmeno.
IÕm not going back to his house, even if I see him hang. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5;
Xenopoulos)

Concession is not strongly marked by pu, and there is a continuum ranging from
the unspecified (circumstance) to the specific (concession). Circumstance constitutes the unmarked reading. For instance, it is more natural to read (46a) as
Ôwill he want to keep you, given that you have no certificate?Õ Similarly,
Tzartzanos gives (46c) as a ÔcontradictoryÕ instance of pu; but it is less forced to
read it as ÔHow can you get me to marry her, given that (when) IÕm poor and
sheÕs rich?Õ than as Ôalthough IÕm poor and sheÕs richÕ.
(46c)

PÃq ua me kŒmeiq na thn pŒrv [th bas¼lissa], poy e¼mai ftvx¿q kai ke¼nh plo´sia;
pos Ta me kamis na tin paro, pu ime ftoxos ke kini plusia?
How can you get me to marry her [the queen], when IÕm poor and sheÕs rich?
(MinB 471; Maherado, Zante, Heptanesa)

break between the contrast and matrix clauses. (In fact, the CONTRAST relation is considered in
the Rhetorical Structure Theory framework to be multi-nuclearÑthat is, paratactic.) As discussed for causal-pu, adjunct-pu tends not to form a distinct intonation unit, but to bind tightly
to its matrix. To me, a contrast reading of (45a) would force a greater break before pu than I
would find acceptable.
39There is some terminological confusion in TzartzanosÕ exposition of the functions of pu. In
¤282 LXXXIV, he distinguishes between a contradictory (enantivmatik¿q) usage of pu (iiiÊ4) and
a concessive (paraxvrhtik¿q) usage (iiiÊ5); the former uses pu by itself, while the latter uses pu
na. However, in referring back to ¤253,1 and ¤253,2 respectively for definitions, he makes it
clear that contradictory does not mean contrast (antiuetik¿q), but is merely a special case of
concessive. The difference between ÔcontradictoryÕ and ÔconcessiveÕ pu is that the former introduces a clause known to be true (corresponding to English even though), as in (46a), while the
latter (discussed more fully in ¤3.7.4) introduces an irrealis clause (corresponding to English
even if), as in (46b).
As these examples show, we are not dealing with a contrast relation, in which neither clause is
semantically dominant. There is a clear sense of nuclearity, with the pu-clause semantically subordinate: the distinction is between realis and irrealis concession. This differentiation is not
clearly made by Tzartzanos; of the three examples he gives to illustrate ÔcontradictoryÕ pu, two
subordinate, while the third is paratactic.
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Most of the Greek concessive particles include the word ke, which acts as emphatic ÔevenÕ as well as ÔandÕ: an ke Ôif evenÕ, ke as Ôeven letÕ, ke an Ôeven ifÕ, ke na
Ôeven naÕ; so the concessive word contains an emphatic (cf. even though, even
if). Alongside these, molonoti and molon pu Ôwith all thatÕ, parolo pu Ôdespite all
thatÕ, agala Ôif wellÕ, and eno Ôwhile (Puristic)Õ are either high register or explicitly
concessive. 40 Faced with this competition from alternative expressions, including a substantial factive subset (molon pu, molonoti, agala, eno, an ke, parolo
pu; cf. English although, even though), pu is not an effective way of marking
concession.
The best evidence that pu has concessive force is that Greek has employed the
same strategy as with other concessives in strengthening the meaning of pu to
make it unambiguously concessive: it has prefixed pu with ke. The collocation ke
pu has exclusively concessive force, and (given compositionality) could not be
concessive unless pu already bore such a meaning, since ke functions here only
as an emphatic.
(46d)

Kai poy püga kai ton parakŒlesa, t¼pote de uªlhse na moy kŒmh.
ke pu piÄa ke ton parakalesa, tipote De Telise na mu kami.
Even though I went and asked him, he was unwilling to do anything for me.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4; unattributed)

However, ke pu belongs to a semantically distinct subclass of factive concessives:
Nikiforidou (1991) distinguishes Ôfactual concessivesÕÑi.e. factives such as an ke,
parolo pu, molonoti and akoma ke an, and English even though, for which both
the antecedent and consequent are trueÑfrom another class, Ôspeech-act concessivesÕ (which I term here illocutionary concessives, for consistency with
terminology I use elsewhere.) These concessives, which correspond to the
English sentential adverbs even so and nevertheless are also factive; but while
the factive consequent is contrary to expectation on the real-world level, illocutionary concession has its consequent contrary to expectation on the illocutionary level: ÒI will grant (you) (the truth of) what was just said; nevertheless I am
still going to say/think/do what I was going to anywayÓ (Nikiforidou 1991:109).
Concessives like an ke and even if are ambiguous between a real-world and illocutionary interpretation; Nikiforidou claims concessives involving ke as Ôeven
allowing thatÕ in Greek are only illocutionary. Compare the following:
(47a)

Kai na f´gei o GiŒnnhq egÃ ua me¼nv
ke na fiÄi o Äianis eÄo Ta mino
Even if John leaves, I will stay (Irrealis concession)

(47b)

An kai ua f´gei o GiŒnnhq egÃ ua me¼nv
an ke Ta fiÄi o Äianis eÄo Ta mino
Even though John will leave, I will stay (Factive concession)

40 Of

these expressions, those involving na, as, an and ke are studied in some detail by
Nikiforidou (1991).
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EgÃ ua me¼nv kai aq f´gei o GiŒnnhq
eÄo Ta mino ke as fiÄi o Äianis
John may well leave; even so, I will stay/ I will stay, no matter that John
will leave (Illocutionary concessive)

The difference between factive and illocutionary concessionÑand for that
matter irrealis and illocutionary concessionÑis subtle; it lies in two features.
First, the antecedent of the illocutionary statement is given information and a
topic; the speaker concedes the truth of the antecedent, but goes on to the consequent anyway. This contrasts with the irrealis concessive, where the speculative antecedent is necessarily not given information; and the factive concessive
antecedent can also present novel information, even though its truth is presupposed.
Second, for illocutionary concession, the antecedent is explicitly claimed to be
irrelevant, rather than merely in contrast to the consequent (Nikiforidou
1991:111). This can be tested for, I propose, by inserting the present tense clause
Den exi simasia Ôit doesnÕt matterÕ into a past tense concessive. In a real-world
concessive, the relevance of the antecedent to the consequent is bound to the
time of the event; the present tense Ôit doesnÕt matterÕ sounds odd, and the past
tense Den ixe simasia Ôit didnÕt matter, it wouldnÕt have matteredÕ is preferrable.
In an illocutionary concessive, the antecedent is irrelevant to the consequent at
the time and for all time; so the present is acceptable:
(48a)

Ak¿ma kai an ªtreje, den ??ªxei/e¼xe shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
akoma ke an etrekse, Den ??exi/ixe simasia: Den prolave to treno
Even if he ran, it ??doesnÕt/wouldnÕt have mattered: he missed the train

(48b)

An kai ªtreje, den ??ªxei/e¼xe shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
an ke etrekse, Den ??exi/ixe simasia: Den prolave to treno
Even though he ran, it ??doesnÕt/wouldnÕt have mattered: he missed the train

(48c)

Aq ªtreje, den ªxei shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
as etrekse, Den exi simasia: Den prolave to treno
I will grant you that he ran, yet it doesnÕt matter: he missed the train

The semantics of the concessive markers, Nikiforou argues, arises compositionally. Leaving out ke, which is a focus marker, an and na are conditionals; so
ke an/ke na are focussed conditionals, making them irrealis concessives (cf. ifÊ>
even if). On the other hand, as is a hortative and permissive marker, corresponding to English let. As a concessive, as allows the antecedent illocution (ÔI
will let you say that XÕ), though the consequent is declared anyway. (48c) is not
far from Let him run; heÕll still miss the train or He can run all he likes; heÕll
still miss the train. Furthermore, since granting permission presupposes that
permission has been asked for, it follows that a permissive-turned-concessive
presupposes its antecedent (what it grants) (Nikiforidou 1991:114).
ke pu is an illocutionary concessive which Nikiforidou has not remarked on.
Illocutionary concessive antecedents are given; pu-clauses are also characteristically given in CSMG. pu is not a conditional marker; it ranges in function from
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causal to temporal to circumstance; so compositionally, it does not make the
strong claim of relevance between antecedent and consequent which a conditional does. And the irrelevance of the antecedent is time-independent:
(48d)

Kai poy ªtreje, den ªxei shmas¼a: den pr¿labe to tra¼no
ke pu etrekse, Den exi simasia: Den prolave to treno
I will grant you that he ran, yet it doesnÕt matter: he missed the train

But in examples like the following, no causal link is possible between antecedent
and consequent, and ke as is acceptable but ke pu is not. For example, running
can cause you to catch a train on time (48d); yet claiming to have passed an
exam cannot cause you to actually pass it (49d). So clearly ke pu, unlike ke as,
claims some degree of relevance between antecedent and consequent.41
(49a)

Den ªxei perŒsei stiq ejetŒseiq ki aq/*an kai/*ak¿ma kai an lªei ¿,ti uªlei
Den exi perasi stis eksetasis ki as/*an ke/akoma ke an lei Èoti Teli
He has not passed his exams no matter/*although/even if what he says
(Ôand let him say what he wantsÕ)42

(49b)

*Kai poy /*an kai/*ak¿ma kai an lªei ¿,ti uªlei den ªxei perŒsei stiq ejetŒseiq
*ke pu/*an ke/akoma ke an lei oti Teli Den exi perasi stis eksetasis
He has not passed his exams *what though/*although/*even if he says
what he wants

(49c)

Den ªxei perŒsei stiq ejetŒseiq ki aq/an kai lªei pvq tiq pªrase
Den exi perasi stis eksetasis ki as/an ke lei pos tis perase
He has not passed his exams no matter that/although he says he did

(49d)

*Kai poy/an kai lªei pvq pªrase stiq ejetŒseiq, den tiq pªrase
*ke pu/an ke lei pos perase stis eksetasis, Den tis perase
He has not passed his exams no matter that/although he says he did

(49e)

H SakorŒfa püge pol´ kalŒ stoyq agÃneq ki aq mhn/an kai den püre to xrys¿
i sakorafa piÄe poli kala stus aÄones ki as min/an ke Den pire to xriso
Sakorafa went very well in the games no matter that/although she didnÕt
win gold

(49f)

*Kai poy den püre to xrys¿, h SakorŒfa püge pol´ kalŒ stoyq agÃneq
*ke pu/an ke Den pire to xriso, i sakorafa piÄe poli kala stus aÄones
Sakorafa went very well in the games no matter that/although she didnÕt
win gold

In fact, in requiring a causal link between antecedent and consequent, ke pu is
more restrictive than a normal factive concessive like an ke (49d, 49f). This is
corroborated by the fact that ke as-concessives are frequently independent sentences in Greek, and are punctuated as suchÑas is the case for nevertheless and

41The

examples are paired, because ke pu-concessions are preposed, whereas ke as-concessions
are postposed. (So ke pu is impossible in (49a), and ke as is impossible in (49b).) Other concessions can be placed in either ordering.
42The factive concessive is unacceptable here because the antecedent, having indefinite denotation, is considered non-factive.
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even so in EnglishÑshowing that ke as is more paratactic than hypotactic; this is
impossible for ke pu-concessives.
The restriction at work here seems to be that, for a connective C, the concession ke C (X, Y) is possible only if C (X, not-Y) is a meaningful claim.43 The restriction on pu involves causality; though the putative cause may be irrelevant in
the specific case, it must be relevant in a possible world. Not getting gold cannot
cause one not to go well in the gamesÑDen piÄe kala i sakorafa stus aÄones pu
Den pire xriso is an odd claim. (49f) is similarly odd. Boasting that one did well
in exams is evidence that they did well, but not a cause: pu lei pos perase tis
eksetasis, tis perase is odd. So is (49d).
So ke pu holds a rather restricted niche amongst Greek concessives: it is an illocutionary concessive, which accepts an antecedent as given, like ke as, and
which states it is irrelevant to the consequent, but which also presupposes that
the antecedent is relevant in some possible world, presumably through causality.44
3.4.6.ÊIntroducing temporal clauses
In this function, pu refers to real events, in the past or present; this is consistent
with the factivity of pu. Many pu-clauses with temporal purport are covered by
the classes of pseudo-relativiser or temporal relativiser: they locate the time at
which a non-clausal head occurred, and thus cannot be considered temporal
adjuncts of an entire sentence. So of the fourteen examples of temporal-pu given
by Tzartzanos (¤282 LXXXIV iii 1), four are pseudo-relatives, one is ambiguous
with an emotive complement, and seven have an identifiable head noun, from
which the pu-clause is in some instances separated by a cleft relative, as in
(50a).
(50a)

Dyo xr¿nia
e¼nai,
poy apol´uhke
Dio xronia
ine,
pu
apoliTike
two years
it is
pu
he was fired
ItÕs been two years since he was fired. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Drosinis)

Despite the gloss of pu as since, the pu-clause is semantically bound to two
years rather than the entire predicateÑeven though it is the head which fixes
43To

illustrate: Ôif he says what he wants, he has passed the examsÕ is not meaningful, so neither
is akoma ke an lei oti Teli Den exi perasi stis eksetasis Ôeven if he says what he wants, he hasnÕt
passed the examsÕ. Likewise, Ôif S didnÕt get gold, she didnÕt go well in the gamesÕ is a meaningful
claim; so is akoma ke an Den pire i sakorafa xriso, piÄe kala stus aÄones Ôeven if S didnÕt get gold,
she did go well in the gamesÕ.
44Thumb (1964 [1910] ¤278.2) reports a variant on the ke pu concessive, involving a copulaÊ+
adjective predicate in the concessive clause. The concessive is structured as ke or etsi Ôin that
wayÕ, adjective, pu, copula:
(49e)
Fobo´ntane,
ªtsi/kai
megŒloq poy ütane
fovutane,
etsi/ke
meÄalos pu
itane
he feared
thus/and
great
pu
he was
He was afraid, great though he was
This construction survives in CSMG, although I consider the etsi-variant to be properly a circumstanceÑsee (42b), and the ke-version an extraposed variant of the ke pu-concessive.
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the time of the pu-clause.45 In all, we are left with just two good examples of pu
introducing a distinct temporal adjunct in Tzartzanos:
(50b)

Po´ üton o kyr-MonaxŒkhq, poy katªbhkeq apÕ to sp¼ti;
pu iton o kir monaxakis, pu katevikes ap to spiti?
Where was Mr Monahakis, when you came down from the house? (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iii 1; Papadiamantis)

(50c)

Taso´la mÕ, ti maq ªfereq, poy Õrueq na proskynüseiq;
tasula m, ti mas eferes, pu rTes na proskinisis?
Tasoula dear, what have you brought us, now that youÕve come to do obeisance? (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Passow)

3.5.ÊDiscourse connective
3.5.1.ÊÈopu
In his listing of functions, Tzartzanos gives instances of pu used as a textual
connective (¤282 LXXXIV iii 7). The transition of pu from a connective used
within the sentence to a discourse connective connecting sentences, is a significant development: it represents an increase of syntactic scope to the discourse
level, characteristic of discourse markers.
There are, however, some problems with this analysis. First, all TzartzanosÕ
examples come from a single source: the folk tales Marietta Minotou collected
in Zante in 1929 and 1933 (MinA, MinB); while there are also CSMG instances,
they are relatively infrequent. This makes the phenomenon suspect as regionally
restricted. Second, the lexeme appears in this function almost always as oÈpu or
opu; according to Tzartzanos it appears as pu Òvery rarelyÓÑas in (51a): 1Êout of
84 instances in MinA:
(51a)

Tsh lªei. Ko¼taje mhn paq kai meu´shq kai me ntropiŒshq. Poy aytü lªei? Ç«OxiÈ.
tsi lei. kitakse min pas ke meTisis ke me dropiasis. pu afti lei ÒoxiÓ
He says to her ÒLook out you donÕt go and get drunk and embarrass me.Ó And
she says ÔNo.Õ (MinB 498; Gaitani, Zante, Heptanesa)

So one should look for the origin of this usage not in the relativiser pu, but in the
locative Èopu; this function is, after all, very similar to English whereupon,
likewise locative in origin. If the origin of the connective was in pu, it would be
difficult to explain why the connective reverted to the form Èopu.
Finally, not all the usages encountered in Minotou and taxonomised by
Tzartzanos appear to be acceptable in CSMG. Tzartzanos finds textual-opu used
as an equivalent to the connectives ÔandÕ (ke)Ñ
(51b)

45 But

Ua pŒv, lªei, na idÃ. Opo´ pragmatikÃq xtypŒei th p¿rta kai toy ano¼gei h ¼dia h
kyr¼a.
Ta pao, lei, na iDo. opu praÄmatikos xtipai ti porta ke tu aniÄi i iDia i kiria.
IÕll go and see, he said. And he actually does knock on the door, and the same
lady opens it. (MinB 419; Kourmalidi, Zante, Heptanesa)

see ¤7.3.2 for an alternate analysis.
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ÔsoÕ (lipon)Ñ
(51c)

Thn aygü pŒei o taberniŒrhq kai blªpei thn katastrofü. Opo´ arx¼nhse na uymÃnh.
tin avÄi pai o taverniaris ke vlepi tin katastrofi. opu arxinise na Timoni.
At dawn, the innkeeper went and saw the damage. So he started getting angry.
(MinA 403; Muzaki, Zante, Heptanesa)

(51d)

Na gªnoyme, lªei, adªrfia? pªnte eme¼q kai ªnaq es´ ªji. «Opoy loip¿n ta
symfvnüsane.
na Äenume, lei, aDerfia; pede emis ke enas su eksi. Èopu lipon ta simfonisane.
ÒLetÕs become brothersÓ, he said. ÒThereÕs five of us and one of you; that makes
six.Ó So they agreed. (lipon also means ÔsoÕ.) (MinA 396; Muzaki, Zante,
Heptanesa)

ÔbutÕ (ala)Ñ
(51e)

ArpŒzei ªna mpoyko´ni kai katªbhke. PŒei sto kal´bi thq. Opo´ se l¼go nŒ soy to
basil¿poylo mªsa.
arpazi ena bukuni ke katevike. pai sto kalivi tis. opu se liÄo Èna su to vasilopulo.
She grabbed some dough and got out. She went to her hut. But in a little while,
up comes the prince. (MinA 428; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)

ÔbutÕ in the sense of resuming a topicÑ
(51f)

«Opoy aq afüsoyme tÃra thn kakomo¼ra ayto´nh kiÕ aq piŒsoyme ta paidŒkia.
Èopu as afisume tora tin kakomira aftuni ki as piasume ta peDakia.
But let us leave that unfortunate for now and letÕs talk about the children.
(MinB 430; Pisinonda, Zante, Heptanesa)

and Ôuntil finallyÕ (ospu telos)Ñ
(51g)

DÃueq to Õxei [h uŒlassa to kibÃtio], eke¼ueq to Õxei, opo´ to blªpoyne ap¿ ªna
palŒti.
DoTes to xi, ekiTes to xi, opu to vlepune apo ena palati.
[The sea] pushed it [the chest] hither, [the sea] pushed it thither, until eventually they saw it from a palace. (MinA 425; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)

So the primary function of opu is to indicate narrative sequence; but in
MinotouÕs text it branches out to more semantically enriched meanings: result,
contrast, rhetorical conclusion, and temporal conclusion. However, the distinction Tzartzanos makes between ÔandÕ and ÔsoÕ is artificial, since both are used to
denote narrative sequence in context, and there is no necessary resultative connotation to distinguish the two. As far as I can tell, in CSMG Èopu can only be
used to denote narrative sequence. So (51f), which denotes narrative resumption rather than sequence, and (51g), which denotes temporal conclusion, are
unacceptable in CSMG.
Indeed, while discourse connective Èopu does occur in CSMG, it seems to be
significantly restricted compared with MinotouÕs texts, and is only found in an
informal story-telling register. Even in as chatty a racounteur as TsiforosÕ texts,
instances are few and far between:
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H IzampÃ kau¿tane sto Kastªllo ntel «Oro, aixmŒlvtoq toy krŒtoyq kai gkr¼niaze
giat¼ thq e¼xe trypüsei to mpintª kai den ªgrafe o proäpologism¿q per¼ Çallagüq ü
kalafat¼sevq mpintª pistÃseiqÈ. «Opoy pŒnoy sth gkr¼nia thq, ªrxetai ªnaq
kabalŒrhq trexŒtoq.
i izabo kaTotane sto kastelo del oro, axmalotos tu kratus ke griniaze Äiati ixe tripisi
to bide ke Den eÄrafe o proipoloÄismos peri ÔalaÄis i kalafatiseos bide pistosisÕ.
Èopu panu sti grinia tis, erxete enas kavalaris trexatos.
Isabeau was sitting at the Castello del Oro as a prisoner of the state, and she
was grumbling because her bidet had a hole in it, and the budget did not include
any measures on Ôcredit towards change or caulking of bidetsÕ. Whereupon in
the midst of her grumbling, up comes a knight running. (TsifFU 147)

The example of narrative Èopu given by Setatos (1994:135) seems to confirm the
restriction of the particle to narrative sequence: 46
(52b)

«Etsi fÃnazan kai tsakÃnontan, ¿poy ªrxetai o dieyuyntüq kai toyq dial´ei.
etsi fonazan ke tsakonodan, Èopu erxete o DiefTidis ke tus Dialii.
They kept yelling and arguing like that, whereupon the manager comes and
breaks them up.

3.5.2.Êpu
The narrative usage of opu is distinct from the usage of pu to connect clauses,
exemplified by (53a):
(53a)

(Kimon brings to Athens from Skyros what he claims to be TheseusÕ skeleton)
Kai fŒgane ¿loi
thn param´ua
toy K¼mvna. Poy poioq jªrei
ke faÄane oli
tin paramiTa
tu kimona. pu
pios kseri
the big fairy tale of K.
REL who knows
t¼noq skelet¿
na koybŒlhseÉ
tinos skeleto
na kuvaliseÉ
whose skeleton
he may have brought
And they all fell for KimonÕs fairy tale. And who knows whose skeleton he really
brought overÉ (Literally: ÔAnd they all fell for the fairy tale of Kimon. Who
brought over who knows whose skeletonÕ) (TsifM 482)

Although this is an instance of written Greek, the punctuation makes it obvious
that the author considered these to be independent clauses; and these clauses
can be read quite naturally with final intonation at the end of the first clause.
But as the gloss indicates, the pu-clause still has a referent to which it can be anchored as a head: kimona ÔKimonÕ. So this pu-sentence is still a relative clause,
which has become separated from its matrix intonationally, though not semantically. As such intonational separation is not normally possible for relative
clauses, this indicates a reanalysis underway.
As (53b) shows, it does not take much for the head of such a separated puclause to become clausal (cf. 6), and for the pu-clause to lose much of its dependence on its antecedent clause:
(53b)

M¿no poy pªuane se kŒmposo ap¿ dhlhthr¼ashÉ «Isvq h IsabªlaÉ
Poy den g¼netai, kau¿son eygenüq kyr¼aÉ

46SetatosÕ

gloss of the meaning of Èopu, fysikü synªpeia (natural consequence), points to a resultative meaning; but this is inconsistent with the present tense of the Èopu-clause.
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mono pu peTane se kaboso apo DilitiriasiÉ isos i isavelaÉ
pu De Äinete, kaToson evÄenis kiriaÉ
But she died shortly afterwards, of poisoningÉ Isabella might have done itÉ
Which is impossible, as she was a noble ladyÉ (TsifFU 69)
(6)

Aq ta xarŒjoyme [ta l¿gia soy] sto noy maq, poy den kost¼zei kai parŒ.
as ta xaraksume sto nu mas, pu Den kostizi ke para.
Let us inscribe them [your words] onto our mindsÑwhich doesnÕt cost any
money, either. (PsichV1 120)

Relativisers are a popular means throughout the history of Greek of establishing
coherence between sentences. This is true of pu in Modern Greek. It is, for example, a trademark of Greek football commentary that utterances are strung together by relativisation, of the style ÔX passes the ball to Y, who kicks to Z, who
trips over WÉÕ This phenomenon is endemic to Puristic loan o opios, which had
the added advantage of prestige.47
In hypercorrect speech, o opios went further; unlike pu, it can introduce sentences, in its neuter singular form, without a referent in the preceding clause.
This phenomenon was associated with the ascendancy of Puristic, and is now no
longer heard; it was pervasive enough, however, for Kriaras (1957:193) to consider it unnecessary to provide any examples of it, when comparing it to similar
usage of relativisers in Middle Greek.48 Fortunately, TsiforosÕ prose does occasionally provide such examples:

47 Frequently,

the noun that o opios refers back to at the start of the new sentence is no longer
obviousÑparticularly if several possible referents are of the same gender, and the relativiser is
separated from its referent. In such instances, the noun is recapitulated after o opios, which now
acts as an adjective. This is a usage strongly associated with Puristic, and regarded as stylistically clumsy, so literature does not contribute any instances. It is found in officialese Greek, or
attempts in that direction (Holton, Mackridge & Philippaki-Warburton 1997:319):
(54a)
To ypoyrge¼o paroys¼sase to nomosxªdio sto koinobo´lio, to opo¼o nomosxªdio
perie¼xe tr¼a mªrh
to ipurÄio (NEUT ) parusiase to nomosxeDio (NEUT) sto kinovulio (NEUT), to opio
nomosxeDio periixe tria meri
The ministry presented the bill to the parliament, the which bill contained
three parts.
(54b)
Oi m¿noi oi opo¼oi paroysoiŒzonto vq legevnŒrioi ütan ªnaq Rapoyt¼kaq,
arbanit¿blaxoq, me pªnte arbanit¿blaxoyq diko´q toy ki ªnaq agnÃstoy
prole´sevq ki ªnaq Koyrd¼staq, apÕ ton Almyr¿, o opo¼oq Koyrd¼staq e¼xe lŒbei
mªroq sto Makedonik¿ AgÃna ypªr thq EllŒdoq vq antŒrthq.
i moni i opii parusiazodo os leÄeonarii itan enas raputikas, arvanitovlaxos, me pede
arvanitovlaxus Dikus tu ki enas aÄnostu proelefseos ki enas kurDistas, ap ton
almiro, o opios kurDistas ixe lavi meros sto makeDoniko aÄona iper tis elaDos os
adartis.
The only ones presented as legionaries were a Raputikas, an Albanian Vlach,
with five Albanian Vlach relatives of his, and one person of origins unknown,
and a Kurdistas, from Almiros, the which Kurdistas had taken part in the
Macedonian Struggle on the Greek side as a guerilla. (Matousis, cited in
Exarhos 1994 [1992Ð93]:117)
48ÒQuite frequently a contemporary uneducated villager deciding to speak a ÔbetterÕ language
uses in sentence connection the modern equivalent of oper, to opion.Ó
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Ñ[ToyrŒn Sax] Kai saq synelŒbomen kai sklabŒkion.
Ñ[Loydob¼koq U′] To opo¼on, sklŒboq saq e¼mai mpore¼te na me fone´sete
parakalÃ pol´.
Òke sas sinelavomen ke sklavakion.Ó
Òto opion, sklavos sas ime borite na me fonefsete parakalo poli.Ó
[Turan Shah:] ÑAnd we have also captured you as our slaveling.
[Louis IX:] ÑWherefore, I being your slave, I would kindly request of you that
you kill me. (TsifC 312)

This extract contains comically inappropriate use of Puristic, so that the hypercorrection of using to opion as a connective fits in with the prose naturally. This
behaviour testifies to a general tendency in Greek to make discourse connectives out of relativisers.

3.6.ÊSubjunctive marker
Up to this point, pu has been considered in realis, factive contexts. In what follows, pu is considered in irrealis contexts. Normally, this requires it to be followed by an explicit irrealis markerÑtypically na. However, there are a number
of instances where pu by itself can have irrealis force. The major group includes
exclamatory adjuncts, and is considered in ¤3.8.2; in a smaller group considered
here, however, bare pu is morphologically, as well as semantically irrealis.
As detailed in ¤3.0.1, the P ERFS tense is restricted to appearing after a small
class of subjunctive markers. The most prominent of these is na; others include
as ÔletÕ, an ÔifÕ, prin ÔbeforeÕ, otan ÔwhenÕ, Ta ÔFUTUREÕ, min Ôsubjunctive negatorÕ,
mipos Ôwhether; just in caseÕ, and the indefinite relatives, such as opios ÔwhoeverÕ
and opote ÔwheneverÕ. In each case, the verb expresses an irrealis situation; the
non-referentiality of indefinite relatives associates them in Greek with irrealis
mood.49
Now, (o)pu formerly belonged in the class of indefinite relatives as a headless
relative; in this sense, it could take PERFS (56). Indeed, locative Èopu in Modern
Greek still does so (3b):
(56)

Poy eipü to ÇuªlvÈ eiq emª prªpei kai na Õnai Œjioq.
pu ipi (PERFS) to ÔTeloÕ is eme prepi ke na ne aksios.
Whoever tells me ÔIÕm willingÕ must also be worthy. (Pol 72B)

(3b)

«Opoy brv RepoymplikŒno, (ua) ton prosbŒllv.
Èopu vro (PERF S) republikano, (Ta) ton prosvalo.
Wherever I find a Republican, I (will) insult him.

pu in CSMG is usually not associated with PERFS; if an irrealis or referentially
indefinite perfective clause needs to be introduced by pu, the particle na is
added on (¤3.7). But there are instances where bare pu can be followed by
PERFS. This is by no means commonplace, and seems not to be a universally accepted feature of CSMG; Hesse (1980:108) characterises it as Ònow almost obsoleteÓ. All the same, it marks a reanalysis of pu, as a result of which pu enters a
49There

are some exceptions to this for na, which are not considered here.
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new distributional class. Referentially indefinite instances of this usage are
given below:
(57a)

KŒue
ti
poy dv
moy fªrnei ªna uªma, mia
kaTe
ti
pu
Do
mu ferni ena Tema, mia
each
something pu
I see (P ERFS)
tragik¿thta na ekfrŒsv.
traÄikotita na ekfraso.
Each thing I see brings me a subject, a tragic situation to express. (cf. Èoti Do
Ôwhatever I seeÕ) (Mack 258; Tsatsou)

(57b)

Kai kŒue poy sto k´ma boytüjh to koyp¼, sto mªtvpo toy d¼nei h k¿rh ªna fil¼
ke kaTe pu sto kima vutiksi (PERF S) to kupi, sto metopo tu Dini i kori ena fili
And every time he dips the oar in the water, the girl kisses him on the forehead. (Tzartzanos ¤282 LXXXIV iii 1; Tipaldos)

In those variants of Greek where pu does not belong to the class of subjunctive
subordinators, either PERFS has to be replaced by IMPFS, which is unmarked for
mood, or Ta has to be interpolated to license the use of P E R FS. The future
marker Ta is preferred over the irrealis marker na, because pu-PERFS clauses
tend to be temporally indefinite rather than irrealis outright, and so are more
compatible with Ta as a future (and thus indefinite) time marker, than with na
as a modal marker.
There are also instances, such as (57c) and (57d), where the pu-expression is
simply a referentially indefinite relative clause, with a non-pronominal head.
(57c)

ap¿ to baum¿
poy ypŒrjei
synenn¿hsh metaj´ toyq.
apo to vaTmo
pu
iparksi
sinenoisi metaksi tus.
from the degree
REL exist (PERFS)
It will depend on the degree to which there will be an understanding between
them. (Mack 258; Tahidromos magazine, 1979Ð8Ð16)50
Ua ejarthue¼
Ta eksartiTi

(57d)

(1886)
Klªfthq opo´ epixeirüsei kÕ ektele¼ mÕ epithdei¿thta kai mÕ epityx¼an m¼an
kalosxediasmªnhn ªxpaglh kleciŒ, omoiŒzei strathg¿n opo´ sxediŒzei kai ektele¼
ªxpaglh mŒxh.
kleftis opu epixirisi (PERFS) k ekteli (IMPF S) m epitiDiotita ke m epitixian mian
kalosxeDiasmenin expaÄli klepsia, omiazi stratiÄon opu sxeDiazi (IMPFS) ke ekteli
(IMPFS) expaÄli maxi.
A thief who purposefully and successfully attempts and executes a wellplanned and marvellous theft resembles a general who plans and executes a
marvellous battle. (LaskEcce 86)

Example (57d) shows that this reanalysis is not a recent phenomenon; it is
taken from a text in educated Heptanesian dialect last century. In (57d), the
head kleftis ÔthiefÕ appears without either a definite or indefinite article; this is a
device used in Greek to emphasise that a noun is generic in its reference.
50Setatos

(1989:24) notes that Òthis may have been written in Tahidromos, but it is not spoken
[by people].Ó This is a narrowly prescriptive observation; it is more consistent to say that it is
not acceptable to most Greek-speakers, but is acceptable to a minority (including the
Tahidromos writer.) One suspects that pu-expressions equivalent to indefinites would be more
widely acceptable than examples like (57c).
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As already seen, indefinite expressions in GreekÑincluding such generic
nounsÑare associated with irrealis mood; this justifies the usage of PERFS in
(57d), although most Greek speakers would nonetheless avoid P ERFS in this
context.

3.7.ÊIn combination with na
A large class of expressions, considered in this section, involves irrealis clauses
introduced by pu. Because pu is not normally associated with irrealis mood (as
discussed in ¤3.6), na is interpolated between pu and the clause. Thus, pu na introduces irrealis relative clauses (¤3.7.1, ¤3.7.2) and adjuncts (¤3.7.3, ¤3.7.4). It
also introduces optative clauses (¤3.7.5), which can be considered the irrealis
counterpart of exclamatory clauses introduced by pu alone (¤3.7.6). (Exclamatories are discussed here because of the close relationship with optatives.)
3.7.1.ÊGeneralising relative clauses
As seen in ¤3.6, certain pu-clauses are akin to indefinite relativisers in taking
PERFS. Such pu-clauses are treated as irrealis because their head is not referential, but rather genericÑjust as indefinite relatives, which also take PERFS, make
generic claims, rather than claims about specific referents (Veloudis 1983Ð
1984).
There are also sentences which make a generic claim about a referent, rather
than a specific claim:
(58)

O KastŒnio den ütan Œnurvpoq, poy ta dªxetai tªtoia.
o kastanio Den itan anTropos, pu ta Dexete tetia.
Kastanio wasnÕt the kind of man who puts up with things like that. (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV ii 3; Papantoniou, 1927)

As the gloss indicates, such relative clauses makes generalising, non-referential
claim about the type of entity the head is. That is to say, the pu-clause is not describing anTropos ÔmanÕ, but the kind of man Kastanio is.
Sentences like (58) are unusual, because they grammatically treat a claim
about a generic referent as realis, rather than irrealis;51 the tense of (58) is
IMPFS, and na is absent, so there is no marker of irrealis mood in the sentence.
Properly in CSMG, non-referential relative clauses require the presence of na.
The relative clause is thereby analogous to indefinite relativiser clauses.52
(59a)

51 While

Uªlv mia daktylogrŒfo poy na jªrei agglikŒ
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo pu na kseri aglika
I want a typist who knows English

Kastanio is a real person, anTropos Ô[the kind of] manÕ, a noun phrase lacking either a
definite or an indefinite article, is an abstraction. As Marmaridou-Protopapa (1984) points out,
leaving out the indefinite article in Greek signals the noun phrase is non-specific, whereas
leaving it in is unmarked as to specificity. This process has already been seen at work with (57d).
52 na can have modal force by itself, and pu na-relative clauses can also be analysed as bearing a
modal force of expectation.
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Relativised by a pu na-clause, the noun phrase mia DaktiloÄrafo is non-specific,
and non-referential. If the pu na-clause is replaced by a pu-clause, the result is
perforce referential in CSMG, alluding to a specific entity:
(59b)

Uªlv mia daktylogrŒfo poy jªrei agglikŒ
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo pu kseri aglika
ThereÕs a typist I want, who knows English

That pu na-clauses relativise non-referential heads is confirmed by (59c), where
a pu na-clause relativises the explicitly non-referential indefinite pronoun kapios
ÔsomeoneÕ.
(59c)

EjŒlloy e¼nai kai parhgorhtik¿ na jªreiq pvq kŒpoioq dik¿q soy e¼nai kontŒ soy.
KŒpoioq poy na se katalaba¼nei.
eksalu ine ke pariÄoritiko na kseris pos kapios Dikos su ine koda su. kapios pu na
se katalaveni.
And itÕs consoling to know that someone from your family is close by. Someone
who understands you.

According to Hesse (1980:108), the matrix clause of generalising relative
clauses is Òmostly negative or virtually negative (e.g. interrogative) or expresses
some kind of need; the properties of the thing wanted are then described in the
relative clause.Ó More specifically, as Veloudis (1983Ð1984:112) argues, generalising relative clauses occur as complements of intensional rather than extensional predicatesÑpredicates, that is, which select not for a specific entity in the
world, but for an entity in any possible world that would satisfy certain criteria.
Thus, look for (a) and need (a) are intensional, whereas buy is typically extensional. Verb modalities which allude to possible worlds are also intensional, and
allow generalising relative clauses; these include negations, as Hesse found, as
well as Ôvirtually negativeÕ (e.g. irrealis) moods: interrogatives, hortatives and
imperatives, ÔsubjunctiveÕ clauses (including purposives and resultatives), futures, conditionals, and counterfactuals (Veloudis 1983Ð1984:114Ð123). (See
also discussion in ¤3.7.2.)53
With negative matrix clauses, in particular, pu na-clauses are emphatic; they
deny, not only that the matrix is true for all plausible referents, but that it is true
for any conceivable referent. Thus, compare (60a) and (60b):
(60a)

Den üuela na kŒnv prŒjh poy den thn ªkane desp¿thq
Den iTela na kano praksi pu Den tin ekane Despotis
I did not wish to commit an act which a bishop had not committed

(60b)

Den üuela na kŒnv prŒjh poy na mhn thn ªkane desp¿thq
Den iTela na kano praksi pu na min tin ekane Despotis
I did not wish to commit any act which a bishop might not have committed
(Kazantzakis; cited in Hesse 1980:111)

53 Because

of their restriction to intensional predications, Veloudis refers to such relative clauses
as intensional relatives (diatenüq anaforikü).
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That the referent in such relative clauses is generic is underlined by the fact that
tetios Ôsuch aÕ can usually follow the clause head without any distortion in
meaning (61c); this demonstrative has the function of stressing the kind of referent that would satisfy the proposition made, rather than just the specific referent:
(61c)

Uªlv mia daktylogrŒfo tªtoia, poy na jªrei agglikŒ
Telo mia DaktiloÄrafo tetia, pu na kseri aglika
I want a typist such that she knows English
(Generalising interpretation:) I want the kind of typist who knows English
(Resultative interpretation:) I want a typist who is of such a calibre, that as a
result she knows English54

Even when ostensibly the referent of the clause has been established as specific
from the previous utterance, a pu na-relative clause still makes a statement
about the kind of entity the head is, rather than the head itself:55
(62a)

Kai diabasmªnoq [o OnfroyŒ nte Tor¿n] kiÕ üjere kai tÕ arabikŒ fars¼ kiÕ ªkane kai
ton diermhnªa stiq synantüseiq me ton Salant¼n, allŒ mŒpaq! MŒpaq poy na ton
bŒzhq sthn Akadhm¼a tvn laxanikÃn kai na ton ªxoyne tÕ ant¼dia gia uelümata.
ke Diavasmenos ki iksere ke t aravika farsi ki ekane ke ton Dierminea stis sinadisis
me ton saladin, ala mapas! mapas pu na ton vazis stin akaDimia ton laxanikon ke
na ton exune t adiDia Äia Telimata.
And he [Honfrois de Toron] was well-read, and knew Arabic fluently, and even
served as interpreter in meetings with SaladinÑbut a dolt! A dolt such that if
youÕd put him in the Academy of Vegetables, the endives would end up using
him as their gopher. (TsifC 234)

The referent of mapas ÔdoltÕ is ostensively Honfrois; yet there is no article before
mapas, and mapas is relativised by a pu na clause. So the relativisation is generic
(Ôa dolt such that you would place himÉÕ) rather than specific (Ôhe was a dolt
whom you would placeÉÕ)
For most instances of pu na-relative clauses, it is possible to omit pu, leaving
na as the sole relativising connective. This usage is rather similar to the use in
languages like English of the infinitive (the functional equivalent of na) to
qualify noun phrases rather than to act as a verb complement (infinitival relative):
(62b)

To tra¼no, eytyxÃq, den e¼nai aytok¼nhto na to stamato´n ¿poy uªloyn kai na
magar¼zoyn.
to treno, eftixos, Den ine aftokinito na to stamatun Èopu Telun ke na maÄarizun.
A train, fortunately, isnÕt a car, to be stopped wherever people please and ∅ let
them befoul it. (Mack 291; Ioannou)

3.7.2.ÊPurposive relative clauses
Generalising relative clauses are distinct from a separate class of pu na-relative
clauses: purposives. In these clauses, the relative clause expresses the purpose
54 As

Hesse points out, this demonstrative is also strongly associated with resultative clauses, so
that generalising and resultative pu na-clauses (¤3.7.3) are rather close to each other.
55This is why the head fails to be preceded by a determiner, as discussed in ¤3.7.1.
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of the head. There is a wide range of semantic colouring relative clauses can
take onÑcausal, temporal, contrastive, and so forth (¤3.4); the difference with
purposives is that, purpose being irrealis, purposive relative clauses are associated only with pu na, rather than pu. (As sentential adjuncts, purposives are
headed by na or Äia na Ôfor toÕ.)
In contrast to generalising relative clauses, purposives make no demand of intensionality on their matrix predicates; compare (63a), which has a generalising
relative clause after an intensional predicate, with (63b), which is extensional
(and in which the generalising relative clause is unacceptable), and (63c), where
the same extensional predicate can take a purposive relative clause (examples
taken from Veloudis 1983Ð1984):
(63a)

«Ecaja gia ªna aytok¼nhto poy na kost¼zei g´rv sto ekatomm´rio
epsaksa Äia ena aftokinito pu na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio
I looked for a car which would cost around a million (= the kind of car)

(63b)

*Püra ªna aytok¼nhto poy na kost¼zei g´rv sto ekatomm´rio
*pira ena aftokinito pu na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio
*I bought a car which would cost around a million (= the kind of car)

(63c)

Püra ªna aytok¼nhto poy na me ejyphrete¼ sth doyleiŒ moy
pira ena aftokinito pu na me eksipireti sti Dulia mu
I bought a car to be of service to me in my job

In its purposive sense, pu is omissible: one can just as easily say pira ena
aftokinito na me eksipireti sti Dulia mu. This is not possible for generalising relative clauses (Veloudis 1983Ð1984:113): one cannot say *epsaksa Äia ena
aftokinito na kostizi Äiro sto ekatomirio, as this could only be interpreted as a
purposive (Ôin order for it to cost around a millionÕ).56
However, VeloudisÕ constraint on pu elision holds only for sentences where
the intensionality is conveyed by the predicate, as in epsaksa Ôlook forÕ. Where
intensionality is conveyed by grammatical means, like negation, a na-relative
clause is perfectly acceptable, as in (62b)Ña clause by no means purposive.
Notwithstanding these distributional differences, purposive and intensional
pu are semantically close to each other, which is why they are conflated in traditional grammar accounts (most recently in Gogos (1989), in which five of the six
examples given of ÔRelative Clauses of Purpose or ResultÕ are in fact intensional.)

56 This

property is consistent with the semantics: the na-element is dominant in the purposive,
since the purposive is only incidentally a relative clause (it could just as easily function as a
sentential adjunct), whereas the pu-element is dominant in the generalising expression, which is
still a type of relative clause, anchored to a specific head. In addition, purposives can be either
perfective or imperfective, whereas generalising clauses (not restrictable to a specific time
frame) can only be imperfective.
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3.7.3.ÊPotential result clauses
In a result clause, pu (¤3.4.3) introduces actual results, whereas pu na introduces
potential or intended results, as illustrated by (64a).
(64a)

Ua prªpei h kybªrnhsh na lŒbei opvsdüpote mªtra ªtsi poy na lyue¼ to pr¿blhma.
Ta prepi i kivernisi na lavi oposDipote metra etsi pu na liTi to provlima.
The government will definitely have to take measures such that the problem
may be solved. (Mack 296)

Using the future particle Ta instead of na in (64a) would assert that the problem
will be solved; no such assertion is made with na.
Most clauses of this type are similar to generalising relative clauses (¤3.7.1);
indeed, both Mackridge and Tzartzanos conflate them. I distinguish them because potential results have a stronger affinity still to realis results. In fact, the
potential/actual distinction between pu and pu na frequently breaks down, as in
the following examples:
(64b)

GrŒfei r¼meq t¿so plo´sieq poy na moiŒzoyn me logopa¼gnia.
Ärafi rimes toso plusies pu na miazun me loÄopeÄnia.
He writes rhymes so rich that they are just like puns. (example given in Hesse
1980:105ÑHesse adds that pu miazun Òwould mean rather the same.Ó)

(64c)

Kai proq timün toyq [tvn arxa¼vn ellünvn], arg¿tera th meleto´sane [th selünh]
ÇastronomikŒ kai episthmonikŒÈ se tªtoio shme¼o, poy na thn apallŒjoyne ap¿
param´uia kai nÕ afüsoyne tiq paliªq myuologikªq dojas¼eq, m¿no gia toyq pio
pneymatikŒ kauysterhmªnoyq.
ke ptos timin tus, arÄotera ti meletusane Òastronomika ke epistimonikaÓ se tetio
simio, pu na tin apalaksune apo paramiTia ke n afisune tis palies miToloÄikes
Doksasies, mono Äia tus pio pnevmatika kaTisterimenus.
And to their [the Ancient Greeks] credit, later on they studied it [the moon] astronomically and scientifically to such a degree that they rid her of fairy tales
and left the old mythological beliefs for the intellectually retarded. (TsifM 405)

In (64b), na contributes nothing to the meaning: the similarity of the rhymes to
puns cannot be irrealis (Ôwould be just like punsÕ), and na may simply be used
affectively, to attenuate the remark. Similarly, there is nothing either potential
or intended about Greek skepticism in (64c). In fact, according to Hesse
(1980:105), pu na-clauses serve simply Òto express logical consequence, whether
it actually occurs (occurred) or not.Ó So, whereas the pu expression is marked for
realis, the na equivalent is unmarked, rather than marked for irrealis modality.
3.7.4.ÊUnrealisable concessive clauses
In ¤3.4.5, we saw pu used as a realis concessive. The pu na-counterparts of these
clauses introduce a condition regarded by the speaker as outlandish or unreasonable,57 as shown by (46b) and (65)Ñand equivalent to English expressions
like not if you were the last man on earth!

57These

are the clauses Tzartzanos classes as concessive rather than contradictory (¤3.4.5).
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Den janagyr¼zv sp¼ti toy, poy na ton idÃ kremasmªno.
Den ksanaÄirizo sto spiti tu, pu na ton iDo kremasmeno.
IÕm not going back to his house, even if I see him hang. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5;
Xenopoulos)

(65)

EgÃ den
ton
pa¼rnv ayt¿n
poy na me
kŒnei
eÄo Den ton
perno
afton,
pu na
me
kani
I
not him (CLIT) take
him
pu na
me make
xrysü
xrisi
golden (FEM )
IÕm not marrying him, even if he gilds me. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 5; ÔFortunioÕ,
Elefthero Vima newspaper, 1931Ð09-06)
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This contrasts with irrealis concessives introduced by [ke] na Ô[even] naÕ, which
bear no restriction as to how unreasonable the concessive may be. Thus, a [ke]
na-concessive can be expected to be true (66a), or hypothetical (66b), as well as
unfeasible like pu na-concessives (66c):
(66a)

Kai oi gone¼q moy na mh se uªloyn, egÃ uŒ Õruv na se pŒrv.
ke i Äonis mu na mi se Telun, eÄo Ta rTo na se paro.
Even if/though my parents donÕt want you, IÕll come and get you. (MinBÊ436;
Lithakia, Zante, Heptanesa)

(66b)

Kai na gyr¼sv tÃra sto nhs¼, pŒli de ua hsyxŒsv.
ke na Äiriso tora sto nisi, pali De Ta isixaso.
Even if I returned now to the island, I would find no peace. (Tz ¤253 2 b;
Karkavitsas)

(66c)

Den ton ªpairna, na moy xar¼zane ton oyran¿ me tÕ Œstra
Den ton eperna, na mu xarizane ton urano me t astra
I wouldnÕt marry him, even if they gave me the heavens and the stars. (TzÊ¤282
LXXVII 9; Papadiamantis)

(46b) and (65) give a strong impression that the pu-propositions are not just
concessive, but also contain an optative expression disparaging its referent. For
example, (46b) can readily be interpreted as ÔIÕm not going back to his houseÑ
and may I see him hanged!Õ This association is strong in Greek, although it does
not always holdÑas shown by (66d) and (66e), which have no necessarily denigratory or optative component:
(66d)

«Ama mªneiq edÃ, den aneba¼neiq [sthn Akr¿polh], poy na soy dÃsoyne tr¼a
katostŒrika kai na se parakalªsei ap¿ pŒnoy ki h gk¿mena.
ama menis eDo, Den anevenis, pu na su Dosune tria katostarika ke na se parakalesi
apo panu ki i gomena.
If you stay here, youÕre not walking up [to the citadel] even if they give you 300
drachmas AND your girlfriend begs you to. (Tsiforos (source unattributedÑexample cited in Hesse 1980:111))

(66e)

¿la toy [toy AmalŒrixoy] soy lªgane ÇPanagiŒ moy, to´toyq e¼nai pr¼ntshpaq, den
g¼netai alliÃq poy na xtyphuüte xŒmoyÈ.
ola tu su leÄane ÒpanaÄia mu, tutos ine printsipas, Den Äinete alios pu na xtipiTite
xamu.Ó
Everything about him [Amalarich] told you ÒBy Our Lady, this is a prince; it
cannot be otherwise, even if you knock yourselves to the ground!Ó (TsifC 177)
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Nonetheless, there is an obvious connection between unrealisable concessives
and the pu na-optative expressions considered immediately below.
There are other irrealis adjuncts introduced not by pu na, but only by na, as
detailed in Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXVII); these include conditionals, hypothetical concessives, temporal and manner clauses (where, once
more, the pu-variant is marked for realis, but the na-version is not necessarily
marked for irrealis), and topic clauses. So pu na is not only an extension of pu
(which is in competition with na); pu na is itself in competition with na.
3.7.5.ÊOptative clauses
A major class of pu na-relative clauses is that which expresses a wish (67a) or,
more frequently, a curse (67b, 67c) about the referent:
(67a)

(~1610)
Bitzªntzoq e¼nÕ o poihtüq kÕ eiq th geniŒ KornŒroq,/poy na breuü akrimŒtistoq, sa ua
ton pŒrh o XŒroq.
vitsendzos in o piitis k is ti Äenia kornaros,/pu na vreTi akrimatistos, sa Ta ton pari
o xaros.
The poet is Vincenzo, and by clan Cornaro, whom may God find sinless, when
Death takes him. (Erotok V 1544)

(67b)

MÕ aq ¿cetai h Fr¿sv! Ayt¿ to kolob¿ to f¼di, poy na th dv, ueÕ moy, na sªrnetai sto
xÃma sa f¼di!
m as opsete i froso! afto to kolovo to fiDi, pu na ti Do, Te mu, na sernete sto xoma
sa fiDi!
But itÕs FrosoÕs fault! That croptailed snake, whom may I see, my God,
crawling on the earth like a snake!
But that Frosso was to blame for everything! That slimy snake, please God I
may live to see her crawl on the ground like the snake she is! (Tah 98)

(67c)

Brªuhke sthn Pªmpth Stayrofor¼a, Septªmbrh müna, synarxhg¿q, legŒtoq,
antipr¿svpoq toy pŒpa kai koymantad¿roq, o Illoystr¼ssimo [PelŒgioq], poy na
Õdine o Ue¿q na Õpefte se asbest¿lakko parŒ th laxtŒra poy Œnace sthn
xristianos´nh!
vreTike stin pempti stavroforia, septemvri mina, sinarxiÄos, leÄatos, adiprosopos tu
papa ke kumadaDoros, o ilustrisimo, pu na Dine o Teos na pefte se asvestolako para
ti laxtara pu anapse stin xristianosini!
So in the month of September, there came to the Fifth Crusade, as co-leader,
legate, representative of the pope and commander, the Illustrissimo
[Pelagius]Ñwhom God should have made fall in a pit of lime, rather than
allow the suffering he unleashed on Christendom! (TsifC 272)

This is consistent with the usage of na in main clauses to express wishes (68a)
or curses (68b): the relative clause is subjunctive (optative), and so contains na.
(68a)

Sternü moy gnÃsh, na sÕ e¼xa prÃta!
sterni mu Änosi, na s ixa (PERF P) prota!
My late knowledge, would that I had you beforehand! (If I knew then what I
know nowÉ) (Proverb)

(68b)

Barªuhka pia! Na pŒrei o diŒboloq kai tiq giortªq kai to kal¿ toyq
vareTika pia! na pari (PERFS) o Diavolos ke tis Äiortes ke to kalo tus
IÕm sick of it! May the devil take parties and what theyÕre worth
IÕm fed up. To hell with name-days and all the rest of the nonsense. (TahÊ20)
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pu na is usually associated with curses, whereas bare na is usual with wishes,
and is generally more productive than pu na; so (68a) would sound odd with pu
na in CSMG. As with na-optatives, the tense in the pu na-clause determines how
realisable the wish is considered: a simplex tense means the wish is merely irrealis, whereas a past tense means the wish is counterfactual, and known not to
be realisableÑcompare counterfactual (68a) with irrealis (68b).
The examples above are syntactically still relative clauses. But frequently the
optative pu na-clause is separated from any putative head, and is best regarded
as a distinct optative sentential adjunct. A pu na-clause can even become a pure
main clause, as in (69a) and (69b), without any dependency whatever from any
other clauseÑsomething impossible for any pu-clause.
(69a)

Poy na
pu na

(69b)

ÇPoy na mhn ªsvna kai na mhn ªftana na se gennüsv gie moy!È ªlega me to noy moy.
Òpu na min esona ke na min eftana na se Äeniso Äie mu!Ó eleÄa me to nu mu.
ÒWould that I did not last and did not get to give birth to you, my son!Ó I said
to myself.
Better IÕd not lived to bring you into the world, my son, I said to myself. (Tah
122)

mh
sÃsei!
mi
sosi!
OPT
not he lasts
Damn him! (ÔMay he not last!Õ)

In other cases the pu na-clause is introduced by an interjection; since the interjection has no syntactic status, the pu na-clause is still a distinct main clause:
(70a)

Mvrª, poy na pŒrh h eyxü, e¼pe.
more, pu na pari i efxi, ipe.
Oh, the blessing take it, he said. (Euphemism for pu na pari o Diaolos Ôthe devil
take [it]Õ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; folk tale from Thrace collected by
Papahristodoulou)

(70b)

Mpa! poy na dagkŒsh th glÃssa toy!
ba, pu na Dagasi ti Älossa tu!
Ha! He should bite his tongue! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; Karkavitsas)

And there are instances where the pu na-optative clause is parenthetically embedded within other main clauses, but must be considered an adjunct, rather
than a relative clause. This is either because there is no candidate head nominal
(71a), or because the only such candidate is a clitic, which (as already noted)
cannot be the head of a relative clause in CSMG (71b):
(71a)

Koimüsoy, poy na se xarü
o nioq, poy ua se pŒrei!
kimisu,
pu na
se xari
o nios, pu Ta se pari!
sleep,
OPT
rejoice in you the young man, who will marry you
Sleep, and may the young man who marries you rejoice in you! (Pol 153)

(71b)

Den ton xvne´v, poy na ton alªsh o m´loq!
Den ton (CLIT) xonevo, pu na ton alesi o milos!
I canÕt stand himÑmay the mill grind him up! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv;
Xenopoulos)
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There is one case where pu is optative without a following na; this case is idiosyncratic, however, since the predicate it introduces is not morphologically a
verb. The word anaTema Ôanathema; damnÕ is a noun and an interjection in
Modern Greek; but it can take clitic objects. It appears p anaTema has become
lexicalised in CSMG:
(72)

J´pna,
pÕ
anŒuemŒ
se!
ksipna,
p
anaTema
se!
Wake up
pu
anathema you (ACC)
Wake up, damn you! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv; Papantoniou)

One can see some motivation for the emergence of pu na as opposed to optative
na, in that na is much more functionally overloaded. Thus, if pu were omitted in
parenthetical optative clauses like (71a) and (71b), the na-clause would sound
more like an out-of-place purposive (ÔSleep, so that the young man who marries
you may rejoice in you!Õ)
The dependence of pu na on a matrix has given rise to a salient subclass of optative expressions: echoic optatives, in which the predicate of the pu na-clause
echoes that of the matrix:
(73a)

Kai gia to´to ua xŒsv egÃ to Œlog¿ moy, poy na saq xŒsei o Ue¿q;
ke Äia tuto Ta xaso eÄo to aloÄo mu, pu na sas xasi o Teos?
And is it for this that I am to lose my horse?Ñwould that God lost you!
(=Êdestroyed you) (Polyl 65)

(73b)

MÕ ªkaceq, poy na kaüq san to kerŒki thq Lamprüq!
m ekapses, pu na kais san to keraki tis labris!
You have burnt meÑand may you burn like an Easter candle! (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iv; unattributed folksong)

(73c)

Erx¿tan o Dhmütrhq moy, to mikr¿tero apÕ ta paidiŒ moy, kai mo´lege:ÑÔMamŒka, mÕ
ªdeire pŒli h ue¼a Fr¿sv!Õ Poy na th de¼rei o ue¿q! Kai ua th de¼rei.
erxotan o Dimitris mu, to mikrotero ap ta peDia mu, ke mu leÄe:ÑÔmamaka, m
eDire pali i Tia froso!Õ pu na ti Diri o Teos! ke Ta ti Diri.
My Dimitris, my youngest child, used to come to me and say: ÔMummy, Auntie
Froso beat me again.Õ May God beat her! And He will.
Dimitris, the youngest, would come and tell me: ÒMama, auntie Frosso beat
me again today!Ó. If only God would strike her like she struck my children!
And He will, mark my words. (Tah 88)

3.7.6.ÊExclamatory clauses
The cleft exclamatory is a realis counterpart to the optatives considered above.
This construction involves a pu-clause modifying a noun (74a), adjective (74b)
or adverb (74c), which has been extracted from that clause, so what is syntactically a dependent clause is semantically the matrix: it is identical to the cleft
construction of ¤3.2.3, but lacks the copula of the latter (Holton, Mackridge &
Philippaki-Warburton 1997:424).
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V!
syforŒ poy mÕ
e´rhke!
o!
sifora
pu
m
evrike!
Oh disaster pu
me
found
Oh, what a disaster has fallen upon me! (MinB 519; Gerakario, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(74b)

«Hsyxa
poy e¼nai ta boynŒ,
üsyxoi
poy e¼nai oi kŒmpoi.
isixa
pu
ine ta vuna,
isixi
pu
ine i kabi.
peaceful
pu
are the mountains,
peaceful
pu
are the plains
How at ease are the mountains, how at ease are the plains! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV
v 2; unattributed folk song)

(74c)

Vra¼a
poy tragoyde¼ h Mar¼ka!
orea
pu
traÄuDi
i marika!
beautifully
pu
sings
M.
How beautifully Marika sings! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 3; invented example)
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The word ti ÔwhatÕ can be placed before the clefted element:
(74d)

Ti
¿morfh
poy Õsai,
mŒtia moy!
ti
omorfi
pu
se,
matia mu!
what beautiful
pu
you are my eyes
How beautiful you are, my darling! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 3; Passow)

The exclamatory clause need not always display a positive attitude towards its
referent; it can also be used in an ironic sense, as shown by (75):
(75)

Mªra
poy brüke
na tajidªcei.
mera
pu
vrike
na taksiDepsi.
day
pu
she found to travel
A fine day she picked to travel! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v 1; invented example)

The alo pu-construction is related to the cleft exclamatories: like them, it clefts
an elementÑalo Ôanything elseÕÑfrom a (negative) matrix clause, binding it to
that matrix with pu. But while alo pu-expressions are exclamatory, the clefted
element is not focussed. So in (76), the sense is not ÔIt was anything else that
Peter did not wantÕ, and alo is not contrastively stressed.
(76)

«Allo
poy den üuele
ki
o Pªtroq!
alo
pu
Den iTele
ki
o petros!
anything else pu
not wanted also P.
ThatÕs exactly what Peter wanted! (i.e. it was a pleasant surprise, or, ironically,
it was the last thing he wanted.)

This presumably follows from the difficulty of focussing a non-referential expression like alo.
A second class of exclamatory clauses, called here Ôbare exclamatoryÕ to distinguish from cleft exclamatories, involves a bare pu-clause, conveying disbelief
and usually contempt, and following a matrix interjection or exclamation. This
kind of clause (not included in either TzartzanosÕ or MackrdigeÕs survey) resembles (38b) from ¤3.4.2:
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Ñ«Agie PelŒgie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
mŒxh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
[ÔMay you become lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ]
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (TsifC 275)

As analysed there, the pu-clause is a justification for the matrix exclamation; it
is thus an adjunct, rather than an independent exclamation, and it remains an
adjunct semantically even if the pu-clause becomes an independent intonation
unit. In bare exclamatories, on the other hand, the pu-clause introduces not a
justification for the exclamation, but rather a new exclamation, of parallel import and juxtaposed with the ÔmatrixÕ exclamation. So in the following examples,
there are two exclamatory clauses: one ÔmatrixÕ exclamation, and one introduced by pu. Since the exclamatories appear in a paratactic relation, pu is here
glossed as and:
(77a)

ÇFtoy soy na xaue¼q!È thq fvnŒzv ªjallh. ÇPoy maq paristŒneiq kai thn os¼a!È
Òftu su na xaTis!Ó tis fonazo eksali. Òpu mas paristanis ke tin osia!Ó
ÒGet the hell out of here!Ó I yelled at her in a fury. ÒAnd you pretend to us to be
a saint!Ó
ÒArenÕt you ashamed of yourself, you miserable old cow,Ó I screamed at her,
Òpretending to be so damn holy!Ó (Tah 194)

(77b)

MÕ ªxei kŒnei rez¼li sth geitoniŒ. Ton pezebªgkh! Poy moy uªlei kai paid¼! To mŒti ua
toy bgŒlv! A´rio ki¿laq ua pŒv na kŒnv ªktrvshÉ
m exi kani rezili sti Äitonia. ton pezevegi! pu mu Teli ke peDi! to mati Ta tu vÄalo!
avrio kiolas Ta pao na kano ektrosiÉ
HeÕs made me the laughing stock of the whole neighbourhood, thatÕs what heÕs
done. The bastard! And then he gives me another brat of his! IÕll scratch his
bloody eyes out! Tomorrow first thing IÕll go and get an abortion, thatÕs what
IÕll do!É (Tah 94)

(77c)

EnÃ fobªrizan ton k¿smo ap¿ thn P¿li,/ toyq rümajen o Kantakoyzhn¿q, toyq rümaje
o kyr GiŒnnhq./ Kai poy to e¼xe skop¿ na pŒei me toy kyr GiŒnnh/ to mªroq! Kai ua
tÏkamne.
eno foverizan ton kosmo apo tin poli,/ tus rimaksen o kadakuzinos, tus rimakse o
kir Äianis./ ke pu to ixe skopo na pai me tu kir Äiani/ to meros! ke Ta to kamne.
While they were threatening everyone from Constantinople,/ Kantakuzinos
demolished them, Lord John demolished them./ And to think heÕd planned to
join/ Lord JohnÕs party! And he would have done it (Cav 248)

Clearly, the pu-clause is not a justification for the matrix exclamation; it rather
describes some state of the world which the speaker holds in contempt. So while
justifying pu-clauses have the import ÔGet lost! I say this because you do not believeÉÕ, as in (38b), (77a) means ÔGet the hell out of here! I have contempt for
the fact that you pretend to be a saint!Õ. Similarly, (77b) means ÔThat bastard! I
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have contempt for the fact that he wants a kid!Õ58 And (77c) expresses incredulity and disappointment.
There is a complex taxonomy of exclamatory utterances involving pu in some
way; most of them are outlined in ¤3.8. Bare exclamatories are a distinct class
from the irrealis exclamations considered in ¤3.8.2: the pu-clause is being asserted (albeit contemptuously), rather than negated. In that respect, bare exclamatories resemble the uncontrolled pu Ta-exclamatories considered immediately below.

3.8.ÊIrrealis pu
3.8.1.ÊIrrealis pu Ta
Ta, the CSMG future and conditional marker, also plays a part in constructing
irrealis pu-clauses. The most obvious way it does so is through the use of Ta with
IMPF P, which gives an (irrealis) conditional tense. In such usage, Ta corresponds to would rather than will in English. So while potential-resultÐclauses
use na and IMPFS or PERFS, unrealised-resultÐclauses use Ta and IMPFP, giving
a conditional clause:
(78)

(1829Ð1840)
KiÕ ap¿ t¿sa Œrmata, kan¿nia, skoytiŒ kiÕ Œlla anagka¼a toy polªmoy, opo´ ua
ütan to taxtik¿n dipl¿, den ªmeine t¼potaq.
ki apo tosa armata, kanonia, skutia ki ala anagea tu polemu, opu Ta itan (IMPFP)
to taxtikon Diplo, Den emine tipotas.
And from so many arms, cannons, uniforms and other necessaries of war, that
would have been double the regular armyÕsÑnot a piece remained.
And of all those weapons, cannon, clothing, and other warlike supplies which
the regulars had in double supply, not one item was left. (MakM 186)

But there is an entire group of constructions involving pu Ta, which is irrealis in
an unexpected way. In this group, the matrix clause is a derogatory, typically
optative or imperative expression, and its pu Ta-adjunct is a clause which the
speaker explicitly intends to be understood as either true but immaterial, or outright false. The verb of these pu Ta-clauses is not in a Past, but in a Simplex
tense. That is to say, the adjunct verb does not appear in the explicitly irrealis
conditional tense of (78), but in the future tense.
No study of this construction, nor of its bare pu-counterpart in ¤3.8.2, has
been attempted to date. However, it is of great importance in properly describing the semantic range of pu. While pu is strongly associated with factivity,
and requires the interpolation of na to admit irrealis clauses; the few exceptions
already seen are irrealis in mood, but more indefinite than irrealis in denotation. Yet this construction can actually assert the falsehood of its argument. This
is despite the fact that there is no explicit negator present. The irrealis nature of
Ta does not explain away this falsehood: the literal meaning of the pu Ta-ad58The

involvement of the speaker in the pu-clause exclamation is underlined by the use of the
ethical dative mas Ôto usÕ and mu Ôto meÕ.
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juncts is that I will do X, whereas their speaker meaning is I will not do X. As
shown in ¤3.8.2, there are even constructions where Ta is absent, but the argument of pu is still negated; the only indication of irrealis mood left is quotative
intonation. The consequence is startling: pu is normally factive, but in these
constructions, it is anti-factive. Furthermore, this anti-factivity is not an incidental discourse implicature; it is conventionalised, and strongly associated
with the particular collocations involved. In what follows, I list some of the
more salient instances of the pu Ta exclamatory construction.
The first such construction uses the verb xeso Ôshit on (PERFS)Õ. The full construction is na (CLITIC)i xeso NP i, pu Ta VP(1SG): ÔMay I shit on NP(TOPIC), that I
will VPÕ. The construction corresponds roughly to the Australian English expression fuck that for a joke if IÕm gonna VP, or yeah, like IÕm really gonna VP:
it expresses contempt towards the NP object of xeso, refusal to carry out the action in the pu Ta-clause (which in the Australian English expression is marked
as irrealis by placing it in a conditional), and some implicit statement of contingency of the action on the NP. The pu Ta-clause is thus reminiscent of the resultative (or resultative relative) function of pu: the pu Ta-predicate is in some way
a result of the NP, which the speaker rejects.
The following example from MakriyannisÕ Memoirs provides an excellent illustration of the construction:59
(79a)

(1829Ð1840)
(Makriyannis accuses his comrade Gouras during the Greek Revolutionary War
of abusing his position to profiteer.)
ÇTªloq pŒntvn es´ kiÕ o Mamo´rhq sy ua g¼n‘q Memetalüq, es´, kiÕ ayt¿q Mpra‚mhq?
kÕ emŒq ua maq pŒrete e¼lvteq! Na thn xªsv tªtoia leyteriŒ, opo´ ua kŒmv egÃ
esªna pasiŒ! È
Òtelos padon esi ki o mamuris si Ta Äinis memetalis, esi, ki aftos braimis k emas Ta
mas parete ilotes! na tin xeso tetia lefteria, opu Ta kamo (PERF S) eÄo esena pasia!Ó
ÒSo youÕre going to turn into Mehmet Ali, and your friend Mamouris is going to
turn into Ibrahim Pasha [two leaders of the Ottoman army]; and youÕre going to
make us your serfs! Fuck that kind of liberty, if IÕm going to make you a
pasha!Ó
ÔAnd to cap that, you and Mamouris between you will be Mahomet Ali and
Ibrahim and have us as your helots. I shit on such a freedom where I have to
make a pasha of you!Õ (MakM 185)

The import of MakriyannisÕ statement is as follows:
¥ In the process of the Greeks gaining their liberty, Giouras and
Mamouris are gaining excessive power.
¥ The result of Ôthat kind of libertyÕ is that Giouras will be MakriyannisÕ overlord.
¥ Makriyannis refuses to have Giouras be his overlord.

59 I

have been unable to find an instance of this particular construction in the often heated discussions in the Hellas-L corpus, although there are several instances of ÔMay I shit on XÕ by itself
to express contempt.
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¥ Ergo, fuck that kind of liberty whereby Makriyannis would have to
make Giouras his overlord.
The peculiarity with the construction is that, even if the pu Ta-clause is interpreted as a normal resultative connective or relativiser (ÔwherebyÕ), the result is
unrealised rather than potentialÑas far as the speakerÕs desires are concerned,
at least. So the pu Ta-clause would make more sense as a conditional (TaÊ+ Past)
than as a future (TaÊ+ Simplex): opu Ta ekama (PERFP) eÄo esena pasia Ôwhereby
I would make you a pashaÕ, rather than Ôwhereby I will make you a pashaÕ.60
One might explain the anti-factive as factive contingent on the fulfilment of
the matrix condition; but such contingency is not normal to factive expressionsÑthe earliest definition of factivity is indeed preservation of truth under
negation of the matrix (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971). It is simpler to admit that
these constructions are indeed anti-factive, and explain them as a contingent
diachronic development (as I attempt in ¤7.8.1), than force them into a factive
schema they clearly do not belong in.
A euphemism for xeso in this construction, and in the expression of derogation in general, is vraso ÔboilÕ. This usage of vraso is illustrated in (80)Ñwith an
instructive difference from (79a):61
(80)

60An

Ua moy phq ¿ti ªtsi proode´oyne oi «Arabeq! Na thn brŒsoyme meiq tªtoia pr¿odo
poy ua maq k¿ch to loyfª!
Ta mu pis oti etsi prooDevune i araves! na tin vrasume (1PL) mis tetia prooDo pu
Ta mas kopsi to lufe!
Now, you might say, thatÕs how the Arabs make progress. Stuff that kind of
progress if itÕll cut out our loot! (TsifC 290)

element which could have been used instead of Ta to mark the adjunct as irrealis (and undesirable) is na. However, the matrix clause in the pu Ta-construction, being an optative, itself
contains na. So while na might have been a less problematic particle than Ta, its use would have
led to confusion, in this construction at least.
The continuation of (79a) is of interest, because it contains an utterance made with similar import, but formulated quite differently:
(79b)
ÇÑTi koybentiŒzeiq ªtzi; moy lªgei. Ñ«Etzi koybentiŒzv! «Otan ta pŒr‘q es´ aytŒ
kai oi f¼loi soy, na me ft´s‘q!È
Òti kuvediazis etsi?Ó mu leÄi. Òetsi kuvediazo! otan ta paris (PERFS) esi afta ke i
fili su, na me ftisis!Ó
ÒWhat are you talking like that for?Ó he tells me. ÒThatÕs the way I talk! When
you and your friends get that [the 800,000 groschen Gouras has requested
from the government], you can spit on me!Ó
ÔWhat are you chattering about?Õ says he. ÔChattering about!Õ say I. ÔWhen you
and your friends get hold of these things you can spit on me!Õ (MakM 185)
Again, the event Makriyannis wishes to prevent appears in PERFS, the subjunctive mood. But
whereas in (79a) it appeared within a future tense (preceded by Ta), here it appears after otan
ÔwhenÕ. A when-expression is more irrealis than a future-expressionÑalthough it still implies an
expectation of fulfilment, which would be absent if instead Makriyannis had used a conditional
marker, such as an ÔifÕ or ama Ôwhen; ifÕ. In context, however, the otan-construction and the pu
Ta-construction are treated as equivalent.
61The difference here is certainly independent of the choice of the lexeme vraso or xeso; they are
intersubstituable in both instances.
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Example (79a) cannot be read with its literal, affirmative meaning: the speaker
derogates the situation, and the speaker is the agent of the pu Ta-event, which
therefore will not take place. In (80), by contrast, the speakers have no control
over the pu Ta-event; and much as they do not wish it to take place, there is
some expectation that it will. In fact, the pu Ta-clause can be read quite literally
as an affirmative relative clause: ÔLet us denigrate such progress which will cut
out our lootÕ. So while (79a) and (80) are identical in structure, and both express
derogation, the control the speaker has over the derogated action determines
the likelihood of the action. So a pu Ta-exclamation can either be truthful or not,
depending on the degree of speaker control; the former case is called here
Uncontrolled-pu Ta, and the latter Controlled.
The interpretation of such utterances is a matter of conversational implicature. The pu Ta-clause represents an inconvenienceÑit is signalled as such by
the derogatory matrix. Humans are assumed to wish to avoid inconvenience; so
if the speaker is the agent in the pu Ta-clause, they are presumably avoiding the
action described. If the speaker, on the other hand, is an affected party in the pu
Ta-clause, as in (80), and has no control over the situation, then the clause must
be read literally, as describing something that may well happen.
Instances of the construction up to this point are ambiguous with relativisations; from this point on, they are notÑthe matrix presents no candidate head
for the pu-clause to relativise. So the construction cannot be considered merely
an idiosyncratic relativisation: it is an autonomous connective usage of pu.
An anti-factive (ÔuncontrolledÕ) reading of the pu Ta-clause requires that the
speaker have no control over the pu Ta-event, and not merely that the speaker
not be the agent. This is illustrated by the next group of constructions, whose
matrix clause contains a derogatory utterance equivalent to Ôget lostÕ or Ôgo to
hellÕ; these expressions are usually introduced by the colloquial imperatives a,
ade and ai Ôgo!Õ These occur in response to a request; their matrix expresses contempt to the interlocutor, and the pu Ta-clause sarcastically echoes the interlocutorÕs request. So in these utterances, too, pu Ta superficially looks like asserting its argument, but in actuality denies it. This is illustrated well by (81a),
where the speaker is still the subject of the pu Ta-clause:
(81a)

O KonrŒdoq toy MomferŒ j´nise ta mo´tra.
ÑTi zhte¼te, perikalÃ;
ÑThn T´ro, apŒnthse o Gky. [É]
O KonrŒdoq shkÃuhke apŒnv.
Ñ A pŒgaine re, lªei, poy ua soy dÃsv thn T´ro. EgÃ polªmhsa re kokoni¿rko na thn
kratüsv kai ua sthn dÃsv esªna toy kiotü; A pŒgaine.
o konraDos tu momfera ksinise ta mutra.
Òti zitite, perikalo?Ó
Òtin tiro,Ó apadise o gi. [É]
o konraDos sikoTike apano.
Òa paÄene re,Ó lei, Òpu Ta su Doso tin tiro. eÄo polemisa re kokonioriko na tin
kratiso ke Ta stin Doso esena tu kioti? a paÄene.Ó
[ÔÒBe going, you,Ó he says, Òthat I will give you Tyre.ÓÕ]
Conrad of Montferrat scowled.
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ÒAnd what would you be after?Ó
ÒTyreÓ, Guy replied. [É]
Conrad got up.
ÒGet lost!Ó he said. ÒAs if IÕm going to give you Tyre! I fought to hold on to it,
you great big girlÕs blouse, and you want me to give it to you now, you coward?
Get lost.Ó (TsifC 228)

In (81b), the pu Ta-clause is also denied though superficially assertedÑeven
though grammatically the speakers do not have control over the pu Ta-proposition.
(81b)

ÑPerikalÃ kŒnte pªra kau¿so per¼ ta KorvnomeuÃnh endiafªretai o mpampŒq
[d¿ghq thq Benet¼aq].
Ñ A pŒaine re, ªkanan oi FrŒgkoi, poy ua maq faq ton t¿po.
Òperikalo kante pera kaToso peri ta koronomeToni enDiaferete o babas.Ó
Òa paene re,Ó ekanan i fragi, Òpu Ta mas fas ton topo.Ó
[ÔÒBe going, you,Ó said the Franks, Òthat you will devour the land from us.ÓÕ]
ÒDo kindly step aside, as Daddy [the doge of Venice] is interested in Coron and
Modon.Ó
ÒGet lost!Ó the French said. ÒAs if youÕre going to gobble up our land from
under us!Ó (TsifFU 35)

This is because, although grammatically the Venetians are doing the gobbling
(and are the agents of the pu Ta-clause), pragmatically the French are in control
of the situation, because they still own the forts of Coron and Modon. In actuality, the French are saying Ôas if weÕre going to let you gobble up our land from
under us.Õ So controllability is a pragmatic rather than syntactic property.
In (82a) and (82b), on the other hand, the pu Ta-events are not under the
control of the speaker:
(82a)

(Baldwin IIIÕs army unsuccessfully attacks Nur-en-DinÕs)
O Noyr en Ntin katayxaristüuhke.
ÑToyq ekŒname noikokyra¼oyq. «Aei sto diŒolo pali¿paido [Baldoy‚noq G′] poy ua
polemüseiq es´ emªna.
o nur en din katafxaristiTike.
Ñtus ekaname nikokireus. ai sto Diaolo paliopeDo pu Ta polemisis esi emena.
[ÔGo to hell bad child, that you will fight me.Õ]
Nur-en-Din was ecstatic.
ÒWeÕve made proper householders of them. Piss off you pipsqueak [Baldwin
III]! As if you were going to fight with me!Ó (TsifC 170)

(82b)

(Poseidon expresses surprise to Zeus that Hermes has embarked on a career of
thieving by stealing his brother ApolloÕs cattle. Zeus responds:)
O kal¿q klªfthq ton aderf¿ toy klªbei prÃta. Aq sto diŒolo, poy ua moy phq emªna
per¼ kleciŒ. EgÃ e¼mai khdem¿naq saq, re. Thn tªxnh ua moy mŒuete;
o kalos kleftis ton aDerfo tu klevi prota. as sto Diaolo, pu Ta mu pis emena peri
klepsia. eÄo ime kiDemonas sas, re. tin texni Ta mu maTete?
[ÔGo to hell, that you will tell me about theft.Õ]
A good thief robs his brother first of all. Talk to me about theft? Get stuffed! IÕm
your bloody guardian. Are you going to try and teach me how to suck eggs?
(TsifM 208)

Baldwin III has indeed fought with Nur-en-Din, and Poseidon has indeed talked
about theft to Zeus. So the truth of the pu Ta-clauses cannot be denied: these are
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uncontrolled exclamatories. The effect of the pu Ta-clause here is rather to belittle its referent. Baldwin may indeed have fought with Nur-en-Din, but the
battle was disastrous, and Nur-en-Din is satisfied that Baldwin is no match for
him. Poseidon may indeed have talked to Zeus about theft, but Zeus pulls rank
on him, and declares him unfit to lecture him on morality. Yet even with factive
denotation, uncontrolled-pu Ta is grammatically odd by Greek standards: a
conditional would still be more consistent with such utterances than a future. A
conditional gloss into English displays this: ÔPiss off you pipsqueak, who would
fight with meÕ; ÔYou would talk to me about theft! Get stuffed!Õ62
The final example of a pu Ta-construction is straightforwardly anti-factive: the
speakers are in control of the pu Ta-event, and the constructions express their
unwillingness to carry out the events, and the contempt in which they are held.
In (83) the speakers respond with ridicule to a suggestion made; they echo the
suggestion sarcastically, much as was the case with the Ôget lostÕ-responses in
(81a) and (81b):
(83)

ÑKalª ti lªte poy uÕ afüsoyme toyq Œntreq maq gia tr¼a pali¿kastra;
kale ti lete pu T afisume tus adres mas Äia tria paliokastra?
[ÔWhy, what are you saying, that we will leave our husbands for three
lousy castles?Õ]
ÒWhatever are you talking about? Us, abandon our husbands for three lousy
castles?Ó (TsifFU 96)

Although the choice between factive and anti-factive readings of pu Ta (controlled/uncontrolled) is still a matter of conversational implicature, the fact that
the negative reading results in a denial is semantically conventionalised. Under
no circumstances can a pu Ta clause with an invective matrix communicate
grudging acquiescence. If the pu Ta-clause is preventable by the speaker, the pu
Ta-construction signifies that it will in fact be prevented, and is not subject to
defeasibility:
(84)

Aei sto diŒolo, (∅/?? kai/* poy) ua soy dÃsv thn T´ro!
ai sto Diaolo, (∅/??ke/*pu) Ta su Doso tin tiro!
To hell with it, IÕll hand Tyre over to you!

This requirement of preventionÑthat a Controlled pu Ta-clause is necessarily
falseÑdoes not follow from conversational implicature. So it represents a conventional implicatureÑthe first step towards the lexicalisation of this anti-factive sense.
3.8.2.ÊIrrealis bare pu
The previous section considered expressions using pu Ta to introduce irrealis
propositionsÑtypically because, from context, the speaker both denigrates the
62Although

English does not use the same kind of modal machinery in its equivalent expressions, expressions like you canÕt possibly do that! (when someone just has) or like you can
really do that! point to a similar conflict between rhetorical and real-world modality. (My
thanks to Christina Eira for this observation.)
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eventuality and expresses refusal to carry the event out, or to allow it. There is
another group of expressions, in which the speaker clearly intends the pu-clause
to be understood as false. These clauses describe not actions, but facts. The
clauses are denied in the absence of any explicit marker of either negation or irrealis mood; the only such marker appears to be quotative intonation. This
group of constructions, like the pu Ta-group, involves an imperative or exclamatory matrix clause and a pu-adjunct.
The first such construction involves Èna, a ÔdeicticÕ particle. Èna is frequently
used in collocation with pu (Nicholas 1998a), with pu indexing the proposition it
was introducing, acting as a complement of Èna:
(85)

(Discussion of the origin of the Amazonian river deity Yuxubal in the practice of
Orinoco ferries ÔsacrificingÕ livestock to the riverÕs piranhas.)
NŒ, loip¿n, poy pollo´q ueo´q kai ag¼oyq toyq gennŒei kai toyq synthre¼ h anŒgkh.
Èna, lipon, pu polus Teus ke aÄius tus Äenai ke tus sidiri i anagi.
So, as you can see, (Ôbehold thatÕ) many gods and saints are born and maintained by necessity. (TsifM 301)

Here, however, Èna indexes not a clause, but an expression of contempt or,
paralinguistically, an insulting gesture (typically the mudza, the spread-palm
equivalent of the Anglo ÔfingerÕ), and corresponds to Ôtake that!Õ The ensuing puclause is not a complement of Èna, but rather provides justification for the insultÑin a way analogous to the justifying circumstances discussed in ¤3.4.2 (cf.
38b). A factive instance of a paralinguistic justification along these lines is given
in (86a).
(38b)

Ñ«Agie PelŒgie! Me toyq aforismo´q oi st¿loi den katastrªfontai. Uªloyne kai
mŒxh.
ÑNa xauüte poy den piste´ete sthn pantodynam¼a toy Kyr¼oy hmÃn.
ÑaÄie pelaÄie! me tus aforismus i stoli Den katastrefode. Telune ke maxi.
Ñna xaTite pu Den pistevete stin padoDinamia tu kiriu imon.
[ÔMay you become lost that you donÕt believe in the omnipotence of Our LordÕ]
ÒSaint Pelagius! Fleets are not destroyed by excommunication. They need
battle, too.Ó
ÒGet lost, for not believing in the omnipotence of Our Lord!Ó (TsifC 275)

(86a)

Fr´aje h Dümhtra. PŒei ston «Olympo kai toyq katŒftyse.
friakse i Dimitra. pai ston olibo ke tus kataftise.
Ñ NŒ re,
poy kŒnete to mesŒzvn me thn dikiŒ moy thn k¿rh.
Èna re,
pu
kanete to mesazon me tin Dikia mu tin kori.
lo!
DISRESPECT
pu
act as intermediary with my own daughter
Demeter was livid. She went to Olympus and spat on the gods.
ÒTake that, damn you, for playing pimp with my own daughter.Ó (TsifM 370)

There is no semantic difference in pu between (86a) and (38b): in both cases,
the matrix is an expression of derogation, and the pu-clause is a justification for
the derogation, which happens to hold trueÑconsistent with the factivity of pu.
But there are also utterances, like (86b), where the pu-justification cannot possibly be considered true:
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Mpükane oi Œnurvpoi sta karŒbia toyq, toyq faskelÃsane ÇnŒ poy e¼saste seiq
gia prokopüÈ, anoixtükane kai pŒne p¼sv.
bikane i anTropi sta karavia tus, tus faskelosane ÒÈna pu isaste sis Äia prokopiÓ,
anixtikane ke pane piso.
[Ôlo! that you are for progressÕ]
The guys got into their boats, they gave them the mudzaÑÒTake that! As if
any good will ever come of you lotÓÑthey went out to sea and headed home.
(TsifC 202)

The Byzantine sailors donÕt give the Crusaders the mudza because they think
some good will come of themÑbut precisely because they do not think so. So
the justification here is anti-factive, rather than factive; and the hearer needs
recourse to conversational implicature in order to work out whether the speaker
is being serious (factive) or ironic (anti-factive).
A broader class of such utterances has as its matrix clause the interjection ade
Ôgo on!Õ, already encountered with pu Ta-exclamatories. In that instance, ade introduced a pu Ta-exclamatory, so that whether the pu Ta-clause was denied or
not depended on speaker control. When ade is used to introduce bare puclauses, however, the argument of the pu-clause is denied whether or not the
speaker has any control over it, and whether or not the pu-proposition has the
speaker as a subject. This is because what is being denied by the speaker is not
an action, but a fact: there is no refusal being expressed by the speaker, which
might be contingent on speaker control, but only disbeliefÑas shown in (87a):
(87a)

ÑÇ«Ante, bre kyra-EkŒbh,È thq lªv, Çpoy piste´eiq se tªtoieq prolüceiq!ÈÑÇKai
bªbaia piste´vÉÈ.
Òade, vre kira ekavi,Ó tis leo, Òpu pistevis se teties prolipsis!Ó Òke vevea pistevoÉÓ.
[ÔÒGo on, hey Mrs Hecuba,Ó I tell her, Òthat you believe in such superstitions!ÓÕ]
ÒÒOh come on, Mrs Hecuba,Ó I told her, ÒAs if you believe in such superstitions!Ó ÒOf course I doÉÓ.
ÒGo on with you, Hecuba,Õ I said, Ôsurely you donÕt believe that old wivesÕ
tale!ÕÑ ÔOf course I believe itÉÕ (Tah 261)

This disbelief is also illustrated by (87b)Ñwith the added advantage that this puclause has its verb in P ERFP, the Modern Greek tense least associated with irrealis mood (¤3.0.1). This confirms that there is nothing irrealis about the surface form of this construction:
(87b)

(Discussion of the similarity between Poseidon in Greek mythology and St
Nicholas in Greek Orthodox tradition.)
Ti allŒjame, loip¿n; «Ante, re, poy allŒjameÉ
ti alaksame, lipon? ade, re, pu alaksame (PERFP)É
[ÔGo on, hey, that we have changedÉÕ]
So how have we changed, then? Yeah, sure weÕve changedÉ (TsifM 302)

While ade-expressions constitute the most prominent grouping of such quotative expressions of disbelief, there are other possible expressions in the matrix
clause. In (88a), the matrix clause consists of the interjection ba Ôbah!ÕÑstrongly
implying that the pu-clause that follows is indeed ÔhumbugÕ:
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F´gane ta kor¼tsia, Œdeiase to sp¼ti, gkr¼niaze o AntÃnhq.
ÑTi katŒlabeq tÃra poy me¼name dyo ko´koi;
ÑKal´tera kai na Õxv to kefŒli moy üsyxo.
Mpa poy to Õxe. O do´kaq janŒpese sto mesofo´stano kai tŒraje thn Attikü kai to
«ArgoqÉ
fiÄane ta koritsia, aDiase to spiti, griniaze o adonis.
Ñti katalaves tora pu miname Dio kuki?
Ñkalitera ke na xo to kefali mu isixo.
ba pu to xe. o Dukas ksanapese sto mesofustano ke tarakse tin atiki ke to arÄosÉ
The girls left, the house was emptied, and Antonio grumbled.
ÑAre you satisfied, now that weÕre left all alone like two cuckoos?
ÑAll the better! This way, I can sleep easy. [ÔThat I may have my head
peaceful.Õ]
Oh no she didnÕt! [ÔBah! that she had it.Õ] The duke started messing around
with petticoats again, and struck at the whole of Attica and ArgosÉ (TsifFU
352)

In (88b), the matrix clause is ti les kale Ôwhat are you talking about?Õ We have
already seen this clause as matrix to a pu Ta-clause in (83). In this case, the puclause explicitly (and disparagingly) echoes the interlocutorÕs utteranceÑalthough the person of the verb has been adjusted accordingly, from argises
(2SG) to arghsa (1SG), so that this is not properly quotation.
(88b)

> argises pantws na apantiseis:-)kapoion rwtas fainetai:-)

Ñ«Arghseq pŒntvq na apantüseiq :-) KŒpoion rvtŒq fa¼netai :-)
ÑarÄises pados na apadisis [smiley] kapion rotas fenete [smiley]
Ti les

kale

Ti leq
kalª
Ñti les
kale
what you.say good.man (VOC)

pou

arghsa;;;; Molis dieukrinhses

poy
pu
pu

Œrghsa;;;;
arÄisa????
I.was.late

M¿liq dieykr¼nhseq
molis Diefkrinises

thn erwthsh (ka0ws thn prwth fora pou thn esteiles htan mpourdelo kai

thn erÃthsh (kauÃq thn prÃth forŒ poy thn ªsteileq ütan mpoyrdªlo kai
tin erotisi (kaTos tin proti fora pu tin estiles itan burDelo ke
den eixa katalabei ti rwtouses), apanthsa entos oligwn leptwn. :)

den e¼xa katalŒbei ti rvto´seq), apŒnthsa ent¿q ol¼gvn leptÃn. :)
Den ixa katalavi ti rotuses), apadisa edos oliÄon lepton. [smiley]
ÑBut you were late answering. :-) You must be asking someone else. :-)
ÑMate, what do you mean, ÔlateÕ? As soon as you clarified the question (because
the first time youÕd sent it, it was a shemmozle, and I hadnÕt understood what
you were asking), I answered within a few minutes. :) (Charalambos P.
Karaolides (response to Ioannis Iliopoulos): Re: O nonos...; Hellas-L, 1995Ð
09Ð04)

The final example of an irrealis bare-pu exclamatory adjunct comes from a dramatic play, and had baffled Tzartzanos when he was writing his Syntax:
(88c)

«Anoijª to, na ido´me. A! ntropü e¼nai, kahmªnh. Kalª, Œnoijª to, poy e¼nai ntropü! Ta
sento´kia tvn yphretriÃn e¼nai gianŒ ta cŒxnoyn oi kyr¼eq!
anikse to, na iDume. a! dropi ine, kaimeni. kale, anikse to, pu ine dropi! ta sedukia
ton ipiretrion ine Äia na ta psaxnun i kiries!
[ÔÒWhy, open it up, that it is a shame!ÓÕ]
Open it up, so we can have a look. Oh, itÕs shameful, you poor dear! Why, open
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it upÑshameful indeed! MaidsÕ chests are there for ladies to search through! (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV v; Xenopoulos)63

For this utterance to make sense, the second and third sentences need to be
spoken ironically, in quotative intonation (the sentence is taken from a play):
ÔOh, ÒitÕs shamefulÓ, you poor dear! Why, open it upÑÒShamefulÓ indeed!Õ In
this case, the matrix clause kale anikse to Ôwhy, open itÕ is not an expression of
disbelief or contempt at allÑunlike the preceding instances. The disbelief has
rather been supplied by the use of quotative intonation in this and the preceding
clause.64
In all, we have seen seven types of exclamatory usages of pu, summarised in
Table 7.
Section
¤3.4.2
¤3.7.5
¤3.7.6
¤3.7.6
¤3.8.1
¤3.8.1
¤3.8.2

Name
Justify-pu
Optative
Cleft Exclamatory
Bare Exclamatory
Uncontrolled-pu Ta
Controlled-pu Ta
Irrealis-pu

Form
pu
pu na
(ti)É pu
pu
pu Ta
pu Ta
pu

Assertion
Affirmative
Optative
Affirmative
Affirmative
Affirmative
Negative
Negative

Value Judgement
Neutral
Mostly Negative
Mostly Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Table 7. Exclamatory usages of pu

3.9.ÊDefinite article + pu
This final class of usages of pu does not in itself constitute a novel function.
Rather, as with the ÔsubjunctiveÕ usage of pu considered in ¤3.6, it is a morphological innovation involving pu.
pu cannot be preceded by a definite article in CSMG. This is in constrast with
oti: to oti is a common though formal complementiser, as described in ¤3.3.5.
The other two major complementisers of Greek also have a long history of association with the definite article. In Early Modern Greek, the complementiser pos
was almost obligatorily preceded by the definite article to (89a) (see Nicholas
1996), although the use of to pos as a counterpart to to oti is marginal in CSMG,
and its acceptability is a matter of idiolectal variation.
(89a)

(1370~1388)
Mis¼r Ar¼go nte «Andoyloq, do´kaq thq Benet¼aq/ ap¿krisin toyq ªdoken, o´tvq toyq
apokr¼uh,/ to pvq to prŒgma ¿poy zhto´n arªsei thq Benet¼aq.
misir ariÄo de adulos, Dukas tis venetias,/ apokrisin tus eDoken, utos tus apokriTi,/

63Tzartzanos

includes this example in NoteÊiv at the conclusion of his discussion of puÑalongside other instances of pu where Òthe precise definition is difficult to determine.Ó It is the final
example given, and his comment is limited to Ò(puÊ= ? The meaning is: Ôit is not shameful at
allÕ).Ó This comment is the only mention I am aware of of irrealis pu-exclamatories in the literature.
64This utterance comes the closest to the bare pu-exclamatories considered in ¤3.7.6; but the puclause here is still clearly subordinate semanticallyÑeven if the matrix Ôopen it up!Õ is not particularly germane to the pu-adjunct; and the pu-clause is anti-factive, whereas bare pu-exclamatories are paratactic rather than subordinate, and factive. Nevertheless, the boundary between
the two constructions is obviously not rigid.
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to pos to praÄma Èopu zitun aresi tis venetias.
Sir Enrico Dandolo, Doge of Venice, gave them an answer, thus he answered
them: that the thing which they sought was pleasing to Venice. (MorH 361Ð
363)

And to na-clauses are the most productive (although not the most unmarked)
way of nominalising actions, corresponding to both the English gerund and the
nominal use of the infinitive. The article is present (though not mandatory) only
when the na-clause is a subject (89b), but not when it is a preposed objectÑunlike to oti (89c) (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:21):
(89b)

To na
de¼reiq
ªnan Ital¿ sthn epoxü eke¼nh, ¿xi m¿no
to na
Diris
enan italo
stin epoxi ekini, oxi mono
the na you beat up (P ERFS) an Italian
den epªfere st¼gma, allÕ ütan prŒjh hrvismo´
Den epefere stiÄma, al itan praksi iroismu
Beating up an Italian in those days wasnÕt a disgrace; on the contrary, it
was an act of heroism. (Tah 262)

(89c)

(*To)
na
pŒme
maz¼
uªlv
(*to)
na
pame
mazi
Telo
the
na
we go
together I want
To go together is what I want us to do.

Finally, the CSMG relativiser in competition with pu, o opios, incorporates the
definite article. So members of the same paradigms as pu frequently take determiners. Instances of pu taking a definite article, however, are extremely
rareÑand would be unacceptable to most CSMG speakers. To account for this
fact, both Roussou (1992:131) and Varlokosta (1994:83) predict it is impossible
for pu-clauses to be preceded by a determiner, as the syntactic slot for a determiner in a pu-clause is normally occupied by an empty elementÑfor Roussou a
clausal determiner, for Varlokosta an empty nominal complement to the pu-matrix.65
There are two classes of definite articleÊ+ pu combinations which turn up in
Modern Greek. Those involving pu as a relativiser or adjunct connective seem
restricted to what Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1) calls Òpoetic
speechÓÑspecifically, syntactic experimentation on the part of poets. For example, the following verse in the poetry of Calvo, written in the 1820s, uses the
feminine plural article before pu:66
(90a)

Cyxa¼, að poå ¨dojŒsate t¯n |Asvp¯n kaç tÕ Òlsoq to Marau©noq.
psixe (FEM.PL), e pu eDoksasate ton asopon ke t alsos tu maraTonos.
O souls, that (Ôthe thatÕ) have glorified the Asopus river and the copse of
Marathon. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Calvo)

65 Wiedenmeyer

(1995) has another formulation: both to and pu are clausal determiners, but to
appears instead of pu where the clausal determiner needs to bear inflection.
66The feminine plural article e (hai) is an archaism.
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Calvo wrote in an eclectic mix of archaic and vernacular Greek; and this example seems to be an experimental attempt to bring pu in line with o opios. In
example (90b), on the other hand, the experiment seems to involve interpolating a relative clause between the determiner and the noun, after the pattern
of German and Classical Greek:
(90b)

JexnÃ
to
poy me
trÃei sarŒki
ksexno to
pu
me
troi saraki.
I forget the REL me
eats sorrow
I forget the sorrow which gnaws at me.
Cf. German Ich vergesse den mich bei§enden Schmerz ÔI forget the me biting
painÕ;
Classical Greek LanuŒnomai t¯n Ûn trÃgei me p¿non lantHa@nomai to$n ho$n tro@ùgei me
po@non ÔI forget the which gnaws at me painÕ

A few speakers (although probably not enough to call this a feature of CSMG)67
seem to accept to pu-complement clauses for subject complements; Varlokosta
(1994:84) provides the following illustrations:
(91a)

Moy
arke¼
to
poy ürueq
mu
arki
to
pu
irTes
to.me
suffices
the that you.came
It is enough for me that you came

(91b)

To
poy ürueq,
moy
arke¼
to
pu
irTes,
mu
arki
the that you.came to.me
suffices
It is enough for me that you came

One infrequently also finds such examples in print:
(91c)

Bªbaia, ua prªpei na lhfue¼ sobarŒ ypÕ ¿ch, to poy ed¿uh h synªnteyjh kai ¿ti kai
sto parelu¿n, o k. PŒgkaloq ªxei ÒaifnidiŒseiÓ thn koinü gnÃmh me par¿moieq
dhlÃseiq
vevea, Ta prepi na lifTi sovara ip opsi, to pu eDoTi i sinedefksi ke oti ke sto
parelTon, o kirios pagalos exi ÒefniDiasiÓ tin kini Änomi me paromies Dilosis
Of course, the fact that the interview was given must be taken seriously under
consideration, as well as the fact that Mr Pangalos has caught public opinion
by surprise before with similar statements (Nªoq K¿smoq (Melbourne), 1998Ð4Ð
16, p.Ê2)

Roussou (1992) predicts such sentences should be unacceptable, since pu-complements are not true subjects but only internal arguments. Varlokosta
(1994:85), on the other hand, argues that subjecthood is irrelevant here, since
these pu-clauses are probably in some type of topic position insteadÑalthough
she still cannot explain why (91b) is marginal but its to oti-equivalent (to oti
irTes) is completely acceptable.
The other group of instances of definite article preceding pu involves the to
pu-phrase as the object of a preposition. There are three contexts in which this
67 This

feature is unacceptable in my idiolect, and as I report in ¤7.9, is also absent from the 8million word corpus of Hellas-L.
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can occur. The first is where a preposition precedes a normal relativiser, as exemplified by (92a):
(92a)

V es´ ueª toy anapamo´, gia ton opo´ h tryg¿na sm¼gei pistŒ stoy tr´gona to Œsma
th fvnü thq.
o esi Tee tu anapamu, Äia ton opu i triÄona smiÄi pista stu triÄona to asma ti foni
tis.
O thou god of rest, for whom (Ôfor the thatÕ) the female cricket faithfully
blends her voice to the male cricketÕs song. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Skipis)

This instance once again seems to be an experimental imitation of o opios: Äia
ton opio is entirely acceptable, while Äia ton [o]pu is not. Although the failure of
pu in CSMG to take prepositions may seem to motivate constructions like (92a),
such constructions have not caught on, given the availability of o opios.
The second context involves headless relatives, and is illustrated by (92b):
(92b)

XarŒ ston opo´ gl´tvse, xarŒ ston pÕ ¿xei f´gei.
xara ston opu Älitose, xara ston p oxi fiÄi.
Joy to him who (Ôto the thatÕ) escaped, joy to him who (Ôto the thatÕ) has fled.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV ii 1; Gryparis)

This kind of usage is encountered occasionally in EMG texts, when the headless
relative opu was still extant.
The final context involves pu-clauses as clausal objects of prepositions or
preposition-like constructions. While they are absent from formal Greek (which
uses to oti for this purpose), they can be seen from time to time in more informal discourse, such as TsiforosÕ texts:
(92c)

KŒti e¼xe [o Napolªontaq], ekt¿q dhladü, to poy ütane strathg¿q-ua´ma.
kati ixe, ektos DilaDi, to pu itane stratiÄos Tavma.
There was something to him [Napoleon]Ñapart, that is, from the fact that
he was a wonder-general. (TsifHF 297)

(92d)

O Sampl¼t ªpiase toyq «Ellhneq na ta Õxh kai kalŒ maz¼ toyq.
ÑRe paidiŒ. «Ejv dhladü ap¿ to poy ua saq allŒjoyme ta sÃbraka, den pr¿keitai
na saq peirŒjoyme.
o sablit epiase tus elines na ta xi kala mazi tus.
re peDia. ekso DilaDi apo to pu Ta sas alaksume ta sovraka, Den prokite na sas
piraksume.
Champlitte started talking to the Greeks to get them on side.
ÒNow lads! Apart from the fact that we will force on you a change of underwear, we arenÕt going to harm you.Ó (TsifFU 36)

(92e)

Milhmªna prŒmata, symfvnhmªna prŒmata, apŒnv sto poy ütane na dÃsoyne
kŒparo, ti toy kapn¼zei toy Œgioy PelŒgioy kai mpa¼nei sth mªsh.
milimena pramata, simfonimena pramata, apano sto pu itane na Dosune kaparo, ti
tu kapnizi tu aÄiu pelaÄiu ke beni sti mesi.
Everything had been discussed, everything had been agreed, and just as they
were about to shake hands, who-knows-what got into Saint Pelagius, and he
intervened. (TsifC 274)

There are already several prepositional collocations using pu without the determiner; the last example in particular, (92e), is an expanded instance of the
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pano pu collocation extant in CSMG (Nicholas 1998a). In order to form the
preposition ÔonÕ in CSMG, the adverb [a]pano ÔaboveÕ takes the preposition s[e]
ÔtoÕ; e.g. pano s to Ärafio Ôabove to the deskÊ= on the deskÕ. Normally, pu cannot
be the argument of a preposition, so se has to be dropped if pano se ÔonÕ is to be
adjoined to pu: pano (*se) pu Ôabove (to) thatÊ= on (the event) thatÊ= whenÕ. The
utterance in (92e) shows that, at least in TsiforosÕ linguistic intuition, pano pu is
equivalent to pano s to pu, and the definite article is consistent with the collocation: while se cannot precede pu, it can precede a determiner, which may thus be
regarded as a sort of buffer. So other such collocations may involve the puclause as a nominalised clausal object.
There is a split between the two types of definite article collocation. That
which involves relative clauses or adjuncts is restricted to poetic language, and
involves the analogical extension of a use of the determiner before small clauses
already restricted to the Kunstsprache. Prepositional instances, on the other
hand, are a part of CSMGÑalbeit marginally so; this seems to result from the
frequent collocation of prepositions and determiners in their normal, nominal
use.

3.10.ÊÒToo-hard basketÓ
The classification outlined in this chapter is more comprehensive than that
given by either Tzartzanos or Mackridge; therefore, it covers more of the functions pu holds in Greek. In addition, the categories are necessarily ÔfuzzyÕ, and
overlap. So the majority of examples Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282
LXXXIV v Note iv) gives as problematic can be dealt with within this framework
as representing either ambiguous cases, where two distinct interpretations are
possible, or vague cases, which lie in some intermediate position in a fuzzy cline
between two prototypical meanings of pu.
There remain the following two instances in TzartzanosÕ list where no discernable function can be attributed to p u. Those instances of pu, where
Tzartzanos describes pu as ÒredundantÓ, may well be evidence of its grammaticalisation beyond the range of semantic classification, to the point where it is
merely an extremely loose textual connective.
(93a)

«Eftase me ta pollŒ chlŒ sto sp¼ti eno´ bosko´. ÇMÕ afünete, lªei,
eftase me ta pola psila sto spiti enu vosku. Òm afinete, lei,
na koimhuÃ ap¿ce edÃ; E¼mai ualassopnimªnh.È
na kimiTo apopse eDo? ime Talasopnimeni.Ó
To loip¿ t¿so pol´ poy th
sympŒuhse o bosk¿q
poy
to lipo
toso poli
pu
ti
sibaTise
o voskos,
pu
so
so much
pu
her liked
the shepherd that
thn ekrŒthse.
tin ekratise.
he kept her
After climbing a great height, she ended up at a shepherdÕs house. ÒWould you
let me sleep here tonight?Ó she said. ÒIÕve been shipwrecked.Ó So, the shepherd
liked her so much, that he kept her. (MinA 424; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)
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«Akoyse, mprª gyna¼ka, kai mªna. Extr¿q toy den ümoyna, se e¼pa kai poy se lªgv.
akuse, bre Äineka, ke mena. extros tu Den imuna, se ipa ke pu se leÄo.
Now, wife, will you listen to me! I was no enemy of hisÑIÕve told you so and I
am telling you so. (Ôand pu I am telling youÕ) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV v; folk tale from
Thrace collected by Papahristodoulou)

Both these examples are from folk tales; they seem to point to some regional development of pu, since such usage is unknown in CSMG. In (93a), we may
simply be dealing with a speech error, with the first, redundant pu anticipating
the second, resultative instance.68 No similar explanation suggests itself for
(93b), however, and I am unable to explain it.

3.11.ÊSummary
It is worth taking stock of the functionality of pu described in this lengthy exposition.
The primary function of pu in CSMG is to introduce embedded clauses, and pu
is in evidence wherever embedded clauses are in use in Greek: relative clauses,
adjuncts, complements, prepositional collocations. It is not the only particle
with such a function in Greek; and in structuralist fashion, pu can be defined
with respect to the other members of its paradigm. In complementation, pu
competes with pos, oti, and na; the semantics underlying this competition are
looked at more thoroughly in ¤4. In introducing adjuncts and collocations, pu is
predominantly in competition with na.
The overriding semantic factor involved in determining the distribution of pu
is its realis character. In adjuncts (and collocations such as mexri pu versus
mexri na for ÔuntilÕ), na denotes an irrealis clause, and pu a realis clause; the pu
na combination denotes irrealis counterparts to pu-clauses. In complementation, the conditioning can be expressed more strongly as factivityÑpresupposition of truth of the complement: na-complements are irrealis, pos- and oticomplements realis but non-factive, and pu-complements factive. There are
some questions about how closely the notion of factivity actually applies to
complementiser-pu; these are considered in ¤4.
There are some secondary functions of pu not encompassed by the summary
just given:
1 pu is not restricted to embedded clauses, but can introduce matrix clauses as
a discourse connectiveÑas a narrative discourse marker in its own right
(typically in the guise of its etymon, Èopu ÔwhereÕ); in collocation with various
forms of the verb leo ÔsayÕ as a discourse marker (Nicholas 1998a); or in collocation with na, introducing optatives.
2 pu is not factive or realis throughout its functions; as an adjunct to various
exclamatory clauses, it can actually be anti-factive. Although this function is
marginal in the overall scheme, it nonetheless needs to be taken into account.

68As

tive.

has been suggested by Brian Joseph (pers. comm.), the first pu may be clefting the resulta-
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3 There is some variability about the morphological behaviour of pu in CSMG.
Its status as a ÔsubjunctiveÕ subordinator (able to be followed by PERFS
verbs), and the possibility of preceding it with a determiner after a preposition, vary idiolectally; so too does its admissibility after verbs of saying.
Complementation is even more variable in Greek dialect; several Greek dialects appear to have made pu a generic realis complementiser, displacing pos
and oti.
The result of these developments is detailed in FigureÊ1; the shaded areas are
those which lie outside the normal functional range of CSMG pu, either because
they have become independent of a matrix, or because pu has become non-factive. (The directionality of these changes, indicated by the arrows in FigureÊ1, is
discussed further in ¤7.)
NOMINAL
HEAD
Locative adverb
Locative adverb
(indefinite)
(definite)

CLAUSAL
HEAD
Emotive,
Cognitive
Complementiser

HEADLESS

HEADLESS

Perception
Complementiser
Headless
Relativiser

Clausal
Relativiser
Cleft Exclamatory
Cleft

Relativiser

Bare Exclamatory

Pseudo-relativiser

Relativisers

Irrealis Relative

Realis
Adjuncts
Irrealis
Adjuncts

Discourse
Connective

NON-FACTIVE

Discourse
Collocations

Optative
(relative)

Optative
(adjunct)

Subjunctive
Marker

Irrealis
Exclamatory
Adjuncts

Optative
(matrix)

Non-Factive
Complements

Figure 1. Developments in functionality of pu

So the story of pu is complex. A full account of its development needs to include
a prodigious amount of data, from Early Modern Greek and Modern Greek dialect, as well as various registers of CSMG. The task of expounding on at least
some of that data, and attempting to integrate it within one coherent whole, is
what ensues in the next few chapters. Before that can be attempted, I outline in
¤4 our current understanding of the most involved semantic problem involving
puÑthat of the semantics of CSMG complementation. Given a better understanding of complementation, a fuller summary of the functionality of pu can be
attempted.

